This commencement program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu/2014/spring/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, May 5, 2014.
### The UCF Creed

**Integrity, Scholarship, Community, Creativity, and Excellence are the Core Values That Guide the University’s Conduct, Performance, and Decisions.**

**Integrity**

I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

**Scholarship**

I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

**Community**

I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

**Creativity**

I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

**Excellence**

I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.

---

| College of Arts and Humanities | The senses of sight, sound, and sensation are transformed by spirit and creativity into meaningful diverse forms of expression in the College of Arts and Humanities. |
| College of Business Administration | Familiar symbols elicit world marketplace images of competition and finance for the College of Business Administration with its innovative curriculum, state-of-the-art facilities, and nationally recognized programs. |
| College of Education and Human Performance | The apple has served as the definitive symbol of education and knowledge for centuries. And for the College of Education, a galaxy of encircling stars serves as a shining example of diverse opportunities for learning. |
| College of Engineering and Computer Science | The Space Transportation System symbolizes one of the most complex and ambitious scientific feats ever achieved and epitomizes the spirit of the College of Engineering and Computer Science. |
| College of Graduate Studies | Leadership, research, and service empower graduate students in the division’s quality learning environment. The doctoral cap, hood, and gown epitomize the highest achievement for the College of Graduate Studies. |
| College of Health and Public Affairs | Academic programs in the College of Health and Public Affairs are bound together by a shared sense of purpose—to serve communities and contribute knowledge that improves the quality of life of citizens. |
| College of Medicine | The Rod of Aesculapius, serpent entwined around a staff, is an ancient Greek symbol associated with healing the sick. The rod topped by the UCF Flame of Hope is spiraled with the DNA’s double helix to form the symbol for the College of Medicine. |
| College of Optics and Photonics | The striking multifaceted relief captures the spirit of the Age of Light and epitomizes the science and technology of the College of Optics and Photonics and its dominant influence in the 21st Century. |
| College of Sciences | Science seeks to explain how the world works—living organisms, the physical world, people in groups, and people as individuals. Just as a microscope gives us a way to look at objects otherwise too small to see, so the tools of scientific inquiry let us observe nature in its many aspects. |
| College of Graduate Studies | Leadership, research, and service empower graduate students in the division’s quality learning environment. The doctoral cap, hood, and gown epitomize the highest achievement for the College of Graduate Studies. |
| College of Nursing | The spirit of the College of Nursing is conveyed by images that symbolize caring, knowledge, and leadership. |
| Office of Undergraduate Studies | The Office of Undergraduate Studies provides the foundation, vision, and leadership necessary for students to reach their academic potential and to prepare for the steps, challenges, and rewards of lifelong learning. |
| Rosen College of Hospitality Management | The central fountain, framed by Mediterranean arches, has come to symbolize the Rosen College of Hospitality Management’s state-of-the-art campus and its standard of excellence for the industry. |
| The UCF Creed | Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide the university’s conduct, performance, and decisions. |
University of Central Florida

UCF Stands for Opportunity in scholarship, leadership, research, and service. The university also creates opportunities for economic development, as well as community and industry collaboration. UCF is Central Florida’s higher education partner and its hometown university.

The talents of UCF’s more than 230,000 alumni, more than 59,700 students, and more than 10,000 faculty and staff members have made UCF one of the nation’s leading metropolitan research universities. And UCF is committed to innovative community partnerships, world-class research with local impact, and the integration of technology and learning.

The university offers 91 bachelor’s degrees, 86 master’s degrees, three specialist degrees, and 31 doctoral degrees, as well as more than 94 graduate certificate programs. To date, more than 255,000 degrees have been awarded.

The university seal, shown above, is the symbol that sets our university apart from others. As you might expect, choosing a university seal is no simple task. In UCF’s case, the job took 26 months. From the very first suggestion, submitted in early 1966, to the unveiling of the present seal, it was a task without precedent for those who were involved in the process.

In the two years after the first submission, nearly 50 designs and 70 different color combinations were considered. The motto, Reach for the Stars, eventually served as the inspiration for the seal. It was first verbalized by Charter President Charles N. Millican. The phrase came to him, he recalled, when he was flying on a night that was so clear the stars sparkled.

Stars were used in a variety of combinations. Pegasus, the winged horse of mythology, was added to depict both contrast and connection between old and new, the humanities and the sciences.

In their search for tenets on which to launch a new experiment in higher education, the university’s founders focused on two: Accent on Excellence and Accent on the Individual. Growth notwithstanding, their successors remain committed to that end. The university’s motto, Reach for the Stars, encourages UCF’s students, faculty and staff members, and alumni to go beyond the ordinary.

Indeed, extraordinary things happen in UCF’s classrooms and laboratories every day, and UCF is prominent among its peers. UCF Stands for Opportunity.
Dear Graduates:

Congratulations to each of you for the achievements that have brought you to this day. Congratulations are also in order to your families, whose love and support have undoubtedly contributed to your success.

Today’s commencement exercises mark the completion of a period of studying and learning, of developing and adapting, and of accomplishing and contributing. All of these activities prepare you for successful careers and for service as leaders in our society. Your university education will be of immeasurable benefit to you for the rest of your lives.

As you leave UCF, please remember three things. First, your education is a lifelong process. Maintain the intellectual curiosity that got you this far, and never cease your learning. Second, use your knowledge, your talent, and your degree for responsible purposes. Our world is so complicated that we need all the ability we can muster to solve the great problems of our time. Finally, remember your university and be loyal to it.

Best wishes for a lifetime of success and satisfaction.

Cordially yours,

John C. Hitt
President
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
Grand Marshal .......................................................................................... Mr. Christopher Niess
Commencement Speaker .................................................................................. The Honorable Marcos Marchena
President ................................................................................................................................. Dr. John C. Hitt
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Order of Pegasus ...................................................................................................................... Ms. Rana Riad

**Commencement Speaker**

Orlando attorney and University of Central Florida alumnus Marcos Marchena was appointed to the UCF Board of Trustees in 2011. He is chair of the board’s Finance and Facilities Committee, and he also serves on the UCF Foundation Board of Directors.

Marchena is the senior partner of Marchena and Graham, an Orlando business and government law firm, and he is the general counsel to the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority.

Marchena has served as chairman of the Florida Transportation Commission, which maintains oversight for the Florida Department of Transportation. He has also chaired the Valencia College Board of Trustees, the Federal Middle District Judicial Nominating Commission, the Orange County Planning and Zoning Commission, and the City of Orlando Nominating Board.

Born in Cienfuegos, Cuba, Marchena immigrated to the United States in 1971. He earned a bachelor’s degree in political science at UCF and graduated *cum laude* from the Stetson University College of Law.
Thad Seymour is senior vice president of Tavistock Development Company and president of the Lake Nona Institute.

Seymour leads strategy and business development for Lake Nona’s Medical City, home to the UCF College of Medicine. He also focuses on driving innovation and cultivating collaboration among Lake Nona’s many partners, which include Nemours Children’s Hospital, the Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute, and the VA Medical Center.

A board member of BioFlorida, co-chair of bioOrlando, and immediate past chair of the Florida Research Consortium, Seymour is active in promoting the important role of research in accelerating economic development. He is also a regional board member of OneBlood and chair of Shepherd’s Hope, which provides medical care to uninsured and underinsured patients throughout Central Florida.

Seymour holds a bachelor’s degree from Dartmouth College, master’s and doctoral degrees from the University of Wisconsin, and an MBA degree from the Kellogg Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University.
The Honorable John Mica

U.S. Representative John L. Mica was first elected to Congress in 1992. He represents Florida’s 7th Congressional District, which includes Orange, Seminole, and Volusia counties.

Mica serves as the chairman of the Subcommittee on Government Operations in the Oversight and Government Reform Committee. He also is a member of the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, which he previously led as chair.

Mica has received numerous awards during his tenure in Congress, including the Golden Bulldog Award from the Watchdogs of the Treasury, the Thomas Jefferson Award for Distinguished Service, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Spirit of Enterprise Award. In 1995, he was honored as one of 100 Americans to receive the Ellis Island Medal of Honor.

Prior to his election to Congress, Mica established several successful business ventures, including real estate, communications, and international trade and governmental affairs firms. A graduate of Miami-Dade College and the University of Florida, he served in the Florida House of Representatives from 1976 to 1980.
Grand Marshal ............................................................................................................................................ Ms. Patricia Leli
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President .................................................................................................................................................. Dr. John C. Hitt
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Order of Pegasus .................................................................................................................................. Ms. Courtney Buzan

Commencement Speaker

Lars Houmann is president and chief executive officer of Florida Hospital and the Florida Division of Adventist Health System compromised of 23 hospitals.

His career has taken him to hospital administration positions in Massachusetts, California, Arizona, and Florida, and he is a fellow of the American College of Healthcare Executives.

He is a member of the Florida Hospital Association Board of Directors, a member of the Metro Orlando Economic Development Commission Executive Committee, and the chairman of bioOrlando, an organization dedicated to the development of the life sciences economy in Central Florida.

He volunteers with the American Heart Association, Shepherd's Hope Clinics, and the Seventh-day Adventist Church. He has participated in health care mission projects in South America and Africa.

Houmann earned his bachelor’s degree in business administration from Columbia Union College in 1979 and his master’s degree in healthcare administration from Loma Linda University in 1981.
Pam Bondi was elected as Florida’s 37th attorney general in 2010. She has worked to investigate mortgage and Medicaid fraud and to strengthen penalties to stop pill mills. She has also partnered with state legislators to crack down on drunk drivers who flee accident scenes.

Previously, Bondi served as an assistant state attorney for the 13th Judicial Circuit in her hometown of Tampa, where she successfully prosecuted first-degree murder cases.

The National Association of Drug Diversion Investigators recognized Bondi with its 2011 Leadership Award for her efforts to stop prescription drug abuse. She also has earned Stetson University’s Distinguished Alumna Award and the Tampa Bay Review’s Lawyers of Distinction Award for outstanding performance.

Bondi serves on the boards of directors for The Spring, Tampa’s domestic-violence shelter, and for Special Olympics Florida.

She graduated from the University of Florida in 1987 with a degree in criminal justice and from Stetson Law School in 1990 with a Juris Doctor. She was admitted to The Florida Bar in 1991.
Dr. Gideon J. Lewis is a UCF graduate, a board-certified reconstructive foot and ankle surgeon, an entrepreneur, and a volunteer UCF College of Medicine faculty member.

At the College of Medicine, he serves as director of the Pre-Medical Surgical Internship Program, which he founded. In 2010, he received the college’s first “Rising Star Award” for his contributions to UCF and the community.

Dr. Lewis earned his bachelor’s degree in molecular biology and microbiology at UCF. He earned his doctorate at the California College of Podiatric Medicine and completed his surgical residency at Florida Hospital. He is a fellow of the American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons.

A former Division I collegiate athlete, he specializes in sports medicine. He routinely treats athletes from Major League Baseball, the National Basketball Association, the National Football League, the X-Games, and the Olympics.

In 2011, Dr. Lewis co-founded Drink Chia!, a healthy-lifestyle beverage available in more than 3,000 stores nationwide.
# Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

## College of Business Administration

**OLUWAKEMI TITILOPE AJAYI**  
Business Administration  
Major Advisor: Dr. Steve G. Sutton

## College of Education and Human Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Major Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MICHAEL ALAN AKERSON</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. David Boote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWYNDOLOYN GRAHAM CRITTENDEN</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. David Boote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAREN CORNELIA DAVIS</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Linda I. Rosa-Lugo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEANA LYNN DEICHERT</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Juli Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSAN COURTNEY DUNN</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Tom Owens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTOPHER M. ELLIOTT</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Suzanne Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATHERINE ANNE GRIFFITH</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Edward Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANIEL GUTIERREZ</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Mark Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRISTOPHER GREGORY HALL</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Edward Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAURENCE HOWARD JAFFE</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Walter Doherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY L. JENNINGS</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Judit Szente</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEUNG HYUN LEE</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Robertico Croes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUREKA ANTANNA LOUIS</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Carolyn Hopp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAM P. MCCORMACK, JR.</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Jay Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENDRA L. MINOR</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Atsusi Hirumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONALD MATTHEW MORRISON</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Haiyan Bai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATRICK R. MULLEN</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Glenn W. Lambie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNN M. POWERS</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Rosa Cintrón</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIANDRA JANELLE PRESCOD</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Edward Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYED KAMRAN QADRI</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Rosemarye Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDWARD HAMILTON ROBINSON IV</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Dr. Jeffrey Stout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAUREL JANE ROBINSON</td>
<td>Educational Leadership</td>
<td>Dr. Rosemarye Taylor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KELLY LYNN SCOTT  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. David Boote

ANTONIA MARIA WINSTON SHEEL  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón

RENEE SMITH SHERRELL  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn W. Lambie

ELISE ANDERSON SMITH  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. David Boote

MERCEDES SOTILLO TURNER  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Juli Dixon

SUSAN CATHERINE LANSVERK STAPP  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Kaplan

COURTNEY CORTELLO WILSON  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara Murray

MELISSA RAE ZELIGMAN  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Edward Robinson

College of Engineering and Computer Science

SERINA NASRI AL-HADDAD  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Timothy Kotnour

HEMAID EID ALSULAMI  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahmad Elshennawy

AHMADREZA AMIRAHMADI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Issa Batarseh

NING CHEN  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lotzi Bölöni

HAITAO CHENG  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Xun Gong

ELIE ATALLAH EL ZGHAYAR  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Mackie

AHMED A. ELATTAR  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Luis Rabelo

CHRISTOPHER M. ELLIS  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marshall Tappen

GEORGE GAMIL FARAG ALLAH  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marwan Simaan

CURTIS EDWARD GROVES  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Alain Kassab

ALI HAJIAGHABOSORGI  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Pazour

ABDULLAH JAMEEL HALAWANY  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahmad Elshennawy

CHRISTOPHER DAVID HOLLANDER  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Annie Wu

SEYED MOHAMMAD NAVID KHATAMI  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oulsegun Ilegbusi
JAEMYOUNG LEE
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty

BENNIE G. LEWIS
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Gita Sukthankar

GEUNSIK LIM
Materials Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Aravinda Kar

MAHSA MAGHAMI
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Gita Sukthankar

SEYEDMASOUD MALEKZADEH
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Necati Catbas

MOHAMMAD MEHDIZADEH NASRABI
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Mackie

SEAN COURTLAND MONDESIRE
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. R. Paul Wiegland
Major Advisor: Dr. Annie Wu

ENRIQUE G. ORTIZ
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah

REMO PILLAT
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles Hughes

TALAYEH RAZZAGHI
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Petros Xanthopoulos

AMIR ROSHAN ZAMIR
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah

CHRISTOPHER GARY SENTELLE
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael Georgiopoulos

HE SHEN
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yunjun Xu

GUANG SHU
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah

JULIE A. SISSON
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahmad Elshennawy

CHUAN SUN
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Hassan Foroosh

BULENT TASTAN
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Gita Sukthankar

XI WANG
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Gita Sukthankar

DAVID ANDREW WOODBURN
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Xinzhang Wu

YULIN XIAO
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Mackie

YIYAN XIONG
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles Hughes

RAN ZHAO
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Chengying Xu

College of Health and Public Affairs

JERUSAH TRYPHENA ALLEN
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

JESSICA LOUISE ALTER
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

MICHELLE ALVAREZ
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

SARAH MARGARET BECKETT
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos
WILLIAM JOSEPH CARROLL III  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

RACHEL MARIE JAKUBOWSKI  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

HEATHER COFFEL  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

KARYN JARRETT  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

MATTHEW T. CUMELLA  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney

KRISTEN CATHERINE KALEMERIS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

NATALIE G. DANKBERG  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney

MOLLY ANN KORDSMEIER  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

Samantha Justine Evans  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

Briana McCormick  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

Jennifer L. Freeman-Walker  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Michael Reynolds

Cortney Miller  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carol Levine  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

Natalie Christine Hair  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney

Kevin Emery Nagel  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

Rachel Marie Jakubowski  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

Karyn Jarrett  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Theodore Angelopoulos

Kristen Catherine Kalameteris  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

Molly Ann Kordsmeyer  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

Briana McCormick  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

Cortney Miller  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carol Levine  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

Lydia Marie Picard  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Carey Rothschild

Trevor Ryan Hicks  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

Justine Nichole Richmond  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

Madison E. Hinton  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Hanney

Rossana Rojas  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

Zachary Paul Hollis  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

Terrance Randolph Ruth  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Wan

Chad M. Houchin  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

Lindsey Elizabeth Seidelman  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Smith

Brittany Lynn Hughes  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

Stephen Michael Thompson  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

Andre Shawn Ishmael  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick Pabian

Rob Williams  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker
BRITTANY NICOLE WYCOFF
Physical Therapy
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Tucker

College of Medicine

BHASWATI SENGUPTA
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Sampath Parthasarathy

MATTHEW PRICE WOOD
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Alexander Cole

College of Nursing

TANYA BENGALI
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Julee Waldrop

PATRICIA K. LAFFERTY
Nursing
Major Advisor: Dr. Susan Chase

ANN MARIE RAIKES HARTLEY
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Wink

DARLEEN ANN WILLIAMS
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

College of Optics and Photonics

MANUEL REZA FERDINANDUS
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. David Hagan

SOROUSH SHABAHANG
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Ayman Abouraddy

DANIEL BERNARD OTT
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Leonid Glebov

GUANGMING TAO
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Ayman Abouraddy

College of Sciences

SRIJITA BASUMALLICK
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Swadesh Mukul Santra

LEI GE
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Zuhair Nashed

MICHAEL WILLIAM BOYCE
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Janan Smither

MARC DOUGLAS GENTZLER
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Janan Smither

SIMONA A. CERIANI
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. John Weishampel
Major Advisor: Dr. Llewellyn Ehrhart, Jr.

JOHN WILLIAM HAUSSELMANN V
Mathematics
Major Advisor: Dr. Dorin Dutkay
Major Advisor: Dr. Deguang Han

MELINDA JOY DONNELLY
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. Linda Walters

DARIN E. HUGHES
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Eleazar Vasquez
MUHAMMAD RAKIBUL ISLAM  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Saiful Khondaker

WENDI BELINDA KANE  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth Grauerholz

JYOTI KATOCH  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Masahiro Ishigami

SANDEEP KUMAR  
REBECCA J. LYONS  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Salas

Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Laurence Vonkalm

NEHA NAYYAR  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Talat S. Rahman

STEVEN F. SHIPPEE  
Conservation Biology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Graham Worthy

ROBERT ASHTON VAN GORDER  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. David J. Kaup  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kuppalapalle Vajravelu

LUIZ F. XAVIER  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara Fritzsche
Candidates for Education Specialist

MARLA ELIZABETH COOKE  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

CHRISTINA MARIE DANIELLO  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

KRISTYN MARIE DICOSTANZO  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

JOHNATHAN P. ESTRADA  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

TIFFANI MICHELLE GEARHART  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

ANDRE J. GUTIERREZ  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stacy Van Horn

ANTHONY JULIANO  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

CHRISTINA M. LOVEJOY  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

REBEKA LINN MCVAY  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Oliver Edwards

JENNIFER A. OSEROFF  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

PRIYA B. PATEL  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

SHANNON PATRICE QUIREY  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

KIMIA SAYADFAH  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

VERONICA SUSAN SINCLAIR  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

RICHARD FRANK TODD  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Walter J. Doherty

TIFFANY MARIE TREIMANIS  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

RACHEL E. WEDDELE  
School Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gordon Taub

Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

BRENDON ALEXANDER BARNES  
Creative Writing

ZACHARY W. BECKLER  
Film

DEBORAH BECKWIN  
Creative Writing

MADISON STRAKE BERNATH  
Creative Writing

SHELLY FRASER BRADON  
Emerging Media

JENNICA LYN BROOM  
Creative Writing

STEPHANIE TYLER CAFCULES  
Emerging Media

KAREN J. CARLSON  
Emerging Media
BRIAN D. CRIMMINS
Creative Writing

DAVID EMMETT DANNELLY, JR.
Emerging Media

EMILIE CECILE JOYCE FINNEY
Emerging Media

DAVID THOMAS MORAN
Emerging Media

JASON J. FLYNN
Emerging Media

MICHAEL RENE MORRISON
Creative Writing

CHRISTINA MARIE GUILLÉN
Creative Writing

GABRIELLE LISA NAGENGAST
Creative Writing

JOSHUA PETER INGLE
Film

VICTORIA OAKES
Theatre

SAMUEL JIMENEZ
Emerging Media

IVAN RIASCOS
Emerging Media

DEVIN R. LATHAM
Creative Writing

DIANNE HELEN TURGEON RICHARDSON
Creative Writing

BRANDON STEPHEN YAGEL
Theatre

LACEY BETH SCHULTZ
Creative Writing

REUBEN J. ROGAK
Emerging Media

SPECIAL PRODUCED

GABRIELLE LISA NAGENGAST
Creative Writing

VICTORIA OAKES
Theatre

IVAN RIASCOS
Emerging Media

DIANNE HELEN TURGEON RICHARDSON
Creative Writing

REUBEN J. ROGAK
Emerging Media

LACEY BETH SCHULTZ
Creative Writing

BRANDON STEPHEN YAGEL
Theatre

SPECIAL PRODUCED
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

Digital Media MA-Visual Language and Interactive Media
Stephen Joseph Mickle

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Serge W. Desir, Jr.
Joshua Ryan Galat
Clarissa Amber Graffeo
Katrina Suzanne Wolfram

English MA-Rhetoric and Composition
Miriam M. Gregorio
Jacob Ray Stewart

English MA-Technical Communications
Rebecca D. Beeson
Cindy Marie Caudill
Nichole Miranda Cepero
Mariana Chao
Samantha Ertenberg
James Patrick Fenn
Leah A. Mitchell

History MA
Khali Inti Navarro

History MA-Public History
Robert Lyon Clarke
Bethany Joy Dickens
David Morton

Music MA
Erin Kathleen Davis-Guiles
Lindsey Maria Ferguson
Assel Jean-Pierre
Yun Li
Juan Tomas Martinez, Sr.
John R. Mason III
Kathleen Sakson
Wade N. Stange
Spencer Ryan Stowers

Spanish MA
Lily Margarita Acajabón
Rita Giovanna Stefania De Luca Guerriero
Tania Gutierrez-Catasus
Karlos Enrique Palacios, Sr.
Michelle Quinones

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
Nargiza B. Abidjanova
Maria Consuelo Aldana
Lauren Ann Axelrod
Grace Christino
Crystal Lee Coker
Jane Elizabeth Keeler
Christine Laning
Hannah Neva Malone
Meagan Alison O'Connell
Aleksandra Vargas
Hilary Westmoreland

Theatre MA
Patrick Allen Braillard
College of Business Administration

Master of Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM

Robert Charles Agusta
Devin Marie Beahm
Cory Martin Bernstein
Amos Dewon Day
Robert Clark Denyul
Janelle Diaz
Anael Z. Hernandez
Andrew R. Hippert
Nathaniel Raymond Kinkopf
Frank A. McPhee
Holly Elizabeth Mercier
Alyssa M. Moniaci
Carlos Alberto Morales, Jr.
Giornar Liandro Nunes
Angelica Dawn Oflaherty
Nicolet Jacinda Okolo
Mary K. Riley
Stephanie Rivera Casiano
Mark Aaron Simmons
Deidre Snively
Jonah Lee Stewart
Dylan Stewart Taylor
Theo Jerome Livingstone Trotman
Curtis Lee Walker
Kelron Christian Williams

Business Administration MBA-Lockstep Evening MBA

Ronald Abriola, Jr.
Gabriel E. Agudelo
Barron B. Akins
Michael Alexander
Yelda Alisbah
Tara Lynn Anderson
Jennifer Anna Andreasson
Robert Richard Andrus
Lillian Arana
Kathleen Anne Arnold
Shamira Arsala
Oriana G. Avila
Jonathan M. Beck
Joshua M. Bentley
Bleys Robert Birt
Ryan James Callaghan
Sonja Perez Cassablanca
Katrina T. Cesaire
Darren Patrick Clark
Natalin Pamela Day
Kristin Renee DeFilippo
Nicholas R. Deridder
Guillemo Agustin Diaz
Kevin Steven Dimarzio
Matthew Theodore Eckard
Joshua Elliott Egggen
Kenneth John Eisinger
Leigh Dara Engelman
Marina Viktorovna Ermakova
Anabel Cristina Ferrer
Michelle Christine Fuertsch
Kevin Michael Garvy
Emily Kate Gerber
James Lee Gilmore II
Tyler Jacob Greulich
Susan Kelley Halvatzis
Kelly Michael Hamlin II
Alex J. Hargrave
Danielle Elizabeth Harrison
Rebecca Lynn Hennessy
Daniel Newton Herbert
Hamzah Mahmoud Issa
Devin Aaron Jermigan
Adil Karamat
Sunveer N. Lally
Khoa Minh Le
Ryan Charles Lederman
Sean Keith Lemon
Diana Leslie
Na Li
Bryan M. Lin
Meiqi Liu
Suan Carlian Lue
Brian Patrick Maras
Lauren Fae Marquess
Jason Marshall Mask
Douglas Javier Mckim
Emily Jaziel McKim
Meghan Jane McPhee
Amanda Lynn Merchant
Paul Jacob Meyer
Adam Christopher Meyers
Kayla Brooke Mitchell
Jonathan Tomas Mylett
Lewis Sean Naylor
Tung Minh Nguyen
Andrew James Parson
David Anton Pedisch
Jean-Philippe Louis Perrault
Jonelle Belinda Pescatore
Roger Dale Phipps, Jr.
Michael Polomski
Jack Armstrong Poole III
Edgar Quifiones, Jr.
Jordan John-Andrew Rae
Jason Patrick Raics
Nichole Elizabeth Reinbold
Ramon Jose Rosqueta
Daniela Sanders
Stacy Elyse Scholnik
Stephanie Seepersaud
Ronald W. Smith, Jr.
Michelle Lyn Spivey
Anna J. Szwast
Robert Simon Vail IV
Taylor R. Vaughan
Jacqueline M. Viren
Kiana Yanise Vives

Business Administration MBA-Cohort-I Year/Full-Time

Keytrice Castro

Business Administration MBA-Professional MBA (Regional Campuses)

James Kelly Austin
Katarzyna Urszula Blaszczyk
Barry James Bohnsack
Lindsay Claire Pollock Broadhurst
Alan Scott Buciero
Sherrie Cataralli
Michael F. Daubennemeier
Sean Christopher Gilley
Melvin A. Gonzalez
Stephen David Gotshall
Jaime Irizarry
College of Business Administration

Megan Meredith Jordan
Matthew William Kanagy
Victoria Samandar Kassis
Rima Hasan LeBlanc
Sebastian Mangiafico
Mitchell W. Mathews
Serena Grace Tokarcik Mathews
Lilian Regina McDonald
Laura M. Minns
David K. Moyston
Adnan Nazer
Kevin Christopher O'Neil
Javier Osorio
Vishal B. Patel
Robert Jerome Perkins, Jr.
Vadim Pilipenko
Fredy Alberto Quintero
Fabian Alexis Richards
Ivonne Jenifer Rodriguez
Josue Rodriguez-Crespo
David Joseph Russo
Zain Shahid
Walter Joseph Sinegal II
Claire Ann Thomas
Tony Tsang
Patricia A. Wood
Christopher E. Yakubchik

Rebecca Barrios Richards
Lauren Elizabeth Russell
Robert Michael Schreier
Aljeroy Wayman Sneed
Jiaqi Tan
Katie Elizabeth Taylor
Steven W. Thompson
Cornelius Van Tonder
Craig Michael Vining
Maria-Claudia Zamora

Master of Science in Taxation

Taxation MST

Arielle Marie Benson
Kelly Anne Bruderick
Yasmin Mariah Chehayeb
Heather Lynn Fabry
Sally Hamilton
Daniel Robert Judah
Kaitlyn Marie Lorenz
Meaghan Miller
Kelly Jessie Rohan
David Eugene Sines
Lauren Marie Tindel
Robert Craig Trimble, Jr.

Master of Science in Accounting

Accounting MSA

Temidayo O. Apena
Leif Stevens Bang
Terri Louise Berry
Bianca Veronica Bloomfield
Kristin Renee Donovan
Kirstie Laureen Durant
Jana Lee Fischer
Tiffany Marisol Hernandez
Leangsheeng Ing
Catherine Nicole Kondo
Jeong Eun Lee
Juan S. Llano
Timothy Alan Lowe
Nahel A. McConnaughey
Michael John McNeeley
Emily Lucille Molander
Marianna Gennadjevna Murphy
Artus Edward Nemati
Selina Elise Ostroff
Jordan Christopher Perry
Trisha Marie Piercy
Christopher Randolph Plummer
Amy Charlotte Ranieri
College of Education and Human Performance

Master of Arts

Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Hasnna Amour
Elizabeth Eileen Browne
Christine DiSturco
Caitlin B. Freyvogel
Anne M. Gewin
Ashley Nicole LeGrande
Jessica Lynn Mays
Lindsay Ruth Sanderfur
Diana Dawn Scott
Shannon Tenney

Career and Technical Education MA
Tara Michelle Engeron
Krystal Dawn Fatolitis
Amy Lyn Galla
Yvonne M. Hernandez
April Dawn Petch
Gribanía Del Carmen Vasquez

Counselor Education MA-Mental Health Counseling
Brittany Leigh Bodnick
Caitlin E. Boline
Kathrina Nicole Camb
Taylor M. Farrell
Fallon L. Flowers
Amarillis Garcia
Shana King
Rachel C. Kosiba
Capri Adara Leszkowicz
Makenzie Lynn McAnaugh
Caitlyn Rae McKinzie
Kristen Ann Mercadante
Tiffany S. Miller
Thomas Lee Nabors IV
Tamara S. Nelson
Amber R. Norman
Eva Rebeccae Oberlender
Eric William Price
Daylin Rivero
Dipti Sharma
Jena Ruthann Smith

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling
Whitney Rachelle Abernathy
Joel C. Anderson
Vanessa R. Hernandez
David Lee Lawson II
Sofia E. Mounouris
Lisa-Marie S. Ramkissoon-Dawson
Dominique LaShea Woods

Educational Leadership MA
Adam Gallup
Tyra O. Madison
Nancy Jane Von Ohlen

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Community College Education
Krysanne Marie Cusimano
Deon Alexander Muschette
Nicole Louise Parent

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel
Katrina Ngozi Adie
Miryana Yancheva Blesso
Courtney Elster Buzan
Felicha J. Colbeth
Giovanni Corrale
Andrew David D’Elia
Juan David Escobar
Devon Marie Fagan
Waheeda Firzana Illasarie
Mercedes C. Lavado
Christie Murata
Margaux Emily Ring
Belkis Angelina Sanchez
Nikki Sanguiliano
Robert Anthony Schiavo
Maelesa Cherelle Strong
Simone K. Teel
Megan Ann Turnage
Brandon Lamar Williams

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Tiffany Alcorn
Muneer Salem A Alkhalidi
Kimberly A. Clare
Araceli Arroyo Matos
Yun Yun

Elementary Education MA
Ashleigh Nicole Bauman
Jessica Capen
Jessica Marie Farrell
Joseph Thomas Frescura
Erin M. Hasey
Amelia Elizabeth Hunter
Dalena Luis
Yongwoon Ma
Jessica Marie Misiak
Kristen Barbara Murphy
Laura M. Rivera Escarfullery
Heather Ann Solomon

Thea Ashley Storr
Betty-Ann D. Townsend
Cayce Shaw Woodsum

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA
Dianna L. Simmons

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Jeffery Dean Battaglia
Alison Marie Geisler
Roger Hadley
Katharine Ayako Kinsey
Blanca Nelly Lopez
Debra D. Matthysses
Teresa Marie Pugliese
Dennis Matthew Reiman
Jennifer Michelle Roupp
Rick Trembley

Marriage and Family Therapy MA
Vanessa Nicole Dominguez
Cherika Renee Hamilton
Molly Kathryn Kooser
Lauren Elizabeth Patterson
Amanda R. Perez
Lauren Marie Thilmony

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-Art Education
Ashley Thania Singer

Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL
Marci Lynn Bookman
Kelly Jean Hodges
Caitlin R. McDanel
Brian Alan O’Dea
Chelsey Annette Smith
Jorge Arturo Valentin

Teacher Education MAT-Mathematics Education
Cassandra Alexis Hoek
Biyun Huang
Jessica Defabrizio Rapp

Teacher Education MAT-Middle School Mathematics Education
Sarah W. Chou

Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Biology
Christopher Harvey
College of Education and Human Performance

Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Chemistry
Olesya A. Benson

Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education
Kenneth Barry Bernstein
Cheryl Marie Morris
Mary Elizabeth Mott
Janelle M. Sanchez-Pacheco
Vivian Santiago
William Alexander Swartz
Keyana Janai Terry

Master of Education
Counselor Education MEd-School Counseling
Tara Michelle Mills
Nicole Jean Rohrer

Educational Leadership MEd
Franklin Delano Adkins III
Nicholas John Christian
Jessica Mathusa Collins
Marisa Diaz
Linda Sue Ebersole
Cristina Guerra
Jessica Marie Hernandez
Annemarie Basso Kaczmarczyk
Michelle O’Donnell Kuhn
Bethany Lynn Ledesma
Victoria Lien Miller
Kenneth James O’Brien
Pamela Lucia Rajadhyax
Brad Scott Rosa
Eric Unger

Elementary Education MEd
Coral Mikhail Holcomb
Kellie D. Monteleone
Sasha A. Whelless

Exceptional Student Education MEd
Jennifer Lynn Bartlett-Collins
Alexandra Marie Bertone
Jennifer Marie Ryan Bittel
Alexandria Marie Deyoung
Isaac Diorio Manning
Alicia Kathleen McMahon
Marilyn Nicole Romero
Janique White

K-8 Math and Science MEd
Vanessa Marie Battreal
Pearl L. Blyden
Vanessa Heiblum Browster
Amy Lynne Cristofaro
Harrischandra Jadonath
Michelle Hope Pace
Tracy Janette Shannon
Kirin R. Singh

Reading Education MEd
Tracy Nicole Gulliford
Sarah Katherine Hall

Science Education MEd
Jennifer Rodriguez

Teacher Leadership MEd-Art Education MEd
Matthew Scott Fenn

Teacher Leadership MEd-Educational Technology MEd
Mark A. Corey

Teacher Leadership MEd-Curriculum Leadership
Melissa Marie Asmus
Melanie Lynn Bray
Bethany Linn Downing
Sabrina Teresa Hughes
Samantha Brittanny Wells

Teacher Leadership MEd-English Language Arts Education
Chelsea Marie Collins
Jessica Lynne Wasser

Teacher Leadership MEd-Gifted Education
Leanne Beth Ferraro
Zachary C. Laschober
Jacqueline Raphael
Kelli Rose Wilder

Teacher Leadership MEd-Global, International, and Comparative Education
Robert J. Hooker

Teacher Leadership MEd-Mathematics Education
Rakesh Mathura
Gordana Petrusic

Teacher Leadership MEd-Social Science Education
Bonnie Britman
Jessica Lynne Jenkins
Patricia Maureen Palermo
Kelsey Sean Shortel
Amanda Riley Wright

Teacher Leadership MEd-Urban Education
Alecia Nichole Blackwood

Master of Science
Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Rosannah Louise Ellis
Katherine Elizabeth McComas
Maha Zuhair Sindi

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Sport Nutrition
Michael Robert Courts
Alyssa Chantel Wade
Beth A. Weiner

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Applied Exercise Physiology
Bolaji A. Agbede
Jonathan David Bohner
Breanne Kathryn Celiberti
Maria Isabel Cisneros
Shelly Marie Hanson
Olivia June Jackson
Joseph William Klancecky
Amanda Blair Maddalena
Diego Nicolas Matorras
Rae Tze Ng
Gabriel J. Pruna
Nicolette Julia Rodriguez
Robert Benjamin Rotenberg
Michael Blair Taylor
Craig John Robinson Wilder

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Coaching and Sport Administration
Esteban Miguel Bejarano
Sean Carlton Wells
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering
Giancarlo Benedeti
Andrew John Budgake
Trevor Brooks Hauck
Jacqueline Elena Petrozzino
Ganesh Sundaresan

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering
Rafael Alexander Adames
Saif Alarifi
Zuhair Jumaa Elhassy
Luis C. Figueroa Feria
Jordan Eric Leep
Alexander K. Navarro
Andrew Nicholas Panek

Civil Engineering MS-Water Resources Engineering
Jonathan Mark Griffen

Computer Science MS
Ruua Riyadh Hussein Abdulrahman
Muhammad Ali
Thomas Alan Carroll
Ke Chen
Zachary S. Chenaille
Timothy Justin Goldberg
Amy Kathryn Hoover
Hao Hu
Joseph David Kann
Hector M. Lugo-Cordero
Abdullah Al Mahmud
Lakhan Melurgir
Sheetal Mutati
Victor Eugene Parece
Frank J. Plochan
Rouollah Rahmatizadeh
Sidhanth Sheelavanth
Venkatanagavalli Sidham Setti
Amara Tariq
Diego Velasquez Avila
Bo Yang

Digital Forensics MS
Jason Randall Barnette
Hector Bermudez
Michael Thomas Dalton, Jr.
Jody Emil Flieder
Jeffrey Ganson
Mark Andrew Gramajo
Gayan A. Gunawardena
Travis Scott Janzen
Joshua Wim Jessurun

Richard G. Penuela
Ryan Lee Roseboro
Matthew John Ruddell
Joshua Brian Storey
Cynthia Nicole Thomas
Anthony Scott Uminn

Engineering Management MS
Sayli Chandrashekhar Bhade
Charles Heiligten
Stephen Charles Kibbons II
Jesus Morfa
Andrea Moribe
Hani Abdulrahman M Shaikh Omar
Nathan Joseph Shea
Sebastian Spata

Industrial Engineering MS
Aljawhara Alsulami
Gabriella Marie Hancock

Industrial Engineering MS-Engineering Management
William Samuel Gaetzjens
Joshua Adam Kowalski
Brian Zinck

Industrial Engineering MS-Human Systems Engineering/Ergonomics
Ilene M. Appel
Adam Gary Emfield
Jonathan L. Ledbetter

Industrial Engineering MS-Systems Engineering
Ramie Alawi
Mohammad Aljayyousi
Pamela Sue Caraballo
Taher Mohammed Ghamri
Siavash Haghtalab
Paul William Morbitzer
Jesus Ozuna
Kurt Mahady Walford

Industrial Engineering MS-Systems Operations and Modeling
Mohamed A. Awwad
Leah Ann Marz
Katherine E. Tyszko

Modeling and Simulation MS
Olga Maria Carballo
Henry W. Glaspie IV
Lorena Losada Mastrapa
Denis Oliva Ramos
Gladstone Taylor Solomon
Ronald Steven Wolff

Modeling and Simulation MS-Professional Science Master’s
Jaime Eduardo Alfaro

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Space Systems Design and Engineering
Douglass James Freese
Katherine Markstein
Joshua A. Rosen

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-ThermoFluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering
Marwane Babba
Elizabeth Anne Cook
Albert Carmen Manero II
Trung Huy Tran

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering MSCE
Jorge Gomis-Blasco
Arezoo Shirazi

Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Computer Engineering MSCpE
Saad Arif
Jeremy Lee Ayala
Michael J. Betancourt
Raquel Maria Cohen
Erich Dondyk
David Louis-Edward Griffen
Joseph John Thalchelloor
Sean P. Klover
Grant Chapman Mackey
Saurabh Mankar
Kushal R. Mehta
Desmond Devand Persaud
Michael C. Semeniuk
Tien Quang Tran
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College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering MSE
Mohd Nafis Akram
Brett Anthony Bertot
Szu-yu Huang
Jinto Jolly James
Edwards Jimenez
Salman Anwar Khokhar
Shreyas Krishna
Cong Li
Yin Li
Yu-chun Liu
Courtney Kathleen Mann
Ritika Ramesh Oswal
Liqing Shen
Gopal Singh
Michael J. Tullbane

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Environmental Engineering MSEnvE
Oscar Emilio Duarte
Gregg S. Dubinsky
Christine Marie Hall
Luis Armando Martinez
Alicia Giovanna McDougal
Erin M. Reed
Sultan Khalid Salamah

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
Industrial Engineering MSIE
Mohammed Abduljabbar Shaauit Abboodi
Angel Rafael Alvarado
Juliethe Gironza-Rojas
Henry Maurice Hatcher IV
Gabriel Santana Mercado
Andres F. Mora
Pooria Mostafapoor
Nicholas Robert Neuman
Faraz Ramtin
Christian David Sandino
Brian Steven Stockbridge
Brittany Kristine Villalard

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering
Materials Science and Engineering MSMSE
Swetha Barkam
Kevin Michael Coffy
Sarah Beth Cox
Yang Lin
Anh Tu Huy Ly
Daniel C. Metcalf
Shashank Saraf
Xiaochen Wang

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Computer Aided Mechanical Engineering
Seth John Balo
Andrew Charles Harris

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Mechanical Systems
Mohammed S. Badughaish
Amit Kumar Bhattacharjee
Demun Singh De Zoysa
Abeywardena
Halima Mohamed Enwegy
Daniela Fugon-Dessources
Vaahini Ganesan
Tony D. Gonzalez
David Lee Hooper V
Mohammed Saleh Khalifa
David Paul Letter II
Mark Mendenhall
Kristen L. Pirozzi
Sigitas Jonas Rimkus
Bilal Salim Salih
Michael John Smetana
Timothy Lee Travis II
Megan Elizabeth Yohpe

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Miniature Engineering Systems
Gregory Ezeani

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Thermo-Fluids
Robert Alan Dini
Daniel Andres Hernandez
Barkin F. Kutlu
Renae Yvonne Rippere
Manuel David Robayo

Robert Joseph Shusko
Mohamed Elhadi Soussi
Andrew James Stump
Anthony Carmine Terracciano
Rohit Yarabothu
College of Graduate Studies

Master of Science

Interdisciplinary Studies MS

Andrew Lawrence Teblum
College of Health and Public Affairs

Master in Research Administration
Research Administration MRA
Monica A. Dufault

Master of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders MA
Dallas Keith Brower
Kelly A. Canavan
Jenna Marie Colton
Josephine A. Donahoe
Taylor Lynn Dubins
Alisson Ellig
Veronica Lee Frye
Kristy Lauren Galler
Melissa Garcia
Eryn N. Gitelis
Darryl Bryan Gonzalez
Heather Nicole Hamblin
Kaylea Dancan Hardin
Erica Ann Heatherington
Danielle Ann Hills
Elise Marie Murley
Audrey Renee Nelson
Hong-Phoung Thi Nguyen
Kathleen Daly O'Neill
Rakiesha A. Peeples
Rachel Ellen Purpura
Galil Raviv
Kristen E. Sedig
Lourdes Isabel Smith
Megan Morgan Spencer
Tara Lise Varsallone
Karl Erin Waks
Chun-Chih Yeh
Olivia Christine Zicchinelli
Maria Kathryn Zinna

Master of Nonprofit Management
Nonprofit Management MNM
Michele Marie Axelson
Jordia C. Benjamin
Winston L. Davis III
Meagan Paige Flint
Norma Rachelle Gracia
Samantha Andrea Gross-Galindo
Laurel Lerato Mauldin
Regina Malisa McCray
Jamie L. McMaster
Shaloni M. Prine
Shreya Trivedi
Laura Elena Valencia
Eric James Wynn

Nonprofit Management MNM-MNM Cohort
Allison Whitney Bartholomew
Jack Breyer Chapman

Nonprofit Management MNM-Public Administration Dual Degree-MPA
Natasha Lashay Jones
Jasmine D. Jordan
Kaelynne E. Nill

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration MPA
Roberto Baptiste
Jason Matthew Batura
William M. Bucher II
Edna O. Commy
Daniel Mauricio Correia
Caroline B. Dennis
Rebecca K. Dodson
Dario Donahoo
Diane L. Elderkin
Jeremy James Hancock
Sharinita Anne Hester
Jackie D. Johnson
Karla D. Johnson
Sara B. Matthews
Johnathan Bryan McGriff
Jeanette Schutz
Shestelka Dejanerio Taylor
Charoey Claudia Thurston
Eric Samuel Trefrey
Michael Geoffrey Vincent
Jessica Ward
Brandon Alexander Washington
John David Westmoreland
Carrie F. Woodell

Public Administration MPA-Nonprofit Management Dual Degree
Natasha Lashay Jones
Jasmine D. Jordan
Kaelynne E. Nill

Master of Science
Criminal Justice MS-CJ-Professional
Madison M. Abner
Mark Donald Bittner
Joshua Todd Blair
Lance C. Blanchette
Christopher Michael Bozaz
Michelle Marie Braun
Chas E. Carlson
Andrew M. Cavanagh
Gene Sophia Chambliss
Jonathan Andrew Davies
John Daniel Decossaux
Tate Dana Dennis
Mary Catherine Dentice
Alicja Fournier
David Michael Gorby
Renee M. Greco
Britney Morgan Grey
Pejumae Funmi Guscott
Breanne Leigh Harris
Melanie Anne Jerozal
Deanna Desiree Jones
Tara Ann Jones
Christopher Lee Katsoulis
Sara Marie Keup
Bruce Edgar Locke
Sean Michael McClinton
Paul Duley McManan
Christen Ashley McPhaul
Sasha Ann Medina
Jeffrey John Miller
Yolondalyn Bernice Murray
James Bernard Neec
Sarah M. Norris
Brian Michael Paul
James Matthew Phillips
Jennifer Leigh Pyburn
Amaris Rosario
Neal John Sheridan
Tyler William Smith
Andrea Lechaun Snipes-Booker
Alex Ross Thorp
Amanda Marie Torrens
Emma R. Willis

Criminal Justice MS-CJ-Research
Stephanie M. Hintz
Julie Marie Krupa
Ursula Andrea Remy
College of Health and Public Affairs

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS

Antonio Alexander Aquino
Jason Andrew Bozman
April Michelle Brown
Deborah Kay Butler
Norma Jean Carlile
Nancy Huong Chau
Kevin Chen
Tanae Monique Christopher
Alicia Aisha Clarke
Omayra Class
Alyssa Catherine Cova
Joshua Crow
Cristina Marie Cruz
Ariona Victoria Day
Maria Christina De La Cruz
Vanessa Delgado
Shree Chantel Dixon Adams
Ashley Nicole Duncan
Breanna Fila
Roselyn Frimpong
Charlean Lorraine Gatlin
Lucas J. Greve
Ashley Ann Griffin
Ryan Dean Hanson
Regina Sheppard Harris
Jennifer Nicole Jennings
Camille Kelly
Robert Joseph Mccormack, Jr.
David Alberto Mendoza
Michael Niemann
Francesca Noto
Sharon H. Powell
Vicki Amanda Robinson
Miguel H. Romero
Aston A. Samuels, Jr.
Suzanne Elaine Sanchez
Kruparaj Madhupal Shettian
Abdul Majid Siddiqui
Daniel John Vivian

Health Sciences MS-Executive Health Services Administration

Tiffany Marie Baker

Health Sciences MS-Health Services Administration

Dwan Adkins
Jimmy Ampalathumkal Alex
Jessica Renee Altman
Manasi Bhavanishankar Baindur
Theresa Lynn Barkdoll
Preya K. Bhavsar
Vanessa Blanco
Eric William Boehm
Anna Karolina Czekałska
Kimberly I. Darden
Robert A. DiBartolomeo
Janelle Alycee Fournette
Vanessa Marie Gonzalez
Alan Andrew Gutterlet
Caillen Johnston
Cristina Enola Mercado
Alphonso Miller
Megan Danielle Patterson
Cristina Perez
Kirti Kumari Rai
Laila Saoudi
Oceida E. Segura
Martin Szczuczynski
Samantha Rae Vasquez
Melanie Susanne Williams

Urban and Regional Planning MS

Jose Manuel Alejandro Deus
Shawn P. Gannon
Ryan Lamar Givhan
Nelson Ortiz-Vega
Jessica Lynn Palmer
Danalee Annalis Petyk
Nikihla Rose
Erin Elena Sterk
Sadia A. Inshan
Yifat Israeli
Arrione Monique Jones
Thiffany Ja’Nae Jordan
Melissa Claire Kallman
Alicia Carol Kennedy
Arielle Lacy
Kerline K. Leonard
Corey J.M. Lugo
Gasel Analyn Marte
Lakeshia Charrelle Martin-Ayers
Keisha Shanta Martindale
Mikelis N. Martinez
Nydia Mabel Matos
Ashley Lauren Miller
Louella Elizabeth Mitchell
Ketsia Josee Philamar
Alecia M. Potzler
Katherine Anne Prince
Robert W. Purdie
Amanda Marie Puttrich
Renneta Reynolds
Kaley Nicole Rhoden
Rebecca Ann Robinson
Alicia Brooke Sager
Tracey Saint-Louis
Stacy Renee Schumport
Chanay Rachaun Smith
Renee Estelle Taylor
Keresse Eileen Thompson
Jennifer Ann Treco
Ian Quinn Vann-Campbell
Hillary Weaver
Mary Kate Wilkerson
Julie M. Young

Master of Social Work

Social Work MSW-Daytona Regional Campus

Lorraine Baeza
Elizabeth Amber Taft

Social Work MSW-Orlando Full-Time

Nancy Ann Adelman
Paula Andrea Alvarez
Chelsea R. Bender
Marcia Lynn Brooks
Shauntae Alicia Brown
Alexandra Jelyne Buxo
Gina Marie Caccamisii
Savannah M. Cotton
Sean Ryan Dougherty
Kari Noelle Early
Victoria Eugenia Echeverry-Navia
Shelby J. Garrett
Amanda Leigh Golembeski
John R. Gonzalez
Monica Lorena Gotuzzo
Heather M. Graves
Amanda Leigh Hankins
Michelle Lea Higgins
Leah E. Hirsch
Annah-Lauren Hooten
Jessica Lauren Huss

Social Work MSW-Orlando Full-Time

Advanced Standing

Patricia A. Adelusosi
Megan Elizabeth Bary
Astride B. Bellavoix
Samantha J. Benton
Nicole Soland Birkins
Caillen Rose Bloom
Krystal Amelia Boza
Carlise Bressler
Brock K. Brown
Heather Elizabeth Bugayong
Corrin Nicole Casper
Christine Elaine Christian
Rebecca Jo Clark
Sheondra Clark
Susan Margaret Cook
Robert Kevin Cravatta, Jr.
Marina Q. Daher
Sara Kathryn Daneu
College of Health and Public Affairs

Evelyn Dantes
Katie Louise De Witt
David Alexander DeCuir
Claudia Diaz
Latasha Tiffany Douglas
Rebecca Michelle Elam
Nicole Encarnacion
Brandi Olivia Fliegeleman
Jennifer Megan Gagliardo
Melissa Danielle Goldstein
Maria Suzanne Gore
Christen Elizabeth Guilfoyle
Brittany Nichole Hamilton
Kasandra J. Harper
Maegan Elizabeth Heller
Jaeden A. Huhta
Krstine Nicole Ingle
Marisa Ann Jacobson
Codi E. Johnson
Jessica Farrah Joseph
Lucenda Kersaint
Christine Marie Kersten
Nina Laurent
Ravy Elizabeth Lieng
Shawnci Monet Linton
Kiana Mackie
Lisa Marie Malantonio-Allison
Kathryn Anne McCormick
Samantha Rose McHarg
Beliza Mejia
Wendy N. Michel
Tara V. Molina
Tiffany J. Montford
Janelle Anne Murdock
Kiara Jane't Nair
Stephanie Anne O'Connor
Kimberly Dawn Oliver
Renae Roxanne Oxford
Ashley Dione Pierre
Ronald Reyes-Foster
Claudia Rodriguez
Lillian Aixa Rodriguez
Christine Ann Rysdyk
Kaylyn N. Sessions
Kayla Nicole Seward
Deborah Shepherd
Jennifer Ann Simmons
Jaclyn R. Singer
Tracy Amy Sprung
Sandora Marie Turner
Rosemary Urena
Vanessa Lee Vazquez
Nathalie A. Viam
Colleen Patricia Ward
Deneca Georgiana Lajean Zull

Social Work MSW

Samantha Rose Clere
Naseana Yasheha Francis
Heather Amy Kaltenbach
Digmire Monteale
Erin M. Snead
Patricia-Jennie Taheridezfuly

Social Work MSW-Osceola Regional Campus

Rosa E. James
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Sudesh Rudra Sagarsingh
Biomedical Sciences MS-Biomedical Science MS Non-Thesis
Chaithanya Renduchintala
Biotechnology MS
Namita M. Varudkar
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Clinical Nurse Leader

Aleksandra Bockowski
Cheryl Lynn Signor
Cheryl Stohler

Nursing MS-Family Nurse Practitioner

Betty Banuelos McLaughlin
Erica Mueller
Erica Anne Quigley
Cristina Pinheiro Welborn
Angela Therese Wimmer
Theresa Cecilia Zimmer

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management

Devyn Perry Bryant
Amy Lou Cain
Lisa S. Dowd
Charmanita L. Farmer-Hughes
Tara Linn Felton
Linda J. Fitzpatrick
Ashley Temple Gauthier
Ekaebe Bassey Ikpeinyang
Kimberly Sue Lemos
Samantha Lochner Miller
Evelyn Ursua Pangan-Freeman
Simone P. Samuels
Christopher Joseph Zawrotny

Nursing MS-MSN-Adult/Gerontology Nurse Practitioner

Christina M. Morgan
Trudy Alyce Noon

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator

Helen Marguerite Condry
Louise Marcotte Dotson
Melissa Sue Grillo
Nola Antoinette Hogarth
Teresa Marie Hunt
Sekina Reina James
Nichole Lee Laddie
Katrina Irene Moore
Magen Lee Orth
Deloris J. Paul
Holly Christine Payne
Mary Ann Watts
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics MS
Scott Anderson
Elliott J. Grafer
Ali Kazemi Jahromi
Atiloluwa Olubukola Popoola
Alex Michael Sincere
Laura Jean Siskin
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Brittany R. Hoback
Shella B. Mercado

Applied Experimental and Human Factors Psychology MA
Audrey W. Fok
Grace W L. Teo

Applied Sociology MA
Kristie L. Afonso
Jerian M. Benwell-Lybarger
Carla Reddle Cox
Lauren Kay Gilmore
Marie Catherine Gualtieri
Sarah A. Halbert
Jessica Amy Kleinberger
Subriena Persaud
Joshua John Simpkins
Patrick Morgan Smith

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication
Shomik Chakrabarti
Joanna Marie Goldenowicz
Jennifer Christine Scherff

Communication MA-Mass Communication
Eman Saad F Alosaimi
Sunshine Joy Baker
Marissa Nicole Clark
Brittany Tosh-Faye Des Vignes
Judy Jackson
Brian John Klebig
Rienna M. Nuber
Andrew Pennell
Carli Deryn Salsman
Joseph Isaiah Scott
Michael J. Weiss
Sara Beatrice York

Political Science MA-American and Comparative Politics
Stephen Christopher Phillips
Donald George Plungis

Political Science MA-International Studies
Clayton T. Besaw

Master of Science

Biology MS
Karlie Virginia Carman
Alexis Nicole Maldonado
Tyler J. Raszick
Matthew Ryan Tye

Chemistry MS
Nicholas C. Ghanem
David Jerome Nash
Alexandra Louise Smith

Clinical Psychology MS
Jayme Lauren Puff

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Mohammed Abdul Alim Il
Gina A. Anderson
Kristin A. Buechel
Yesenia Marie Cancel
Megan N. Cochran
Shayn Savage Davidson
Lindsay Yasmin Dhanani
Heather L. Donaldson
Heather N. Durda
Megan E. Geary
Megan Emily Gregory
Brandy L. Higgins
Anthony Steven Kees
Kirby Lane Kinney
Mallory A. McCord
Bridget Christine McHugh
Skilan Alfredo Ortiz
Miranda Marie Pelkey
Jeremy Singh
Nicholas A. Smith
Amanda Marie Wolcott
Stephanie A. Zajac

Mathematical Science MS
Elliot J. Blackstone
Ted Juste
Martin S. Rolek
Matthew Joseph Russo
Kamran Sadiq

Mathematical Science MS-Industrial Mathematics
Shasha Li

Modeling and Simulation MS
Martin S. Goodwin

Physics MS
Ammar Mohammed J. Alhasan
Marjan Khamesian
Mohammad Ali Miri
Tomas Rujas Solorzono

Statistical Computing MS
Hazhar Talaat Blbas

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Adam Scott Chernoff
Robert Wesley Crues
Nancy L. Gill
Kevin Fuller Hartz
Julian Hershowitz
Lindsey M. Jorgensen
Erik Kelvin Lee
Zahra Merchant
Pierre Luckner St Preux
Zhuo Wang
Tengxiao Yang
Bai Zhang
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Philip Gregory Albano
Nikki Cole
Liandra Emiliana Dewberry
Sarah Eastburn
Alexander Foolsi Chaves
Dior George
Van M. Le
Emily Catherine Leite
Danielle G. Pask
Komal R. Patel
Jared G. Reid
Jessica M. Rinehimer
Kevin Francis Ryan
Tawatha Shameka Valentine
Chad Anthony Valle
You Wang
Chen Zheng
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Courtney Buzan  Lashaunda Hayes  Rana Riad
Linh Anh Cat  Charlene Kormondy  Nicholas Simons
Cynthia Florentino  Amelia Mackarey  Shreya Trivedi
Catherine Gutierrez  Julien Meyer  Alexis Wansac

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Reem Abdalla  Annalicia Burns  Lauren Farley
Mollie Adam  Melanie Cannon  Alyssa Fears
Heena Ahmed  Jillian Capano  Lindsey Fisher
Omar Alami  Michael Cardenas  Juan Flores
Seth Albers  Emma Carson  Rebecca Fortes
Emily Andrew  Michael Carulli  Samantha Fredericks
Taylor Appleyard  Linh Anh Cat  Kelly Friedman
Benjamin Babchick  Carrie Chau  Amy Gastineau
Christine Bair  Erik Chieuw  Jessica Geshay
Anthony Baker  William Chorvat  Lindsay Gilmore
Hosam Bassiouni  Gianna Cifredo  Amanda Gonzalez
Joshua Baxter  David Closson  Carolina Gonzalez-Llanos
Sabrina Bayona  Christopher Clukay  Benjamin Goolsby
Benjamin Beech  Lucy Cockrum  Kathryn Halle
Melissa Beljan  Talia Cola  Jeffrey Halmich
Madison Bell  Anthony Cole  Cody Hanlon
Dale Bernstein  Karlie Crenshaw  Byron Hanson
Connor Billups  Kelsey Cresswell  Lauren Harvey
Sarah Binker  Sarah Daugherty  Juliana Hatcher
Jacob Bitterman  James Davis  Travis Hatfield
William Blaes  T Jefferson Davis  Melissa Hedike
Felicia Boehm  Sophia Delpak  Carlee Hetico
Cynthia Boger  Nicole Dieguez  Diana Hoang
Matthew Bowman  Caitlin Digigorgio  Luke Hoopes
Philip Brady  Samantha Dillon  Kristen Howell
Christopher Britt  Jennifer Dimino  Sarah Howell
Kelly Bronson  Jessica DiPietro  I-Ai (Tiffany) Hsieh
Andrew Brown  Hillary Dunn  Sarah Hudak
Sibley Brown  Darcy Dzurino  Matthew Hyman
Katherine Bruce  Kristin Eley  Ethan Jansen
Alex Bullock  Megan Ellis  Taylor Jensen
Heather Burke  Laura Estupinan Higuera  John Johnson
Michael Kaczorowski  Zane Mills  Samuel Severson
Alexis Kimmel  Elizabeth Moore  Rebecca Shaver
Alyssa Kimmel  Lauren Mulvihill  Amelia Shermer
Kelsey Kirk  Nancy Nasser  Martina Sieker
Lindsey Kirk  Ryan Newell  Jessica Siler
Douglas Knox  Elizabeth Nguyen  Nicholas Simons
Charlene Kormondy  Peter Nguyen  Amandeep Singh
Aleksand Kovalski  Elisabeth Niederman  Aaron Smith
Victoria Kreinbrink  Ethan Nowell  Andrew Smith
Steven Kuba  Kelvin Ong  Nicholas Smith
Elif Kuguoglu  Sangitha Palaniappa  Tyler Smith
Daniel La Manna  Amanda Palmaira  Casey Smolar
Jonathan Lamones  Luke Pearson  Lucy Sneeringer
Richard Landau  Angela Peetol  Brian Sullivan
Matthew Landon  Kamryn Pedersen-Buck  Hannah Sutker
Rebecca Laube  Israel Perez  Christopher Szczepan
Michael Leblanc  Audrey Petersen  Sarah Thomas
Alex Lehman  Nam Pham  Melissa Thye
David Lewis  Ida Phillips  Laura Timmons
Ashley Lien  Rachel Pittaluga  Alexandra Titus
Charles Lillo  Luke Pompos  Robyn Tobillo
Benjamin Ludwig  Elijah Porter  Karen Toney
Amelia Mackarey  Nicholas Potolsky  Ashkan Towhid-Nejad
Brianne Macko  Brandon Powell  Nicholas Voce
Sabine MacMahon  Owen Pryor  Alexis Wansac
Aaron Madden  Lauren Ramirez  Daniel Wasserman
Kristina Mallory  Diego Reano  Kristen Wiley
Deidre Manning  Rana Riad  Jared Wiltshire
Leah Marks  Michael Riley  Rebecca Wise
Randal Marks  David Rodriguez  Fonda Yeh
Victoria Marro  Ryan Roehrig  Britani Zacco
David May  Mary Rosensweig  Nancy Zanaty
Erica Mayer  Megan Ryder  Rainel Zelaya
Adam McCord  Adrian Sandt
Monica Melendez  Melissa Saunders
Danielle Merluzzi  Ryan Schahrer
Amanda Miller  Federico Scholcover

Honors in the Major

Vanessa Annoni Fuertes  Mark Berrios-Ayala  Elyse Breit
    Finance  Legal Studies  Nursing
Mira Atia  Tiffany Bissey  Matthew Burner
    Psychology  Psychology  Spanish
Tyler Bartels  Amanda Boone  Rose Caldero
    Economics  Psychology  Legal Studies
Meghan Bejarano  Marcus Bragg  Dorey Chaffee
    Sociology  International and Global Studies  Psychology
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vijay Chillar</td>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Keisha Holman</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Clukay</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Sarah Hudak</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Colquitt</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
<td>Ledio Hysi</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Craske</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Taylor Irwin</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Davis</td>
<td>Business Economics</td>
<td>Brock Jacobi</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deedra De Kemper</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Jeanis</td>
<td>Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John DeLisa III</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Dylan Kelly</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Dickerson</td>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Daphne Kopel</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica DiPetro</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Julie Kopp</td>
<td>English Language Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porsha Doosie</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Amy Kosky</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Ellis</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Sam LaMura</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Ferreira</td>
<td>Molecular Biology and</td>
<td>Matthew Landon</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Fortes</td>
<td>Microbiology</td>
<td>Michaela LaRosa</td>
<td>English Language Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Gleason</td>
<td>English Language Arts</td>
<td>David Lewis</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyse Gruber</td>
<td>Legal Studies</td>
<td>Elizabeth MacDonald</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Guler</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Amelia Mackarey</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wissam Hadri</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Aaron Madden</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Harrington</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Aubrey Marks</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Heiman</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Beatriz Marmol</td>
<td>Elementary Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*University of Central Florida Commencement • May 1–3, 2014*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth Niederman</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Shaun Richardson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hector Ortiz Cintron</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Emily Rosenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelli Owens</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Kelcey Sablon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangitha Palaniappa</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Federico Scholcover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Palmeira</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
<td>Jessica Siler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Peacock</td>
<td>Theatre Studies</td>
<td>Evelyn Strunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin Peng</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Christopher Szczeska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Pires-Fernandes</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Sarah Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luisa Polanco</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Melissa Thye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen Pryor</td>
<td>Aerospace Engineering</td>
<td>Olga Tomasello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichole Restivo</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Tayler Truhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Reyes</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Cristhian Valor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEAD Scholars**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Johnstone Adams</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alex James Bullock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Agudelo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Heather Dano Burke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Daniel Aldrich</td>
<td></td>
<td>Roberto Jose Canales II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leanza Sumner Altenderfer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Angela Elena Carabelas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Ameling</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tiffany Castro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Ascione</td>
<td></td>
<td>Linh Anh Cat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyri Christina Bailey</td>
<td></td>
<td>William Chorvat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Adam Balva</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gianna Maria Cifredo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Benjamin Bassin</td>
<td></td>
<td>Samantha Elizabeth Cleek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Marie Benson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Carly Marie Clendening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Duval Benson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Katie Lee Cinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Nicole Beyers</td>
<td></td>
<td>David Edward Closson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Bolivar Wagers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brittany Alyssa Cogger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Kay Brewster</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vincent Michael Conrod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reanna Ariel Bruessel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Symone Ayana Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T Jefferson Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yanira Darleen De Santiago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor R. DeArmond</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nicole Sarai Dieguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Sarai Dieguez</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Lynn Dipietro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen Christopher Dunn</td>
<td></td>
<td>Laura Rocio Estupinan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randa Rachelle Fawaz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Alyssa Lynn Faircloth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Matthew Finney</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oluwafunlola Falade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawyer Nelson Frescoln</td>
<td></td>
<td>Randa Rachelle Fawaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Nicole Garrison</td>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Matthew Finney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Georg</td>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel Joseph Geordinow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Yon</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Young</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Yurasek</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainel Zelaya</td>
<td></td>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Amanda Gonzalez  
Sarah Elizabeth Gottfried  
Katherine Lynne Griffin  
Alejandro Gutierrez  
Lashanda Synoria Hayes  
Melissa Marie Hedtke  
Nicholas Charles Hehr  
Sheila Monique Heiman  
Jarrod C. Hinrichs  
Timothy Scott Holmes  
Kristen K. Howell  
Trent Huber  
Sarah Marie Hudak  
Yvette Marie Izquierdo-Cruz  
Brock Jay Jacobi  
Jamie Lee Jaworski  
Cody Ryan Joy  
Sarah Catherine Judsen  
Hayden Robert Kaehl  
Alexis Erin Kimmel  
Courtney Kaye Kirby  
Julie Kopp  
Michael Howard Koretsky  
Jenny Rosa Koster  
Joseph Edward La Russa  
Matthew Steven Landon  
Rebecca Nicole Laube  
Samantha Alex Lax  
Destinee Nashay Lott  
Amelia Marie Mackarey  
Michelle Lynn Malay  
Deirdre Elizabeth Manning  
Veronica Mayrim Martinez  
Janae Amber Mason  
Shonn Javonte McCloud  
Amanda Christine McLaughlin  
Zohaad Merchant  
Julien Louis Meyer  
Jenna Florence Montana  
Andrea Grace Moscardini  
Alexandra Lee Mrak  
Allison D. Muniz  
Shar Abu Ngauja  
Michael S. Ogren  
Shelby Lisa Olson  
Melissa Ashley Ostrander  
Kelli Verdelle Owens  
Devin Tyler Pace  
Breanna Marie Palsis  
Avinash Prakash Patel  
Shivani Yogesh Patel  
Casey William Paterson  
Erin Lindsey Pearlman  
Michelle Pena-Ortiz  
Gabriella Carmela Perez  
Kayla Perez  
Trevor D. Persaud  
Leanne Marie Phelps  
Kaitlyn Marie Pingrey  
Jeanette Potter  
Clayton David Pritchard  
Sabrina Alexandria Restrepo  
Taylor Alexandra Reyes  
Rana Ashraf Riad  
Tyler James Rits  
Erica Elizabeth Rivas  
Michaela Rae Rivers  
Kelly Gachet Robinson  
Luis Alberto Rodriguez  
Ryan Scott Roehrig  
Seth T. Rojhani  
Samantha Lena Rosenthal  
Ryan Marcel Rust  
Emily Michelle Schapiro  
Lauren E. Shea  
Jessica Marie Slevin  
Michel Winfield St. Onge  
Wykeeta M. Stephens  
Paige Anne Stockton  
Lauren Rachel Terry  
Chloe Shea Textor  
Michael Lee Thomas, Jr.  
Alyssa Nicole Torina  
Vu Nguyen Tran  
Chelsea Amanda Trynz  
Alexis Nicole Wansac

President’s Leadership Council

Jordan Adams  
Dell Barnes, Jr.  
Jay Bassin  
Alexander Bissell  
Julian Butler  
Courtney E. Buzan  
Roberto Canales  
Cynthia Florentino  
LaShaunda Hayes  
Charlene Kormondy  
Christopher Lopez  
Trevor D. Persaud  
Rana Riad  
Margaux Ring  
Christopher Szczeserba, Jr.  
Chelsea Trynz  
Katie Waser  
Sara York  
Stephanie Zavada
Air Force ROTC Commission

Keven Abraham  Taylor B. Absher  Julian M. Butler  Ana M. Garzon  Peter Gawor  Rachel A. Glenn  Bryce A. Grier  Crystal F. Hebert

Christina M. Hopper  Russell S. Main  Andrew L. Marshall  Gilberto Moreno-Medina  Steven A. O’Briant  David E. Portee  Zachary J. Roberts  Paige E. Rochford


Army ROTC Commission

Jordon Adcock  Dell Barnes  Krista Baroody  Henry Bieber  Jamie Ciaffone  Abigail Edwards

Zachary Grove  Jeremy Hancock  Naomie Joseph  Anthony McGinnis  Kristopher Novak  Kevin Otwoma

Kyle Redding  Jordan Rose  Brittanie West  Jose Zaragoza
Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at:
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Bachelor of Arts

Art BA

- Steven Philip Arterbury
- Kimberly Bugar
- Pamela Ann Dufrene
- Michelle Anne Graham
- Kimberly Rae Gujar

* Crystal Lynn McQuigg
** Jessica Lea McQuigg
- Kevin Theodore Meserole
- Sabrina Marie Moll
- Naomi Cristina Montilla
- Frances J. Santi
- Joanna Lee Smithson

Art BA-Art History

- Kelly Catherine Gaiser
- Melanie Louise Nelson
- Danielle Alexandra Roman
- Andria Rose Starkey

Art BA-Studio

* Nicole Sarai Dieguez
- Whitney Marie Ellison
- Lea Patrice Fales
- Olivia Margaret Heath-Jolly
- Sarah Hoffman
- Julia Estelle Liccini
- Amber Montes De Oca

* Kaitlyn Ann Newland
- Dennis Scott Warner

Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management

- Lindsay Diane Abney
- Manuel Alejandro Diaz
- Marc A. Gomes
- Brynne Victoria Heatley
- Taylor Anne Martinez
- Kayla Elizabeth Robinson
- Arlin Ruth Williams Soriano
- Alison Nicole Veal
- Erica Catherine Wessner
- Nicole Marie Winslow
- Amber J. Zimmerman

** Digital Media BA-Digital Interactive Systems
- Garry Monge Joachim
- Brice Christopher McCoy
- Joshua A. Searles

** Digital Media BA-Game Design
- Melanie Leigh Adams
- Ryan Christopher Alleyne
- Christopher Joseph Alvarado
- Wan-Chen Arrobast
- Kevin Rajiv Balkissoon
- Brittany Christine Bonell
- Denis Michael Bross II
- Mateo Calderon
- Andrew Warren Carmody
- Dominique Marie Cruz
- Michael Edward Dombkowski
- Terrance Christopher Dougan
- Kendyl Rose Drayer
- David Adam Francis
- David Paul Hindman
- Andrew Michael Hutton
- Klaus Joohyuk Im
- India Kathleen Jackson
- Scott Michael Joslin
- Glenn Philip Kastrinos
- Jeffrey Lee Kious
- Mitchell Patrick Meaney
- Peter Milko
- Miguel Morales, Jr.
- Kioko Christopher Mulli
- Adam Thomas Ngo
- Kenneth Brian Polly
- Austin Mark Pontius
- Derek Robert Rosa
- Cory Brendan Rothfeld
- Jesse Michael Salcedo
- Laurens Ferdinand Schaad III
- Samantha Lynne Shoner
- Mark Lawson Telfer, Jr.
- Victor Eduardo Telleria
- Richard A. Thomas
- Rodney Charles Thompson II
- Chase Garrett Wade
- Nathaniel C. Walker
- David Scott Wittmann
- Karla T. Wong
- Andrew David Wright

** Digital Media BA-Visual Language
- Clinnie Brinson IV
- Joshua Franklin Cooper
- Lindsey Marie Jones
- Christopher George Sanchez
- Brian David Sawyer
- Sherika Aesha Williams
- Samuel Natan Zilberstein

** Digital Media BA-Web Design
- Taylor Patrick Appleyard
- Arissa Rhianon Brown
- James Arthur Chakhoutoua
- Colin William Cramer
- Tyler Eugene Crowley
- Raymond De Jesus Castellano
- Katherine Augustin Delorme
- Brian Demaio
- Emily A. Dykstra
- Tristan Eason
- Nathaniel Alan Hanson
- Joshua Ryan Jordan
- James Joseph Marquis
- Angelica Alexandra Martinez

* Delaney Lynn Metzger
- Santos G. Munoz
- Stephanie Marie Quirindongo
- Patrick J. Reed
- Michelle Nicole Roberts
- Gabriel Sanchez
- James Frederick Schultz, Jr.

* Mark James Scott
- Kyle R. Spehar
- Jordan E. Stroman
- Troy Nicholas Taylor
- Charlotte Anabar Tripson
- Erica Ann Weiss
- Krista R. Welter

English BA-English-Creative Writing

- William D. Adeshina
- Lee Massie Anderson

* Kyri Christina Bailey
- Daniel Adam Balva
- Kelly Christine Bates
- Karen-Sue Elmira Benson
College of Arts and Humanities

Justin Micheal Beyer
Katherine Marie Blumenberg
Grant Charles Bohl

*** Samantha Rene Broussard
Michele Rene Butler
Adriana Castano
Janice Irene Cruz
Laura Elizabeth Dameron
Jason Miles Daniels
Jade Malissa Dean
Lizann M. Dennis

** Megan Marie Ellis
Alexandra Glenn Firman
Nicolle Marcia Forbes
Isaac Hunter Ford

*** Rebecca Marie Fortes
Chelsea Brianna Gardner
Kristina Marie Gavilanes
Steven David Granieri
Rohonda Isis Grant
Lindsay Michelle Greene
Hannah Lence Harkins
Kevin Duane Hinsley
George Conor Hodges
Leah Mary Kuffner
Colleen M. Ladd
Sam Eliot LaMura
Haley Laws
Robert Jonathan Liebelt
Victoria Leigh Lockwood

*** Elizabeth Diane MacDonald
* Leah Rose Marks
Stephanie Emelina Mendoza
Edward Raymond Montalvo
Nico Angela Musso
Nancy Chatham Mutluruk
Emily Susan O'Connell
Casey William Paterson
Matthew Eric Pearce
Jeffrey Stephen Pellico
Emily Rose Proulx
Mary Teal Reyes

* Kodi Leann Richardson
Adeline Rivera
Toni Ellen Rowl
Faith Hope Santiago
Ryan Alexander Schahrer
Nicholas J. Simonot
Alexandra Frost Smallwood
Jackson H. Smith
Lucy Lynn Sneeringer
Pedro Tejada
Rose Mary Tran

Joshua Richard Vance
** Marcella Agnes Wood
Jamie Lynn Zehren
Ashley Nicole Zimmerman
Natalie Zuniga

*** English BA-English-Literature
Cassandra Nicole Baker
Danielle Alicia Barnes
Jennifer Elaine Beck
Kristen Geneva Biller
Scott Bradford Botts
Benjamin Charles Buckingham
Yesenia Calderon
Madelaine Suzanne Cargill
Jonathan Jerald Carlton
Samatha Leigh Celentano
Amanda Elizabeth Cline
Lucy Anastasia Cockrum
Kirsten Nicole Conway
Katie Lynn Corbin
Jenna Morgan Creamer
Sarah Anne Curley

*** Stacey Nicole Dale
Romina Delgado
Meeghan Suzanna Faulconer
Karla Lorena Garcia
Lisette Marie Gomez
Melissa Anne Hattab
Steven Clyde Hogue, Jr.
Michael Patrick Hudson
Laura Ann Ingersoll
Jamie Lynn Iovino
Johnna Michaela Izzo
Sarah Ulla Rose Jackson
Dylan Brown Kelly
Cynthia Marie Kennicott
Chelsea Summer Ledford
Kimberly Samantha Jan Loveless
Tiara Sharice Mack
Amelia Marie Mackarey
Annie Silva Makalintal
Renee Elise Marvin
Christina Michelle Maza
Kelsy Terra Moore

*** Shelby Nathanson
Jamilette N. Pichardo
Lisa Denise Randazza
Hyejin Rhee
Rachele Marguerite Ricklefs

* Sharanah Gabriel Ridore
Michelle Louise Russell
Julian Andrey Russu
Tiyanu Shawntell Serrano
Erica Alison Showell
Thomas George Simmering
Hannah Sarah Sutker
Alyssa Faith Syne
Lauren McGuire Tracey
Patrick Francis Warner

*** James Meyrick Wayne
Jennifer Nicole Wilde

*** English BA-English-Technical Communication
Stephanie Batista
Karen L. Dunlap
Ryan Eric Flynn
Travis Ryan Graf
Brittany Lorraine O'Neill

** Tess Noel Powers
Charlie Luis Ramirez
Justin Patrick Senior
Marjorie Elizabeth Simonetti

*** Amandelin Anntoinette Valentine
Jessica Nicole Webb
Alisha Rebecca Williams

Film BA-Cinema Studies
Evgenia Fotini Alavezos
Rowlan Day Bevan
Alexander Jack Bloir
Carlos Eduardo Cestari
Joseph William Chlapowski
Ryan John Clavin
John Andrew Clayton
Mikael Andrew-ONiel Coleman
Rebecca Lauren Feldman
Zachary Louis Feller
Tyler David Flores
Brendan Anthony Forte
Matthew Yvon Gibson
Josh J. Given
Angel Enrique Gonzalez Gomez
Max Nicholas Hannam
Phillip Xavier Hawkins
Austin W. Herr
Melissa Lynn Hinner
Steven Andrew Jankovic
John-Clayton Kropac
Christopher Joseph LAforgia
Lauren Love Lazar
Anthony James LoPrinzi

** Kelsey Sachiko McCreary

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Arnaldo Andres Mirabal
David Andrew Morefield
Michael Paredes
Jessica Perla
Orlando Anthony Porro
Kyle Rainer Ricchetti
Germaine Rod Rigg
Ian Conrad Ritter
Ryan Shawn Sanak
Andrew Nicholas Sangas
William David Schonk II
Joshua Daniel Smith
Casey Allen Stewart
Milena Stefanova Stoeva
Gregory Louis Suarez
Ryan Gregory Wilkin
Travis L. Yorker
Kenneth Joseph Zambra, Jr.
Joshua Nathan Zimmerman

French BA
Andrew Mackenzie Fuller
** Sarah Regina Greenstein
Margaret Rose Hunsicker
Enaris Anson Inman
Tiffany Anne Soto

History BA
Kulsoom Fatima Ali
Jonathan Agelu Alingu
Antonio Enrique Anillo Sarmiento
John Cosmo Avvento
Holly Amber Baker
Jessica Lynn Barnes
John Christopher Bendall
Shane Joseph Benton
Jacob Mark Berlinski
Jacob Richard Bitterman
Shalyse Monique Blakely-Oliver
Canaan Clark Bobb
Gregory James Bowles
Nicole Ann Brooks
Garrett Thomas Casey
William Robert Cassell
Jamie Rose Degioia
Jessica Rhiannon Domingo
Porscha Ra’Chelle Dossie
Erik Scott Ellis
Marcella Marie Falquez
Rodger Allan Ferguson III
McKenzie Lynne Fletcher
Taylor Anne Fletcher
Lawrence Alexander Freshko, Jr.
Samuel James Gesek
Thomas Matthew Giuritano
Cody Brian Hanlon
Anderson Jesse Hanna
Lonny Paul Herndon, Jr.
Miles Holbrook Hickman
Tyler William Hood
Kimberly Watkins Hornsby
Ledio Hysi
Brian Patterson Jones
Alexander Robert Kulas
Ariel Anastasia Leeson
Chloe Alexandra Loutos
Zifforah L. Martinez
*** Erica Leigh Mayer
Megan Elizabeth McDonald
Stephen S. McFarlane
* Kyle Thomas Messamore
Lindsay Renee Meyers
Samantha Bryan Moore
Jonathan Daniel Morgan
Laura Kathleen Oreavec
Connor Stephens Pace
John Robert Pacenza
Matthew Paul Patis
Ryan Andre Perez
John Patrick Poulard
Sara Michelle Pratt
Kelseychea Reedy
Anthony Harry Riccobene
Paige Rochford
Juan Gabriel Salamanca
Martin Sciani
Robert Charles Seeback
Rhett Sterling Senko
Amelia Katherine Shermer
Hiro Nicholas Shimada
Steven Gregory Sindar
Nicholas J. Sinnott
Troy R. Stull
Lauren Elaine Suarez
Bjorn Arjan Tepaske
Amy Marie Thomason
Nathaniel Thomas Van Buskirk
Joseph Dale Vaughn
Daniell Lynn Wagner
* Alexis Nicole Wansac
Lauren Ashley Wooten

Humanities BA
** Christopher Jordan Clukay
Jahfre Waddell Colbert
Brooke Alexandria Harris
Brianna Catherine Howard
Marinela Ortiz
Rachele Marguerite Ricklefs
Devin Lawrence Sivels

Humanities BA-Philosophy, Religion and Popular Culture
Justin Anthony Siriani

Latin American Studies BA
Rafael Andrade Peres De Mendonca
Aned Carolina Ladino
* Jennifer Ann Rey
Justin Able Stonedgey

Modern Languages Combination BA
Evelin Furlan Pegoraro
Ashley Claire Proulx

Music BA
Josh J. Given
William Arthur Meether
Blake L. Roach

Philosophy BA
Zachary Shane Austin
Scott Anthony Barth
*** Gianna Maria Cifredo
Joseph William Comunale
Benjamin Kyle Cook
Fred James Ditzian
Sawyer Nelson Frescoln
Matthew Jesse Gilman
Angel Gonzalez Hernandez, Jr.
Cindy Kim Le
Rachel Lynn Pitfalla
Bradley Edward Rahr, Jr.
David F. Rothkopf
Olga Marie Tomassello
Stewart Vargas-Sosa
Sydney Kay Williamson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Religion and Cultural Studies BA
Cody Brian Hanlon

Spanish BA
** Julie Ana Abreu
Lainy Abreu
Jessica Lynn Barnes
* Sibley Ayn Brown
Matthew John Burner
Danielle Sharrie Harmon
Joshua Mitchell Jackson
Megan Marie Krieger
Aned Carolina Ladino
Barbara Lopez
Justin Carwyn Minto McGill
Elizabeth Danielle Moore
Kimberley Renee Morgan
** Victoria Marie Negron Ortiz
* Sangitha Palaniappa
Nataya Pihtayanukul
Jhoanne Sanchez
Daniel Cesar Santos
Mercedes Sharae Vargaizadeh
Nellie Anne Woodson
Alan Guillermo Zegarra

Bachelor of Design
Architecture BDes
Ricardo Alfredo Amaya
Arielle Dorothea Bartlett
Edmond Halcon Baytan
* Angi Carolina Cimino
Richard Harrison Decker
Christopher Edmonston
Doyle Alexander Guerra
Soraya Beatriz Lopez
Schael Othmar Maisonet
Juan P. Martin
Ryan Melville
Napoleon Jeffrey Ordaz
Roberto Guillermo Ramos De Rosas, Sr.
Christopher David Robles
Arturo Vargas Sanchez
Mark Sellers
Bradley T. Sprung
Camillo Tirado

Raymond Douglas Halley
* Kristen Danielle Hicks
Amber Nicole Hill
Tricia Losontu Hinds
Henry Mason Holly IV
Joshua Ilias Janousky
Denise Nicole Karmy
Maral Khachkerian
Daniel Thomas Lukas
Jacqueline Elizabeth Malvin
Samantha Caitlin McKeown
Ashley Jane Morrow
Andrew Karl Pace
John Wesley Parsons
Ida McKenna Phillips
Amanda Michelle Pike
Edgar Quezada
Michael Ryan Reboyro
Joelle Benedetta Riccobono
Amanda Christine Rush
Ashley Nicole Seraydar
Adrienne Nicole Seurft
Leonard James Shields
David Silva
Ward Lockhart Silverman
* Jessica Marie Slevin
Katherine Raquel Soza
Tyler Norris Trant
Philip Daniel Wigner

Theatre Studies BA
Pamela April Belitch
Courtney Marie Bishop
Tiffani Elena Castillero
Margaret Rose Hunsicker
Candace Nicole Isaacs
Bermarie Jerez
Seth Michael Lindsey
Heather Susanne Mullins
Olivia Clare Risner
Aubrey Kathleen Russell
Rheanna Frances Salazar
Katynn Santa Maria
Brittany Jacqueline Sickels
Jessica Elaine Silva
William Sunday Thompson III
Tyler Josef White
Igor Yachmenov
Ashley Nicole Zimmerman

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Art BFA
Erik A. Andersen
*** Kate Elizabeth Frana
Christie Renee Hawkins
Jason Andrew Lake, Sr.
Israel Vincent Perez, Jr.
Angela Patricia Quintero
Liana Anjuli Seegoolam

Raymond Douglas Halley
* Kristen Danielle Hicks
Amber Nicole Hill
Tricia Losontu Hinds
Henry Mason Holly IV
Joshua Ilias Janousky
Denise Nicole Karmy
Maral Khachkerian
Daniel Thomas Lukas
Jacqueline Elizabeth Malvin
Samantha Caitlin McKeown
Ashley Jane Morrow
Andrew Karl Pace
John Wesley Parsons
Ida McKenna Phillips
Amanda Michelle Pike
Edgar Quezada
Michael Ryan Reboyro
Joelle Benedetta Riccobono
Amanda Christine Rush
Ashley Nicole Seraydar
Adrienne Nicole Seurft
Leonard James Shields
David Silva
Ward Lockhart Silverman
* Jessica Marie Slevin
Katherine Raquel Soza
Tyler Norris Trant
Philip Daniel Wigner

Art BFA-Studio Art
Bethany Christen Bennett
Alex Martin Burnett
Melanie Nicole Columbo
Rachelle Elizabeth Howard
Adam Wade Lavigne
** Omalix Arlette Martinez
David Robert Neal
Jeffrey Allen Pletinck
Vanessa Deanne Potter
* Tiffany Kim Rathburn
Eduardo Jose Rivera-Maunez
Christopher Alan Wolfe

Film BFA
Kahlil Jose Adames
Daniel James Ballester
Christopher Anthony Beemer
Michael Patrick Collins
Matthew Travis Crews
* Britney Louise Crouch

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

* Donald Patrick Cupo
  * David James Derienzo
  Allyson Mary Lorane Dickerson
  Tyler Lee Falbo
  Raquel Alicia Hagman
  Jake Hargrove
  Mikhail Donald Howell
  Chelsea Noel Kenny
  Kevin Levy
  Jaime Michelle Meyers

*** Cornelius Michael O'Donoghue
  Sean Robert Osorio

** Frances Christian Perry
  Marlene Rodriguez-Vazquez
  Gal Shaltiel
  Benjamin Carson Whatley

* Kelly Christine Zak
  Kelly Nicole Zelna

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre

Sandia Marie Ahlers
Damian M. Barra
Jerusha Leone Cavazos
John Kenneth DeLisa III
Cynthia Winter Robin Jackson-Foltz
Courtney Kaye Kirby
Dominique Allen Lawson

** Deirdre Elizabeth Manning
  Shonn Javonte McCloud
  Kelli Verdelle Owens
  Jeffrey Douglas Peacock
  Catherine Carr Pires-Fernandes
  Karen Yvette Reid
  Anna Lynn Robbins
  Grace Harriet Rubin
  Megan Victoria Stilson
  Grace Lorraine Winchester

Theatre BFA-Stage Management

Specialization

Micah Noelle Crosby
Samantha Anne Donnelly
Emily Roliene Theresa Hankins
Sarah Marie Van Marter

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design

Specialization

James Douglas Davis
Sasha Michelle Glinski
Sarah Jane Morgan
Anthony Joseph Narciso, Jr.
Meylin Alessandra Rojas

Theatre BFA-Theatre Performance

Specialization

Augustus P. Bennett, Jr.
Taylor Blaine Frost
Rashad Quinten Guy
Vincent Seiber Hannam
Noel Washington Harris, Jr.
Edmarie Luisa Montes

** Olivia Grace Murphy
  Steve Olivier
  Jason Edward Osorio
  Jay Scott Pastucha
  Lucas Maria Perez Hernandez
  Deanna Courtney Quintero
  Evelyn Tamara Reynoso

 Bachelor of Science

Photography BS

Luke Adam Bhothipiti
Aleisha M. Breter
Nicole Alexandra Calvin
Kristen Colesanti
Heather Ann Crane
Alicia Lynn Gautreaux
Mary Kathryn Hartley
Matt Jones
Paula Shea Livingston
Ashley Nicole McKibben
Katelyn Elizabeth McPherson
Karrah D. Monk
Ciara Carmen Ocasio
Gina Maria Rettberg
Ashley Michelle Roberts
Anthony Randall Rollins, Jr.
Weston Kyle Sheldon

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM

Zachary Charles Brown
Jessica Delacruz
Juliana Alexis Hatcher
Allison Nicole Kaye

* Alyssa Lindsey Kimpel
  Benjamin David Ludwig
  Music Lia Meier
  Kyle Anthony Radd
  Matthew John Ropa
  Kristopher Michael Schave
  Joseph Severin Sheets
  Lousson Bradley Smith
  Karen Elizabeth Toney
  Marissa Hope Turney
  Erin Elizabeth Jacobs VanWinkle
  Josie Dulcinea Wisser

Music Performance BM-Composition

* Felix A. Rivera

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME

** Andrea Donanne Burress
  Vincent Michael Conrod
  Fallyn Nicole Dempsey
  Lizabeth Ann Ehmantraut
  Kristin Michelle Eley
  Sydney Lynn Johnson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Economics BA
Nader Bassam Al-Khateeb
Max Tyler Benton
Anna K. Borgwing
Andrew Charles DaBrusco
Cullen Christopher Dunn
James Melvyn Evans III
Amir Familmohammadi
Jared Russell Greenaway
William Arthur Hallam
Victoria Joan Keinbrink
Carlos Rafael Mercado
Francis Fallarme Moncerate
Christopher Lynn Owen
Tyler Parenti
Michelle Isabel Peralta
Tavaris Javar Price
Jordan Matthew Rose
Juan Diego Serna
Andrew Charles Tompkins
Harold R. Villafane
Kyle Lawrence Walker

Economics BA-General Economics
Scott Robert Edwards
Stephanie L. Halaway
Rebecca Nicole Laube
*** Nicholas Adam Simons

Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration

Business Administration BABA
Heather Renee Adkins
Alexander J. Bras
Cary Marshall Brooks
Robert John Bruder
* Mariana Brum
Judith Candita Caban
Christopher Philip Conduff
Zachary Aaron Cooper
Jose Rafael Cotto
Cassie Ryan Cribb
Amanda Jean Drummond
Matthew Lee Gane
Jon Gomez
Kieron Steven Harrippersad
Bryan Warren Henry
Lateresa Latoya Hinson
* Lillian Hobson
Dimitri Jason Jean-Pierre
Colleen Ann Kemper
Emily Elizabeth Kurz
Joshua Logan Lacey
Nikki Leigh Lonergan
Ross Evan Mathews
* Timothy Lane Memro
Deborah Anne Midkiff
Pascual Miranda
Rehana Fazeelah Mohamed
Joseph Francisco Pasak IV
Devon Patterson
Breana May Piascik
William Christopher Randle
Ian Jeremy Ritter
Justin Ellis Salas
Luis Eduardo Sanchez
Christopher John Small
Andre L. Stokes
*** Antanina Zambri
* Shenzhong Zhou
Brian Patrick Carlson
Wen-Ning Chen
*** Cassandra Lyn Christie
Matthew Chu
* Thomas Robert Clemente
*** Melinda Cole
Juan Camilo Coto
Susan Elizabeth Coverdale
Debra M. Cunningham
*** Thomas A. Davis
Priscilla Delgado
DeAnna Michelle Diggs
Darron Rahiem Dunbar
Ryan Peter Eid
Diana Aleksheevna Eller
Bronson Cole Feierdist
*** Lauren Nicole Fertig
Jeffrey Paul Fitch
Tevish Alan Gabrielski
Alexandra Olivia Goldfarb
Nicholas Alejandro Gomez
Jason Lamar Godson
Ryan Grand
Alex McKinley Green
Brittany Nichole Hoefle
Daniel Patrick Igo
Courtney Lee Jackson
Johnny R. James, Jr.
Dante Pascual Janolo
*** Zakiya Kasimova
Justin Howard Keim
Justin Tyler Kelapire
* Nadezda Georgievna Kirilova
* Douglas Michael Knox
Elena Vladimirovna Kochneva
Maile Theresa Linn Krienke
William Scott Lambert
Diane Johnson Lane
Samantha Marie Law
Chimere Avene Lawrence
Samuel Jacob Levine
Dean Zea Levy
Jonathan Barry Levy
Kasey Alexander Litvany
* Joseph David Lockenbach
Aimee Marie Londergan
Waqar Hoosain Mahamad
Christian Francis Mallardi
Nathan Russell Mapp
Mark D. Matteo, Jr.
Ayleene Marie Mau
Gordon Alexander Mcclimans III
** Austin Louis McDowell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Matthew Alan McGuire
Denise McKenna
Aisha Yejide Melville
Michael Thomas Mendonca
* Zohaad Hassan Merchant
** Brittany Margaret Mikus
William Lovanda Mims III
Bianca Luz Morales
Daniel Luis Morell
Tyannique O'Shea Morgan
Nestor Maria Nadal
Michael W. Nast, Jr.
Christopher James Neff
Emily Katherine Neilson
Ruth Naomi Nelson
Sara Ann Nelson
Yu Nhu Nguyen
Brenn Erinn Nicola
Jennifer Marie Oliveira
Shaun Alexander Oliver
John James Orchard
Matthew Robert Parker
Andres Nelson Perez
Zachariah Christian Perez
* Nam Quoc Pham
* Bilene Pierre
Andres Alberto Pitters Arancibia
Matthew Jameson Pomponio
Jordan Andrew Portalatin
Philip Thomas Price
Jessica Audrey Rayburn
*** Dominick Romano
Shannon Russo
Sonam Upendra Sagar
Javohir K. Sahler
Eric Julian Schreiber
Serena Lynn Schuyler
Bryan Alexander Segovia
Jason Andrade Sena
* Samuel Richard Severson
Valeria Sierra Farcier
Samantha Cary Slack
Misty Kim Slocomb
Austin M. Spencer
Rasy Roen Srun
Michael Constantine Stavrides
Dayna Marie Kanani Stephens
Mike Craig Stevens
Danielle Marie Tabacznynski
* Michael John Talarico
*** Elizabeth Rene Thomas
Matthew Colin Thompson
Vincent George Torpy III

Krista Nicole Turner
Joseph Adam Uvalle
*** Carmela Katty Van Hemert
Ryan Mitchell Vaughan
Edwin Gerardo Velazquez-Cruz
Robert Arthur Wallace
*** Kevin Y. Wang
* Jason Richard Wiggins
Elijah Alexander Williams
*** Emily Hoyanna Williams
Vanessa Lynn Wyatt
Nicole Lindsey Wysocki
Rebecca Lilly Yaker
Alexandra Nicole Youngman
* Miguel Andres Zaldumbide
*** Ivy Zheng

Accounting BSBA-Public Accounting
Michael A. Nomiwa

Business Economics BSBA
Victoria Leigh Baker
Brandon Black
Ross M. Chamberlain
Toni Maria Clavie
Courtney Jaclyn Cortez
* Jayson De Leon
Joseph Anthony Delle Donne
Christopher Michael Frost
John Edward Greene
*** Melissa Marie Hedike
Luke Ragan Hoopes
Brandon Leigh Merry
Clarissa Marie Phillips
Casey Jean Schnell
*** Nicholas Thomas Smith
Jacqueline Ann Sunga

Business Economics BSBA-Business Economics
** Jared Adam Strasser

Business Economics BSBA-Financial Economics
Morgan Elizabeth Sonntag

Business Economics BSBA-General Economics
Jeffrey Donald Abrams
** Tyler Lawrence Bartels
Medardo A. Cevallos
Jacob Alan Davis

James Lockhart Davis III
Christian Ruben Larenas Duque
Mike Safi
Matthew Calvin Stuchal
Paige Nicole Vanlende-Zinn

Finance BSBA
Sandro Luis Aguayo
* Daniel Mark Ahye
Houda Aitballa
Rami Ajib
Renata Alimova
* Cameron Wood Allen
Jesse Allan Almeida
Vanessa Marie Annoni-Fuertes
* Karina Michelle Arvesa
Jordan Nickolas Ask
Luis Felipe Avila
Ryan J. Baerman
Nicholas James Baldwin
Eric J. Banzuelos
Zhengchung Bao
Benedick Baptiste
Kyle Kevin Barnes
James McCabe Barton
Xavier Demond Battle
Jade Alexandra Beckford
Benjamin David Beech
* Juan Carlos Bejarano
Stephen John Beninato, Jr.
Dustin John Benning
George Robert Benson
Adriana Bermudez
Andres Roberto Bermudez
Jesse L. Bernhardt
** Michael Johnathan Bifulco
Robert Joseph Birdsong
Grady Joseph Boardman
Jonathan Taylor Bostley
Michael John Bourlier
Colby Feelman Boyer
Jacqueline Ruth Bradshaw
* Philip Michael Brady
Britny Arminta Bridgham
Antonia Tykeshia Britt
Benjamin David Bryant
Andrew Quang Bui
Jonathan Burke
Michael William Bursey
Francis Bustos
Troy Hong Byun
Brendalin Caceres-Martinez

**** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Calin E. Cagluso
Miguel German Calvo Fragachan
Luis Orlando Carmona
Kendall Leigh Carpenter
Raul Celestino
Medardo A. Cevallos
Jordan Douglas Chambers
Michael Herren Cioffi
Benny Clavero
* Thomas Robert Clemente
  Jay Luke Conn
  Julian Jose Correa
  Carlos Alberto Cortes
  Juan Camilo Côtamo
  Maria Jose Cotamo-Flores
  Natalie Amanda Cunningham
  Jesus M. Cuza, Jr.
  Reniel Alain De La Paz
** Jessica Stephanie De Stasio
  Kevin Debs
  Shiv Devin Desai
  Stephanie Lucia Diaz
  Nandie Rea Doobay
  Teddy Deochandra Doodnauth
  William Deochandra Doodnauth
  Ethan Wayne Dotson
  Anthony Avinash Dyal
  Catherine Patricia Ebanks
  Joseph Richard Elias
  Patrick T. Emde
  Paige Ashley Emrick
  Nicholas Karl Engelhardt
  Sonia Fanou
  Matthew Zachary Fasnacht
  Vanessa Fernandez
  Kevin Dennis Fitzpatrick, Jr.
  Kyle Andrew Folsom
  Edison Forero
  Brett Faulkner Foster
  Payton Gregory Foster
  Megan Dominique Fratello
  Mark Gerard Fredette
  Mitchell Henry Freee
  Christopher Michael Frost
  Ryann Summer Frost
  Randall Charles Fullen
  Michelle Gajda
  Thomas Anthony Galoto
  Courtney Michelle Garcia
  Mariah Alexis Garcia
  Kristine Marie Garcia-Cartaya
  Tyler Scott Geaney

Danny Zakaria Ghlayayini
Yoanathan Ghebrezgi
Madison Gill
William Alberto Gonzalez
Christopher Justin Gourgue
Ryan Granda
** Kyle Grossman
** Sami Peter Guindi
Oliver David Guzman
Chase Michael Guzma
Daniel Jason Halperin
Matt Hancock
** Jennifer Lynn Hand
** Melissa Marie Hedtke
  Mindy Erin Heller
  Scott James Helvey
  Kristen Kamalani Howell
  Trent Huber
  Vincent Joseph Ippolito
  Lauren Elise Jackson
  Mariza James
  Alexander Scott Jasim
  John Martin Jennings
  Lauren Breanne Johnson
* Lindsey Elizabeth Jones
  Naomi Joseph
  Connor Charles-Patrick Kane
  Seong-Hyun Kang
  Justin Howard Keim
** Ellen R. Kessler
  Stephanie Elizabeth Kies
  Taemin Kim
  Maile Theresa Lin Krienke
  Makaio William Krienke
  Anthony Gordon Krueger
  Clarissa Laboy
  Javier Enrique Labrin
  Crystal Langeaigne
  Erica Iris Larson
* Samantha Alex Lax
** Michael Perlas LeBlanc
  Spencer Sydney Lee
  Tyler William Lincoln
*** Vanessa Jacklyn Lippman
  Xuechung Liu
  Daniel Philip Lohrmann
  Aimee Marie Londergan
  Ermear Lora Taylor
  Eli Louis
  Brian Christopher Lynch
** Timothy Strates Magid
  Kallawatti Maharaj
  Christina Ashley Martinez

Brian Masih-Das
Mark D. Matteo, Jr.
Kirby Louise Matthews
Scott Thomas McCarthy
Gordon Alexander Mcclimens III
** Austin Louis McDowell
  Mitchell Aaron McGrath
  Matthew Alan McGuire
  Dylan Shane McGuirt
  Bernardo Assayag Melo
** Ainhoa Valentina Mendez-Torres
* Zohaad Hassan Merchant
** Cecilia Lea Mestre
  Jonathan Robert Miceli
  Mouna Mikou
  Autumn Nicole Miller
  John R. Miller III
  Zane Alexander Mills
** Brian Joseph Moore
  Daniel Luis Morell
  Lauren Marie Mulvihill
* Brianna Ruth Nagy
  Zachary Clay Nassberg
  Michael W. Nast, Jr.
  Nicholas Alexander Nelson
  Ruth Naomi Nelson
  Drona Nigel Niranjan
  Christine Eleanor O'Connell
  Stephen Joseph Panzl
  Matthew Robert Parker
  Jace Balvant Patel
  Ivonne Cristina Patino
  Zachary Alexander Peer
  Tyler Ikaaokalani Peppers
  David Michael Pesek
  Michael Allen Peters
  Jordan Lawrence Platts
  Marc-Andre Potvin
** Melissa Rose Purslow
  Cory John Quackenbush
  Jonathan Tyler Quagliani
  Elena Moneva Racheva
  Jonathan Davin Rama
* Michele Lee Rapisarda
  Jillian MacKenzie Shiver Raymond
* Evan Marshall Regan
  Andrew Joseph Reid
  Kelly A. Reilly
  Manuela Restrepo
  Melissa Emmaline Reynolds
  Anthony William Riccard
  Michael David Riley, Jr.
  Ana Isabel Rodriguez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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* Gina Barbarita Rodriguez
  Ryan Scott Roehrig
* *** Mary Bernadette Rosensweig
  Anastasia Rae Ross
  Jason Sean Ross
  Kristin Brittany Ross
  Kaitlynn Rossi
  Juan Sebastian Saavedra
  Enrique Eduardo Saez
  Javohir K. Sahler
  Ozama Salce
  Alejandro Saldana
  Lukas Aron Sanner
  Gabriel Angel Santana
* Nicoli Dennis Saunders
* * David Benjamin Sauvaiac
  Delcie Christine Savedra
  Shannon Meg Schaefer
  Christian Daniel Schmidt
  John Robert Schuler
  Andrew Peter Schultz
  Bryan Alexander Segovia
  Michael E. Selamaj
  Jason Andrade Sena
  Paras Milan Shah
  Brandon James Lewis Shaw
  Andrew James Sheldon
  Andres Simonetti-Velez
  Ashley Rose Singleton
* Gabriela Junqueira Slemer
* * Alexander Trent Smith
  Jacob Daniel Smith
  Morgan Elizabeth Sonntag
  Andrew Nicholas Southby
  Bennett Nicholas Spartz
  Jeffrey Nelson Spinks
  Zachary L. Steinbach
  NicholasDire Strates
  Marcin Maciej Strug
  Robert Venrick Stunkel III
  Edward Vincent Su
  Ryan Richard Sugar
  Andrew Michael Taylor
  Tara Elyse Taylor
  Kevin Thomas Terrell
  Bahadir Tevek
* ** Taylor Joseph Thornsbury
  Andrew Wayne Timmins
  Alexandra Casey Titus
  Corey Ilan Trenk
  Philippe Emmanuel Trouillot
  Michael Paul Truax
* John Tucker

Andres Jose Valcarcel
Ricardo Andres Valencia, Sr.
* David Allan van Boxtel
*** Carmela Kathy Van Hemert
Michael John Vanamburg
James Walter Vandegrift
Onar Sharif Vanjaria
*** Anna Marie VanLuven
Britten C. Vaught
** Chanei Lauren Vicari
Anhuy Anthony Vu
Christopher Wolfe Walters
Clint Harrison Watts IV
Jonathan Sherman Way
Michael Weaver
Joshua G. Weinraub
* Jared Richard Wiltshire
  Jason Anthony Wojkiewicz
  Christopher Matthew Woods
  Corina Marie Wynn
  Sakariye Hassan Yonis
  Alexandra Nicole Youngman
  Gonzalo Vicente Yubi
  SunYang Yun
** Brittany Ann Zacca
Alexandra M. Zayas Rosado
*** Raina Brie Zazulia
Paul M. Zera

General Business BSBA

Sylvia Aldada
Otto Alexander Alvarez
Gustavo Emilio Arvelo III
Elizabeth Ann Beck
Elizabeth A. Bland
Matthew Lawrence Brown 
  David A. Bucci
  Michael Lee Cashwell
  Eric Carl Chvisuk
  Marizol Clark
  Jonathan Boaz Clements
  Alexi Charline Cobb
* Amanda Jade Collins
  Brandon Michael Combs
  Duncan Jeffrey Conroy
  Kasey Lee Corless
  Trenton Andrew Davis
  Jodi Diane Dearing
  Thomas Benton Delany
  Adam Wayne Edwards
  Mario Alberto Ferrer
  Benjamin Matthew Finney
  Caitlin Miranda Foss
  Rebecca Anne Fox
  Jakwanka Jamaal Gaston
  Nicholas Thomas Hajdamacha
  Rachael Hammer
  Benjamin Kyle Harber
  Lauren Elizabeth Harris
  Vicki L. Hoekstra
  Carolyn Anne Hollis
  Irfan Khairi
  Danny Khounnala
  Brittany Danielle Layman
  Ryan Andrew Le Jeune
  Teresa Nicole Leonard
  Sidney Jeffrey Loundy
  Rasheea Remona Luke
  Lauren Alexandra Lupo
  David James Marshall, Jr.
  Vanessa Jane Martinez
  Jared Ezekiel Mobley
  Heloisa Machado Monteiro
  Adriana Mora Alcala
  Angie Catalina Morales Beltran
  Milton Holland Nelson, Jr.
  Tiffany Marie Nguyen
  Scott Thomas Ohynako
  Chelsea Danielle Pettitjohn
  Rafael Ocampo Prado
  Gregory Paul Quigley
  Susan Rahal
  Richard Louis Robinson
  Jonathan James Rosu
  Jason Schlueter
  Michael Alton Schorn
  Heather Ann Sikes
  Linda Yadira Solis
  David Wayne Stuscavage
  Jordan Anthony Telesca
  Jeremy Braxton Tew
*** Matthew Grant Thorne
  Katherine Valencia
  Gerardo Varela
  Zackery Brandon Whitesell
  Kristopher Girard Williams
  Holly Candice Zesurto

General Business BSBA-General Business AS to BS

Clifford Desir
George Michael Moraris

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Management BSBA-Entrepreneurship

Anthony James Adomius
** Milad Mazen Awadallah
Xavier Demond Battle
Sonja Joy Bohmer
Cory Anthony Cappe
Angela Elena Carabelas
Frederic William Connell III
Nicole Elizabeth Cristiano
Frank Anthony DiGiorgio
Lauren Marie Eaton
Bryant Egea
Jeffrey Edward Ellig
Cory Paul Anthony Gordon
Brianna Faye Graus
Joseph Timothy Gray
Jordan Scott Hanna
Aaron Mikael Hanshew
Andre Tyrell Helmuth
Steven Craig Hobbs
Elliot Hughston
Robert Alexander Kemner
Alexander Mathew Knight
Matthew Michael Larosiere
Tiffany Lynn Lewis
Nicholas Darrell Lopez
Brian Madalena
Augustine Paul Montgomery
Brittany Ashley Norris
Mayra V. Panora
Shardaha Jay Patel
Hannah Elizabeth Pratt
Daniel Howard Schuneman
Sam Eliot Shuster
Jose Adrian Vallejo
Logan Alexander Weinzierl
Brandon Michael Carbon Whatley
Amanda Frances Woodside

Amanda Lee Commander
* Melinda Denise Cooley
Sevina Sherree Crawford
William Dunbrack Crooks IV
Peter A. DaSilva
Maria George Demanelis
Ashley Nicole DeSalvo
Alicia Winghart DiGianvincenzo
Andrew Christopher Dougherty
Paulina Andrea Dubov
Katharine Sue Dyer
Oswashane Deovanie Fletcher
Jose Gerardo Garcia
Antonio Gonzalez Gonzalez III
Jenny Marie Gonzalez
* Amanda K. Haataia
Tabatha Renee Hardy
Lauren Elizabeth Harris
Shannon Kelli Harris
** Lukas Scott Hayden
Aaron Daniel Hollowell
Jordan Frederick Holzmacher
Hunter Frederick Jayne
Andrew Jeske
Stephen Anthony Kelly
Justin Damian Kenney
Michael Howard Koretsky
Lina Michele Lapointe
Christopher Carlton Lloyd
* Rachael Elizabeth Lott
Carolyn M. McDowell
Lovensgde Merlinus
Richard Bradley Merritt
Leandro Teixeira Mesquita
John R. Miller III
*** Brooke Jean Morris
Timothy Nightingale, Jr.
Galvin M. Oakes
Carrie Leigh Orcutt
Rodolfo O. Pacheco
Kunal Devendra Patel
John Andrew Penney
John William Perdue
Nicholas Everett Pippa
Stephanie Ann Quinn
Astrid Maria Ruisanchez
Zaisha Mary Santiago
Samuel Robert Schneider
Justin Michael Schwartz
Ewa Bozena Sekula
Francois Gregoire Sezionale-Basilicato
* Rebecca Marie Shaver
Daniel Eugene Smiley, Jr.

*** Taylor Sterling
Andrew Douglas Swan
Whitney Frances Swartz
Brian Andrew Tewes
Michael Lee Thomas, Jr.
Joshua Ryan Thurman
Kelby Anuhea Walker
James A. Ward II
William Leo Webster
Matthew James Westrick
** Deon Styles Whitfield
Kyle Nicholas Wilshire
Justin Mathew Witt
Ronald William Yates

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management

Yasmeen Jamal Almousa
Amanda Marie Arnold
Julietta Lorena Artunduaga
Zachary Eugene Bournival
Kendall Dawn Bryce
Ebony Nicole Carter
Lauren Elizabeth Colton
Justin Paul Curate
Taylor R. DeArmond
Kristin Ann Develerio
Maria Em
Nicole Elizabeth Feliciano
Jacquelyn Marie Garcia
Valerie Nicole Garcia
Drew Michael Garner
Donovan Rhys Greene
Jomar Jess Hernandez
Shaquon Tenice Hinds
Robert David Hoogerland
Julia Lauree Hugar
Jeannine Patria Ives
Travis Dean Jones

*** Zsyzdfana Jovetic
Jonathan Ross Keefe
Scott Alexander Kelley
Kerstin Lackey
Jessica Nichole Leatherwood
Corey Douglas Leifler
Marian Corin Morris
Stephen Joseph Myler
Geetangeli Paraj
Tania Elyse Ruff
Adriana Elizabeth Sanchez
Karen Lynn St. Charles
Paige Anne Stockton

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Roberto Jairo Vargas Coral
Mireya Paula Vasquez
* Robert Ellis Walton III

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing
Sean Charles Adams-Pantano
Sophia M. Afrani
Brenda Elizabeth Alba
Scott Thomas Albrecht
Wendy Z. Albustani
Sarah Ali
Zacharie Aron Amkraut
Bradley James Antkiewicz
Michael Anthony Artime
Anna Rebecca Atebashan
Luis Felipe Avila
Victoria Lee Baetzel
Zhengcheng Bao
Richard William Baran II
Corey Myles Barto
Courtney Marie Beacham
Joseph Preston Benson, Jr.
Forrest Allen Berndt
Gregory Lawrence Betz
Claire Marie Boedecker
Roberto L. Bosques
Ryan Mathew Boyle
Michael Earl Bramwell
Antonia Tykeshia Britt
Nicholas Andres Britti
Ismael Rashid Brown
Tiffany Paige Campton
Stephanie Solange Castro
Brandon Carlos Joel Ceballo
Meghan Joyce Chelette
Sarinis Marie Chu
Jordan Chandler Clark
Lindsay Ann Claxton
Evan Ross Cobb
Patrick Daman Collins
Bradley Kyle Congdon
Justin Tyler Cook
Morgan Rebecca Cothen
* Viktoria Vladimirovna Couch
Alexis Maria Cuencas
Daniel Kristian Dalhoff
Melvin Javier Delgado Ramos
Nicholas Joseph DeNardis
Ralph J. Desmornes
Rachel Elizabeth Dial
Bret Michael DiGiacomo
David Michael DiGuiseppi
Bakari Sinclair Dowdell
Trevor Duxbury
Scott Robert Edwards
William Hilton Ellis
Cody Alan Ellsworth
Mark Raymond Faroudi
** Kayla Marie Fernandez
Christopher Earl Fox
Bryana Cheyenne Friedewald
Corinne Nicole Furfine
Stephanie Angela Gantt
*** Hope Lynn Gerber
Chelsea Elizabeth Giacobbe
Matthew James Gladstone
Amanda Lynn Godinho
Carolina Gonzalez-Llanos
Guy-Evens Gourdet
* Taylor Elizabeth Gregory
Ameen Ahmad Hafez
Brittany Sierra Hall
William Burian Hall
Alex Gregory Ham
Josephine Annie Haraldson
* Kayla Marie Harrison
Brennan Alexander Heretick
Andrew Joseph Hucke
Lauren Elise Jackson
Michael Charles Jacobson
** Scott William Jewell
Vandon David John
Emily Marie Johnson
* Karina Alex Kalenicenko
Gavin Keating
Honory Kes
Olivia Noor Khayat
Jami Skye Kinney
Brett Matthew Kolb
Brian Philip Koza
Lindsey Nicole Kroning
Alexander Quentin Kruse
Kyle Craig Lemmin
Jennifer Cheryl Lien
Joshua Michael Lubczynski
Cody Travis Lynch
Brittany Maggio
Alexander M. Martinez
Santiago Martinez
Mark Anthony Martino
Thomas Matthew McGarry
Michael Prescott McKee
Kelsey Jane McKeon
Aguis Maria Mejia
Julian Felipe Mejia
Bernardo Assayag Melo
Alyssa Tory Miller
** Jamie Marie Mineart
Seth Laurence Moed
Alexander Moeller
Adriana Mora Alcala
Lauren Marie Mulvihill
Colleen Renee Murphy
*** McGregor Aaron Neilson
Milton Holland Nelson, Jr.
Dante Marquis Nicholas
Danielle Annette Nickerson
Stewart Thomas Noel
Aidan James O'Connell
*** Preston Thomas Paynter
Emmanuel Perez
Rebecca Marie Perez
Alexandra Nicole Phillips
Ryan Alexander Phillips
Dieune Pierre
Christopher Jeffrey Plummer
Tristan Justine Powers
Clayton David Pritchard
David Michael Pupo
Raheel Razaq
*** Helen Cristine Riddle
Edgar Demian Robles III
Karissa Ashley Rodriguez
*** Erik Stefano Ruben
Chloe Nicole Ryniewicz
Dana Salem
* Danika Claire Sanscrainte
*** Nicole Georgette Santoro
Jeremy Michael Scarlett
Shannon Meg Schaefer
Fahad Siddiqui
Carla Adriana Sosa
Mario Antonio Sosa
Taylor Leighann Speranzo
*** Jason Stewart
Alyssa Marie Stilwell
Audra Brook Stilwell
Asantewa Natasha Thomas
Dustin Taylor Tomlinson
Mary Michael Toups
Daniela Triana
Evan Timothy Trombitas
Kristopher Bradley Vanspeybroeck
Nicolette Vocaturo
Edward Gaines Vogt
Jeremy Matthew Walker
Gregory Joseph Waltz
Blake Earl Blackwell Warfield

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Thomas Stover Waterman
Lauren Ricki Weiss
Brandon Michael Carbon Whatley

*** Danielle Nicole White
Amy Marie Wick
Lamar Keen Wright
Jacqueline Noel Zito
Sally Zaiz Zureikat

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling

Lia Christine Bruno
* Brittany Gillender Coleman
Michelle Marie Darnell
Casen Lee Gerhart
* Amanda K. Haataa
Daniel Jared Healy

** Andrew Vincent Hernandez
Algernor Kenneth Jenkins
Joshua John Jordan
Steven G. Lawrence
Tyler William Lincoln
Christopher Daniel Lopez
Jaimee Macdougall
Zoe Rose Markowitz
Michelle Len Miller
Michael Tristam Obermeyer
Ralph Joel Perez
Michael Pham
Mary Elizabeth Polo
Anita Marie Raubeson
Cory James Snyder
* Madeleine Leigh Willner

Real Estate BSBA

Kevin Dennis Fitzpatrick, Jr.
Tyler M. Hudson
Christina Ashley Martinez
John R. Miller III
Michelle Angelica Rotger
Katherine Taylor Sanford
Ashima Sharma
Steven Ray Spencer
Shelice Walker

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

**Bachelor of Science**

**Art Education BS**
- David Pires De Miranda
- Chloe Victoria DuBois
- Patricia May
- Lauren Helen McGhee
- Meagan Victoria Miller
- Candace Lynn Muckefuse
- Veronica Francheska Olan
- Hilarie Grace Sarbou

**Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education: Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3)**
- Katie Lynn Adams
- Michaela Nicole Avila
- Megan Elizabeth Bass
- Brenna Elizabeth Baum
- Bethany Elise Beaver
- Anita Therese Bresnahan
- Angelina S. Buglisi
- Hannah Caitlin Cape
- Brandy Nicole Carr
- Kaelleigh Danielle Carson
- Jamie Johanna Conn
- Ashley Marie Cooper
- Danielle M. Crane
- Katelyn Mary Dunbar
- Kaitlin Mary Fittipaldi
- Amanda Kathryn Fowinkle
- Samantha Megan Fredericks
- Joy Ashley Gentile
- Jamie Lynn Graybill
- Lauren E. Harmon
- Tori Lynn Hayes
- Sherry Hernandez
- Brittany Sierra Hope
- Kathryn Leigh Justesen
- Rebecca Elizabeth Lattimer
- Lily Elizabeth Liseno
- Jordyn Lee Maher
- Tuongyi Vu Mai
- Abigail Marie Malnar
- Lisa Marie Palmer
- Rachel Anne Paulus
- Valerie Lynn Powell
- Erin Casey Quinn
- Aubrey Lynn Radford
- Francheska Marie Roman
- Ashley A. Rothe
- Melissa Anne Ryan-Jacques

- Deborah Aviva Salomon
- Amy Ennise Satcher
- Jessie Jeanette Shourds
- Heather Lynn Starling
- Mandy Kauffman Sweigart
- Jenna Michelle Vilardi
- Amanda Jacqueline Whitaker
- Ashleigh Nicole Wood

**Early Childhood Development and Education BS**
- Mary Ann Agosto
- Brandi Byrd Bowser
- Amemiyi Samantha Callen
- Stephanie Ann Caruso
- Mary Rita Conners
- Catherine Elizabeth Jolley
- Mallory Elise Jones
- Andrea Estefania Prieto
- Victoria Ashley Reyes
- Carla Marie Rodriguez
- Erika Lynn Scheiber
- Caroline Ann Showalter
- Sara Elizabeth Velez
- Katie Elizabeth Waser

**Elementary Education BS**
- Brooke Ellen Absher
- Justine Millicent Acosta
- Landis-Anne Adams
- Shana Marie Albers
- Lindsey Beth Allen
- Sallyn Alli
- April Elin Anderson
- Kristen Noel Anderson
- Ashley Lauren Ankrum
- Mallory Dianne Anthony
- Lakendra Evette Appleby
- Maria Nichole Arletti
- Jennifer Christine Ask
- Shantrese L. Austin
- Dixie Lee Azzarello
- Shereen Marie Baghi
- Sabrina Kelly Bansiie
- Nicholas Paul Barnes
- Taylor Marie Becker
- Avildanz Bentley
- Ashley Robyn Bernstein
- Heather Michelle Blay
- Stephanie Rebecca Blitz
- Brittany Mae Boucher
- Robert Fernand Boyd III
- Chastine Marie Bressler
- Chequita Shante Brown
- Brooke Ashley Burdette
- Jessica Lynn Burgess
- Danielle Lynn Cadle
- Taneisha Nicola Campbell
- Susanna Canelon
- Jennifer Lynn Cappleman
- Miranda Josephine Carrick
- Kiara Francesca Castillo
- Courtney May Catani
- Esther Marie Chadwick
- Kaylee Ann Chamberlin
- Daniel Paul Champagne
- Alicia Chesley
- Jessica Raylea Childress
- Lauren Marie Chrisman
- Alisha Anne Cianfaglione
- Ashley Elaine Clevegner
- Danielle Shanae Coates
- Patricia Converse
- Kelsie Lynn Cooke
- Nicole Lee Cooper
- Christina Marie Correa
- Ashley Marie Cothron
- Alexandria Coupar
- Samantha Lauren Cowart
- Jacira M. Cowin
- Deborah Lee Creel
- Imalis Cristy
- Lori Jean Crompton
- Candice Marie DuCosta
- Maria Jean D’Angelo
- Kaitlin Nichole Davis
- Lauren Michelle Davis
- Chantel C. Del Vecchio
- Alyssa Sharon Dela Cruz
- Cynthia Nardage Delice
- Audrey Jeannette Dench
- Nicole Lee DiLoreto
- Grace Noelle Dixon
- Justin Hamilton Doak
- Eliane Gandos Canoza Dominguez
- Alicia Ann Donley
- Niasha Dominique Donley
- Ashley Shartlene Dornloeh
- Margaret Ellen Dorries
- Morgan Elizabeth Drohan
- Danielle Rae DuBois
- Nicole Caitlin Dvorak
- Elizabeth Ann Dyal
- Jules Brittany Ebanks
- Miranda Marie Eddy

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Rebecca Ann Eddy
Melissa Haley Elliott
* Elyssa Ellen Emcott
Jordan Marie Escue
Bianca Marie Esquivel
Cheryl Amanda Fales
Nicole Leigh Famularo
Sandra Ann Faucher-Champlin
Arminda Rose Ferreri
* Paige Marie Fichera
*** Amanda April Field
Lauren Alexandra Fisher
*** Sarah Caroline Fitzgerald
Megan Nicole Flinchum
Devon Reid Flirt
Taylor Marie Florin
* Sharon Conti Foster
Lauren Melissa Freeman
Ashley Paige Frash
Stephanie Leigh Fuller
Samantha Nicole Furbee
Patricia Elaine Gall
Kaylee Elizabeth Gallagher
Fabiana Galleguillos
Kathy Adams Galvin
Carissa Madelaine Gangi
Lisa Ines Garrigas
Lauren Nichole Gelinas
Gabriela Monique Gerritsen
Kelly Marie Gillis
Kelsey Jimenez Gonzalez
** Amber Marie Goodson
* Sarah Elizabeth Gottfried
Mia Anne Grant
** Nicole Maria Graziani
* Shannon Hope Greenwood
Lindsay Elizabeth Gregory
Brittany Renee Grenville
Fallon Whitney Guerra
Susannah Clair Guilfoil
Christina Angela Guilfoil
Devora Batya Gutman
* Kathryn Celeste Halle
Brooke Renee Hanken
Richard John Hargraves IV
Ashley Anita Hayes
Elyse Christine Haystlip
Angela Susan Heredia
Stephanie Nicole Herman
Emily Ginet Hernandez
Jessica Danielle Herron
Meghan Elizabeth Hickey
Carlie Marie Hildebrand
Jessica Renae Hobbs
Aubree Nichol Hoepfner
Rebecca Ann Hoesly
Kelly Ann Honeywell
Audrey Mae Horne
Katie Irene Horstmeyer
Samantha Jean Jensen
Karina Leigh Jimenez
Melissa Carol Jomsky
Cassidy M. Jones
Erika Nicole Kampschroer
Alicia Rose Kapusta
Catherine Marie Kelly
James Michael Kelly, Jr.
Alana Taylor Elizabeth Kenney
Cierra Laura Kilbourne
Jessica Sarah Kimberley
Kelsey Barbara Kirk
Stephanie Loren Kirklin
Kelsey Christine Kokkeler
Elizabeth Marie Kopp
** Amy Lou Kosky
* Shayna Marie Kott
Caitlin Nichole Ladd
Mary Lorain Lancaster
Erin Leigh Lansberry
Carolina Freitas Leal
Danielle Christina Leduke
Bonnie Jeanne Lee
Ashley Isabel Lekan
Marcus Shervon Leonard
Genesis Lepin
Ashley Brooke Levy
** Danielle Elaine Lewis
Marc Ian Lewis
Chelsea L’Heureux
* Kirstyn Amber Little
Daven-Roy Llewellyn
Gary Lynn Locuson, Jr.
Camden Legrand Long
Roseline Louis
Molly McNeill Lowder
Samatha Ann Luke
Jason Luker
Beatriz Cristina Marmol
Daniella Alejandra Marriaga
Jessica Lynn Marsden
Jessica Anne Martin
Jessica Helen Martin
Alicia R. Martinez
Sara Kathyline Mashaw
Megan Allyson Matthai
Fatima Mayet
Rebekah Joann Maynard
Melissa Maysonet
** Ashley Marie McBride
Whitney Anne McCall
Adam Steven McCord
Amanda Marie McCall
Linda Jean McCullough
Kristen Jaime McDermott
Stephanie Ann McLeod
Amy Jeanette Melin
Catherine Jane Merrill
Kelsey Anne Mewborn
Julia Marie Michael
Heather Nicole Michaud
** Patricia Joann Miller
Diane E. Mills
Jazmyne Dionne Mitchell
Michelle Lyne Montgomery
Cheryl Stephanie Montolio
Jessica Lynn Moody
Krystal Ann Moon
Channelle Brooke Morton
Brooke Susanne Mowry
Daria Muniz
Danielle Carrolyn Murphy
Katie Ann Murphy
Tracy Nicole Murphy
Melissa Christin Myers
Tiffany Ann Nikias
* Jennifer Anne Nisbett
Chelsea Marie Noel
Jesenia Oquendo
Jessica Lynn Orlando
Brooke Ann Ortagus
Angelis Ortiz
Cory Scott Painter
Meredith Paige Parks
Christina Ann Pascale
Melissa Marie Perez
*** Lisa Nicole Peters
Matthew Clark Poffenberger
Alexis Dannelle Potter
** Amber Nicole Pogue
Dennis William Prestwood
Caitlin Rose Price
Calli Ann Putnam
Lindsey Marie Pye
Heather Marie Ramsey
** Donaleigh Reed
Jasmine Eve Reid
Samantha Lynn Kicksecker
Heather Ann Rigual
Shenikka R. Roberts

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Keisha Ivette Rodriguez
Brittany Lynn Rohrig
* Alexandra Lee Rosenbaum
Dana Rosenberg
Zachary Loy Rubin
Elizabeth Ann Russo
Jennifer Lauren Sacker
Brittney Nicole Salisbury
Sarah Rose Salvi
* Kellie Alexa Sanchez
Kristin Santa-Cruz
Jennifer Santiago
Rachel Leigh Shoto
Deborah Lynn Schmit
Alyson Lauren Schnorr
Kristin Leigh Schrader
Shawna Marie Kay Schultz
Kirstie Lyn Schweberger
Briana Kimberly Seaman
Alexandra Christine Selden
Julie Rebecca Senecal
Kasey Ann Shaughnessy
Krishawna Erica Shearer
Stephanie Nicole Sheets
Shelby Anne Shiflet
Nicole Marie Shuman
Alexis Melissa Siegel
Shala Monique Simmons
Heather O'Rourke Simpson
Kirtie Devi Singh
Shana Marie Stoas
Lauren Michelle Small
Alicia Marie Smith
Amanda Nancy Smith
Jessica Erin Smith
Lauren Elizabeth Smith
Paige Helen Smithman

** Brittany Morin Soroka
Kelsey M. Sparkes
Ashley Lynn Spio
Ashley Lyn Spradlin
Alyson Marie Stavola
Sarah Rose Steiner
Charlise Tashayla Stephens
Kelsie Marie Stevens
Jessica Lynn Stiles
Jeanna Jo Strickland
Brianna Anisa Suter
* Kristen Elizabeth Swichkow
* Gabrielle Monique Tandlich
Sarah Ashley Taub
Ariel Corinne Taylor
Chelsea Moran Thomas
Brooke Nicole Thompson
* Nathalie Leonor Tijerino
Margaret Ahne Tilley
Joan Pauline Tilton
Crystal Dawn Tomlinson
Fiorella Tovar
** Vanessa Burke Townsend
Kelsi Theresa Trahan
Kelly Vargas
Raylene Ann Vergara
Carissa Patricia Wade
Katherine Joan Walker
Christina Elizabeth Ward
Amanda Lucille Waterbury
Julie A. Watkins
* Julia Jane Watson
Timothy Daniel Weiss
Corinne Mary Weller
Ana Delacaridad Wertz
Lyndsey Alexandria Wertz
Brittany Celeste Weza
* Samantha Lee Whidden
Amanda Lynn White
Kayla Virginia Wildenthaler
Chelsea Mae Wilkinson
Nancy Ann Williams
Te'Quoya Demetria Williams
*** Christie Leigh Wilson
Larana Katelyn Wingate
* Brittany Lynn Witherington
Tara Christina Woessner
Timothy George Wright
Nicholas Champion Wulf
Misha Zaidi
Brittany Kaye Zimmerman
Rebecca Lynne Zumbro

English Language Arts Education BS
Sharon Vyonne Bagwell
Priya Guneta Balkaran
Emily Elizabeth Csekovch
*** Megan Rose Duncan
Allison Michelle Foster
Abigail Joy Gauthier
Curtis Alan Heaven
Elizabeth Joy Helms
Courtney Elizabeth Hughes
Amanda Emily Hutton
Jessica Naomi Hyett
* Julie Kopp
Leia Danielle LaBerta
Michaela Christiana Larosa
Katharine Marie Ludwigsen
Kelsey Suzanne Martin
Nicole Marie Mehit
Michelle Culver Millard
Sanjana Prakash Nayee
Matthew James Neason
Brittany Katherine Oliver
** Kyle Johnson Parker
Rocio Isabel Pla
Carly Nina Rumbak
Alissa Marie Warren
Asa M. Wynn
Jordan Elizabeth Zambri

Exceptional Student Education BS
Amy Lynn Bedore
Kaitlin Ashleigh Booth
Julianna Crawford
Carolyn Jade Defino
Joshua Michael Drazin
Kayla Jane Erff
*** Carolina Hoingsberg
Scott Andrew Kutska
** Monica Andrea Cecile Melendez
Amanda Rose Othmer
Jamie Jerusa Popper
Diana Ruiz
Shekhinah Victoria Terry
Kelly E. Turco
Chelsea Lee Welk
* Benjamin Robert Wolfe
Brittany Nicole Wood

Foreign Language Education BS-
Spanish
** Julie Ana Abreu
Krystin Elizabeth Goenner
Kaitlin Lynsey Harris
** Kimberly Opal-Marie Johnson
** Victoria Marie Negron Ortiz

Mathematics Education BS
Jackellyn Priscilla Carcamo
* Samantha Smith Dillon
William Denton Douglas
Amanda Theresa Doyle
Amanda Waed Dubbanisch
Randa Rachelle Fawaz
Mathew Louis Gould
* Jillian Rose Green

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Andrew Scott Heob
Alexander Nelson Hoffman
Ryan Stewart Kirkpatrick
Joseph Carlos Lawrence
Brian Evan Leikowitz
Michael James Lehnert
Shelby Christine Long
Phillip Stephen Mitchell
Ashley Michelle Notz
Richard T. Pawly V
Lisa Danielle Reed
Ashley Nicole Rhodes
Jessica Morgan Sandler
Kaley Marie Sansing
Tara Jolean Skaggs
Eric Spatz
Jana Lorine Williams

Harry Lee Mayhew II
Andrew Stephen Morse
Alexandra Gabrielle Orta
Ashlee Jeanine Payment
Lauren Michelle Segler
Kari Marie Stacks
Amy Marie Thomson
Eric Scott Tuell
Traci Leah van Zyl
Julian Jade Vasquez
Justin L. Williams

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching
BS Track
Russell Carrington Andre Miller

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Human
Performance Track
Joshua Allen Criswell
Linda Grisselle Lopez

Science Education BS-Biology
Kevin David Jones
Ryan Casey Jones
* Rachael Amber Kirkpatrick
Lauren Marie Mabe
Devanand Seepaul
Daniel Scott Waltemate

Rodney Stephen Acero
Daniel John Agostinelli
David Chandler Atz
Kayla Marie Baker
Victoria Rose Bandino
Sean Kevin Beckton, Jr.
Courtney Lyn Bolduc
Erica Botbol
James Michael Bradley
Kelsey Marie Bressler
Karli Ann Brija
Campbell Mae Brown
Kevin Eric Brown
Heather Dawn Burnett
Marisol Cantu
Heather Patrice Carpenter
Joseph Dean Carrick
Roberto Daniel Carrion
Kevin Lawrence Carter
Alecia Marie Cerami

Eric D. Eisenberg
Shelby Marie Fahed
Alexis Nicole Fasone
Manuel Obes Fuentes
Steffany Jeanne Furst
Clayton Ed Geathers, Jr.
Barry Sheldon Gershman
Kindra A. Glass
Thomas J. Grassi
Zachary Matthew Greene-Rettig
Mardochee Gustave
Gina Marie Harris
Sonya Jennifer Harris
Ashley Elizabeth Helenbrook
Alexander Nelson Heller
Erika Lauren Higgins
Briana Joelle Hofer
Ariel Leon Hoffman
Joshua Tanner Hood
Jenna Lynn Hostetler
Asad Syed Hussain
Vincent Andrew Javier
Andrew Bradley Jennette
Nicholas Perry Johansen
Kayla Lynne Jonas-Nordstrom
Naomie Nessa Joseph
Holly Nicole Kaplan
Amanda Jane Kasza
Alexandra Sidney Kennerly
Christopher Ryan King
Megan Alexandra King
Miranda Krasnigi
Jared Anthony La Marca
Joshua James Laroche
Tomer Neil Leibowitz
Samuel Fain Levi
Edward Thomas London, Jr.
Morgan Mae Longo
Leonard Louis Lopez
Ashley Marie Mac Isaac
Andrew Michael Malavasic
Joshua Lloyd Mansingh
Jane Marie Martin
Stephen John McDonald
Keimy Yameska Milan
Patrick Wayne Miller
Brittny Anise Mitchell
Jenna Florence Montana
Vidal Morejon
Shane Ryan Mulligan
Marcus Mathew Neeson
Drew Thomas Obermeier
Gabriel Zapponi Matos Oliveira

Science Education BS-Chemistry
Kevin Michael Desrosiers
Andrew David Nelson

Science Education BS-Physics
Corey Adam Marks

Social Science Education BS
Sarah Faith Anderson
Brandon Kyle Baumann
Michael Anthony Cecere
Rafael Ruben Concepcion
Kaitlin Elizabeth Darling
* Susan Rachelle Dugan
Catelynn Mary Durkin
Sara Feinman
Ryan Jason Fleming
Jordan Kay Grushka
Eugene Sawyer Hayford III
Beau Nolan Hogan
Jarvis Jerel Hough
Christopher Emmanuel Hunter
Anabel Cassidy Larson
Michael Eric Mason

** Ashly Marie Colicchio
Alexandra Nicole Colon
Paul Richard Conti
Imaris Cristy
Sean Patrick Daugherty, Jr.
Robert Morgan Davis
Stephanie Nicole DeSantis
Julian Desgrottes
Junaina Rose Dominic
Patrick Joseph Dooley

** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Jayde Kristen Olsen
Jimmy Joe Orjuela
Hayden Michael August Parker
* Anna Marie Patrick
Kaitlin Brittany Patterson
Raul Esteban Penagos, Jr.
Michael Thomas Polatty
Carlos Ramirez
Joshua C. Reese
William Jacob Renzo
*** Samantha Michelle Rider
Gavin Scott Roberson
Kyle Christopher Roca
Christian Joel Rodriguez
Allison Rowe
Jessica Lynn Russell
Jean-Pierre Salazar
Brricia Santoyo
John Thomas Sassano
Adam Joseph Schechner
Nicholas Reed Schumacher
Hendrick Reis Silva
Matthew Ryan Skipper
Megan Elysse Slotter
Adam Alexander Sproat
Jessica Leigh Strawsburg
Matt L. Sutherland
Brittany Ann Tavares
Zachary Ryan Thomas Taylor
Alina Michelle Trematerra
Alicia Trimarco
Charles Mahion Tucker
Kelsey Lynn Vance
Shelby Kay Vandenberghe
Matthew Gerald Webb
Kelly Marie Weil
Brian Keith Welsh
Tomasz Cyprian Wilczak
Darby Nicole Williams
Nicholas Glen Womble
Katherine Allison Wright
Patrick Andrew Zayas
Nicole Allie Zeratsky

Technical Education and Industry Training BS

* Catherine Cadmus Miller
Annette Marie Pereira-Ciappi
Sarah Elizabeth Powers-Sharma
Blanquita Ivelisse Rodriguez
Maritza Pilar Rojas
Yvette Solis-Zayas

Sport and Fitness BS

Ervin Ray Dunston
Jeffrey Godfrey
Katherine Jean Loomis
Ryan Edward Worth

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Marcos Arribas
* Andrew Richard Asp
Michael Stephen Avellone
* Hosam M. Bassiouni
Ian Frazier Beard
Bradley Michael Benton
Andrew William Brown
Christopher William Burkhart
Michael William Cardenas
Juan Carlo Cervera
Jonathan Theodore Cools-Lartigue
Robert Edward Daniel, Jr.
Jeffrey Alan Devlin
David Douberley
Zachary Allen Easy
Ryan Victor Eameski
Hawk Forest
* William James Frink
Daniel Eugene Gau
Daniel Gierling
John Andrew Guarino
Esteban Guzmán Cardoso
Ryan Patrick Harrigan
Thomas Adrian Hellinger
David Luis Hernandez
** Yuksel Hocalar
Kyle Estes Hunter
*** Matthew Scott Hyman
Richard Alan Jackley, Jr.
Larry Jerome Jennings II
Christopher Michael Krause
*** Branden Taylor Kroske
Kawai Lau
Meng-Tse Li
*** Charles Gabriel Lillo IV
Jared Matthew Lilquist
** Joshua Aaron Linge
Christopher Anthony Linton
*** Jessica Rae Lombardi
Mario Lopez, Jr.
Robert Louden
Jaron Michael Lowe
Matthew George Magnuson
Kenneth Octavio Maramara
Christopher Richard Margol
Corlan Glaister McDonald
Jacob Thomas Millsaps
Nathan Antonio Ochoa
Roxane L. Pasquier
Mercy Mony Pecou
Kurt Andrew Peters
*** Alla Petrikova
Ryan Alexander Pineres
Jordan Lawrence Platts
Michael Poplavski
Jason Glenn Prousa
Michael Quickier
* Alexander Leonel Quintero
* Diego Reano
Benjamin Scott Rice
* Nicholas Alexander Roberts
Katherine Alicia Rodriguez
Hector Luis Roldan
Aaron Joseph Ronzo
* Stephen Paul Royal
Henry Salazar
Joseph Bryan Sarabia
Paul Alec Selice IV
Jason Shih
John Lawrence Singleton
*** Nikesh Srivastava
Matthew David Stone
Davindra Subravan Singh
Caleb D. Thornton
* Alvaro Velasquez
** Ruben Eduardo Villegas
James Edward Warehouse II
** Daniel Seth Wasserman
Michael James Weinberg
*** Antonio Whitehead
* Alan Matthew Wright

Information Technology BS
Daniel Christian Ablanedo
Craig Mack Anderson, Jr.
Nicholas Augustino
John Richard Best, Jr.
Jason Paul Bowman
Robert Anthony Brown
Matthew Jordan Cain
Steven Campbell
Henry Co
Maxwell L. Cole
Morgan Alexander Coleman
Jennisse Conde
Aaron Jermarol Crittington
Alexandra Dana Debish
Dominic Carl DeFiore
Nathaniel Troy Eaton
Christopher Dwight Eldon
Jenna Lynn Fisher
Melissa Anne Gilbert
Alexander Benjamin Goldman
** Cynthia Marie Hernandez
Scott James Holman
Erica Beth Kirkland
Meelan R. Laxman
Allan Mien Li
Austin Frederic Loud
Yenny Alexandra Lozada
Fabrizio Giuliano Mangoni
Dante Carter Marone
David Jeffrey Morris
Alexander Keith Page
Cody Anthony Pagans
Tulsi Naresh Parikh
Warren Tracey Rodger Parsons
Robert Lawrence Pechin
Kyle Daniel Pritchard
Arthur Allen Rahimes
Lazaro Julio Rodriguez
Steven Fredrick Rodriguez
* David Rodriguez Bohorquez
Michael Warren Rogers
Christopher P. Santillo
Charles Stephen Schmehl
Jonathan Joshua Scotto
Anthony Isheak Taft
Briana Rose Thompson
Jose Javier Tous
Scott Michael Ullum
Charles Edward Van Horn
** Benjamin M. Vanevlen
Colin Michael Wester
Joshua Tyler Williams
Jeffrey Wong
Joseph Bradford Young
Michael Clayton Yuen

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSASSE
Taylor Britton Absher
Ishiaique Ahmed
Seth Michael Albers
Manuel A. Alfaro
Daniel Andres Andrade
Sacha Lynn Bialek
William Edward Black, Jr.
Teylor Joseph Brenekamp
Alex James Bullock

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE
Alexander R. Anderson
David Andrew Barber
Justin Adam Bartusek
Barry Townsend Beaman
Joshua Harper Bearss
** Augusto Jose Bracciaioli
Kelly Louise Brayshaw
Rebecka Diane Byrnes
Justin Thomas Capra
Kali Marie Carroll
Jordan Tyler Case
Brittany Alyssa Cogger
* Mikhail Dino
Tyler Andrew Duda
Mason Gardberg
Jonathan Vincent Geiger
George Ghorayeb
Scott William Glancy
Nikki Elise Glann
Christopher Micheal Goldson
** Tyler Matthew Griffiths
Sloan J. Hagerty
Bernard Carlton Hofmeinter
Brett Alan Hostutler
* Enrique Jorge Lavret
Ali Lamhamedi Cherradi
Brandon Kyle Lasater
Joseph A. Massimo
Spencer James Joseph Paul
Carlos Enrique Perero
Andrew Joseph Perez
Ryan J. Petersen
* Nicholas Charles Potolsky
Derek Raw
Caitlin Laura Sabell
*** Adrian James Sandt
Angela Nicole Scott
Romel Parasram Seepaul
Jae Samuel Shapiro
Colin Austin Shaw
Aaron Douglas Shott
Marianna Simmonds
Alejandro Raul Solanilla
Christopher Sotoyavor
Bradley T. Sprung
Lars Kristofffer Swanson

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering

Construction Engineering BSConE
Kyle Mitchell Faulkner
Sloan J. Hagerty

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering BSEE
Jonathan Michael Adams
Zulkafil Uddin Ahamed
Jaouad Annouri
*** Luke Amos Auley
Danny Aybar
Zayd Amin Babamir
Kristen Nicole Berman
Jacob Richard Bitterman
Irina Bouzina
Georgiy Konstantinovich Brussenskiy
Nathanial Garrett Cain
Mavee Kathleen Casey
Christopher Michael Condella
Ef rain Cruz, Jr.
Marlon Austin De La Cruz
Loubens Decamp
* Sophia Michelle Delpak
Alejandro Gerardo Dirksen
Moises Othniel Dominguez
James Andrew Donegan
Jesse Parker Easterling
Aziz Elouali
Theophius Kobina Essandoh
Nakiesa Lynn Faraji-Tajrishi
Jason Fitzgerald
Brandon Tyler Frazer
Nicholas Bailey Godfrey
** Benjamin Junwai Goosby
James Thomas Gregory
Connor P. Hogan
Joseph Dale Howard
Kelley Selene Ice
Brandon Anthony Jefferson
Ryan Walter Johnson

Robert John Thomas III
Phillip Stephen Vanciel
Gregory Bryan Whissell
Miles B. Wilson

* Glen Matthew Burchfield
  Charles Lee Carpenter
  Johnny Felipe Castro
  Jefferson Charles
  Hau Ngoc Chau
  Phillip Raul Crasto
  Arber Deleri
  Daniel William Desenberg
  Craig Patrick Fernandes
  Hector Jaime Fernandez Palacio
  Ana Maria Franco
  Eric Scott Fredrick

*** Christian Arthur Garcia
  Peter Gavor
  Joseph Vincent Giuffrida

* Kevin Gleason
  Clinton Gray
  Brandon Douglas Haycock
  Edwin Hernandez-Otero
  Vita Hines
  James Rickey Holder, Jr.
  Bradley David Hoover
  Michael Hunter
  Kevin Anthony Inner
  Sean Robert Kirby
  William Jordan Kuzma
  Jacqueline La Rotta
  Matthew Allen Lauer
  * Johanna Elisabeth Martin
    Cody J. Martinik
    Jeremy William Maurath
    Gilberto Moreno Medina
    Sean Patrick Morin
    Jane Elizabeth Morse
    Steven Andrew O'Brien
    Adam Glen Oldfield
  * Christine Rose Panaggio
    Nicolas Pelaez
    Allex K. Perez
    Pradens Pierre-Louis
    Jordan Proudts
    Owen Marcus Pryor
    James Michael Raymond
    James John Rhodes III
    E. Lucas Richards
    Leah Christine Roberts
    Ryan L. Sellers
    Stephen Charles Sofronsky
    Abhishek Upadhyay
  *** Nicholas Anthony Voce
    Allison Desjardin Whitney
    Luiz Fernando Yamashita
    Randall Lowry Yant

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

* Christian Daniel Kon
  Jonathan Elijah Lamones
* Zachary Alan Levy
  Yow-Wu Lin
Raymond Thomas Lueg, Jr.
Rene Pablo Martinez
Shawn Ernest McDorman
Victor Emmanuel Medina
William A. Michelin IV
Theresa Minita Moyo
Nicholas Allen Mulqueen
Vishal Nagda
Luis Emmanuel Narvaez
Jimmy Pak Nguyen
Jonathan Nguyen
Loc Tan Nguyen
Viet Nguyen
Joseph Nichols
Edward Joseph Nowlin
Renato Alvaro Ortega
* Christopher Douglas Ramirez
  Trenton James Reed
Laura Rubio-Perez
Armin Sadri
Levener Samedi
Jacob William Stewart
Karen Christine Ruth Stout
Brian Samuel Thomas
Gian St. Clair Enoch Thomas
Cassandra Lynn Todd
Xin Tong
Marisa Rocío Vega
Hanyuan Wang
Emelio Ricardo Watson
Nancy Zanaty

Justin Dizon
Nicholas T. Gilbert
Tachelle Lynn Harper Gonyon
Lindsey Ann Grinels
Alejandro Gutierrez
Matthew Henry Herrmann
* Carlee Kathryn Hetico
Nardine Nader Ibrahim
* Steven Robert Kuba
** David Andres Larrea
* Marcio Onan Lopez, Jr.
  Anna Carolina Marquez
  Mark Vincent Mazzeo
  Alexander Joseph McCormack
  Ciara K. McDonnell
  Roy Tyler McGee
  Carlos Luis Mercado, Jr.
  Sara Christine Muniz

*** Christopher James Nicholas
  Kyle Nicholls
  Kevin Ernest Paxson
  Chris M. Poppell
  Alexandra Ramirez
  James Landson Reid

** Patrick Joseph Reilly
  * Rana Ashraf Riad
  Ryan Marcel Rust
* Jose Manuel Sang
  Natalie Andrea Sinclair
  Michael Dee Stephens
  Julienne Elizabeth Syzdek
  Benjamin Charles Thomas
  Brandon Michael Tondreau
  Patricia Danielle Truax
  Brenton Kristopher Weiskopf
  James Scott Weschler

Benjamin Andrew Bowers
Eric Christopher Brumbaugh
Anthony Edward Brusco III
Michael Thomas Burnett
Pedro Andres Caceres
Kevin Joseph Cairnes
Mackenzie Anne Campbell
Michael Carras
Alexander David Carrillo Maldonado
Kira Cebravian Sosa
Hai Ngoc Chau
Francis Christian Claxton
Keller Breckenridge Cogswell
Raul Noel Correa II
Charles Woodrow Croft IV
Zachary Thomas Cunningham
Justin Lee Davis
T Jeffrey Davis
Jose Esteban De Luca

*** Caitlin Elizabeth DiGeorgio
  David Matthew Dodds
  Pierre Mario Dumas, Jr.
  Winston Vincent Duncan
  Christopher Jay Erickson
  Christopher Donald Fahey
  Alyssa Lynn Faircloth
  Ian Frederick Faulkner
  Thiago Fleury
  Juan Gabriel Flores
  Guy Gabaldon III
  Anne Marie Garces

*** Christian Arthur Garcia
*** Jessica Helen Geshay
  Chase Taylor Geyer
  Silvio Antonio Giannetti III
  John Franklin Gilmore
  Matthew Russell Girgenti
  Corinne Amelia Givens
  Kris Lamar Graves
  Maxwell Randolph Greenspan
  Christopher Jung Gregg
  Luke Elliot Griessmer
  Justin James Grimes
  Zachary Wayne Robert Grove
  Oscar David Guzman - Martinez
  Timothy Holt Hamilton
* John Thomas Harrington
  Ryan Taylor Hawley
  Christopher Michael Heinzlen
  Jarrod C. Hinrichs
  James Rickey Holder, Jr.
  Timothy Scott Holmes
  Tanner Alexander Horenian-Hast

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering BSIE
Razan Abu Hannoud
Willie James Adamson, Jr.
Kathy Archbold
* John Richard Bateeman
  Rainey Lynn Booker
  Holly Nicole Breckenridge
  Paul Lauten Bumiller
  Stefan Rene Calle
  Jessica Lauren Francine Cleveland
  Andrew Stephen Corrow
  Geoffrey Marshall Cox
  Ryan Andre Cwick

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME
Ishihaque Ahmed
Ryan Bradley Alday
Sheyla Elaine Alfau Jimenez
Christian Paul Amy
Benjamin Houston Anderson
Nicholas Avellino
Jinnah Ekram Bacchus
Arturo David Barreto Vega
Travis Lee Bates
Amanda Lauren Beck

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Michael Hunter
Dane Joseph Hurt
Andy Huynh
Ethan Michael Jansen
Michael Igor Jasziukowicz
Christopher Jeffery Johnson
Gunnar Anders Johnson
Michael Thomas Kaczorowski
Rona Kamal Kamel
Michael David Kolbe
Kelli LaMoine Kroehling
Jordan Nathaniel Kummer
Alexander David Kushma
Daniel Joseph LaManna
Chance Lane
Joshua Perry LaRocca
Matthew Allen Lauer
Pietro Lawrence Libardoni
Brian Joseph Little
Yosmany Lopez

** Aaron Lee Madden
Jacynth Pearl Fabie Malcolm
Sean Michael Mallia
Sergio Jose Martinez
David Lewis May
Christopher Ryan McKay
Lee Johnston Mears
Benjamin Efrahim Medina
Zachary Medina
Benjamin R. Merriman
Kacie Jo Mihaljevic
Reynaldo Antonio Miller
Spencer Ian Moore
Jonathan Herschel Morris
Brian J. Myers
Brandon M. Naids
Kevin M. Nehila
Josiah Robert Nethery
Ryan James Newell II
Sean Alexander Northrup
Eric Jordan Obermeyer
Steven Andrew O'Briant
Michael S. Ogren
Joshua Evan Orlandi
Annalie Oxamendi
Salvador Padilla, Jr.
* Thoma Palloj
** James J. Pelesko
Stephen Michael Pfingsten
Jeremy Edward Porta
Jason W. Prendergast
Ricardo Jose Puig
Daniel Enrique Ramirez

Phillip Andrew Reid
Benjamin C. Repkay
Paula Andrea Rizo
Seth T. Rajsani
Anthony Alexander Romano
Angelo J. Rosado
Tyler James Salem
Joseph Schaefer
Chelsea Leigh Schillig
Steven Michael Shimkat
Ryan L. Sellers
Geoffrey Neil Shereen
Brian David Shiffer
Kevin A. Simpson
Shane Taylor Szemore
Stephen Charles Sofronskey
Eric Jeffrey Steffel
Richard Luis Suarez
Kristian Jack Szymanski
Matthew Colby Terrell
Samantha Ann Tindel
Austin Donald Traurig
Abhishek Upadhyay
* Leslie Elizabeth Urifi
Justin Ross Vance
Joshua Thomas Wagner
Joshua Roy Waldron
Kyle Gary Waller
Justin Owen Weber
Brandon Richard Winn
Samuel Yacintche
Luiz Fernando Yamashita

William James Ellette
** Devin Mark Erickson
Dennis Michael Figueras
Zaida Charisse Gonzalez
Jeffrey Alan Halmich, Jr.
Byron J. Hanson
Wade Bruce Henderson
Edward E. Jezireck III
John Robert Johnson
Aaron Jacob Kost
Daniel James Krummen
* Richard David Landau
Rene Pablo Martinez
Marcel Inemesit Michael
Timothy James Miller, Jr.
* Ali Ahsan Mizan
Stephen Joseph Moin
Joshua Ryan Moyerman
Sarah Louise Patten
Wayne Allen Rodenburg, Jr.
Laura Rubio-Perez
Luis O. Salazar
Sean Karl Schindzielorz

** Ryan Thomas Sivek
Andrew Donald Smith
Marlon O'Neil Smith
Jonathan Gregory Ulrich
Richard Joseph Velez
Jared Allen Wach
Jason Paul Wagner
Andrew Thomas Watson
Joey Yuen
Danny Lee Zuber

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Computing Engineering BScPE

Omar Fabian Alami
Daniel Joseph Allen
Vincent Alexander Altavilla
Denis Daniel Alvarado
Alexander Q. Balogh
* Joshua Derrick Baxter
Angelo Augusto Biaggi
Sarah Ann Bokuniec
Cameron Arasteh Boojarjomehri
Kirk Chan
Christopher Michael Chiarella
Jose Manuel Davila
Samuel David Demole
Matthew James Dworkin
Joshua Luczak Early

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Catherine Emma Caekling
Brittany Alyssa Cogger
Devin Sebastian Colligan
Haley Marie Dawson
Francisco Reyes DeLa Torre
Mason Gardberg
Nicholas Aaron Hartshorn
Cody Lee Hazelbaker
Peter Valentino Hernandez II
Ryan Michael Huff
Kaitlyn Michelle Jeanis
Ali Lamhamedi Cherradi
Galen Michael Macpherson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Cassandra Paige McCall
Mary Keegan O'Brien
Felipe Alejandro Sayago-Henao
Ryan Joseph Shanaghan
Colin Austin Shaw
Alejandro Raul Solaniilla
Matthew Peter Uehmen
Anthony Joseph Young

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

**Bachelor of Arts**

*Communication Sciences and Disorders
BA*

Beverly Judith Bonilla-Flores  
* Carly Anne Brisson  
Tamara Buchwald  
Brittany Anne Burton  
Hena Cengic  
Jennifer Alise Choe  
* Jodie Naomi Davidson  
Melanie Nicole Drake  
Katrina Doby Flowers  
Kimberly Dian Gibboney  
David J. Haile  
Karn R. Harney  
Chloe Marie Lecusay  
* Gabriella Annette Ledene  
*** Ashley Michelle Lien  
*** Megan Marie McNemany  
Ashley McNairy  
Savannah Katherine Palmer  
*** Audrey Dawn Petersen  
Mecelle Reveron  
Nicole Carasalade Ribeiro  
** Crystal Nicole Roman  
Nina Schwartz  
* Stephanie Lynn Snow  
Emily Jane Tonkins  
Matthew Rush Ungaro  
Zachary Adam Way  
** Jessie Carson Williams  
Erin Jane Wright

*Criminal Justice BA*

Kierra Shaunice Baltimore  
Julian Michael A D Butler  
Linda Camus  
Robert Donald Carpenter III  
Jesus Miguel Centeno  
Michael Carmine Esposito  
Eric Jason Fox  
Dwight C. Jarvis  
Steven Joseph  
Caitlin Damara Kinard  
Eric Richard Krukar  
Lovett Leonard IV  
Ryan Patrick McClintock  
Jenna Elizabeth McCord  
Emily Rosi Morrin-Howard  
Andrew James Novak  
Stephanie Pierre

Jeanine Ayana Samuel  
Matthew Roy Scott, Jr.  
Ericka Lea Shank  
Shari Lynn Stone  
Justin Robert Sweeney

*Legal Studies BA*

Manal Zaben Abraham  
Pablo Asson, Jr.  
Sarah Beth Marie Bernyk  
Kyma May Cameron  
Ramone Jesus Corporan, Jr.  
Matthew Michael Demma  
Joanna Michelle Dobbins  
Omar Fabian Bueno  
Yadigia Charissa Fouchard  
Shiykila Michelle Griffin  
Tiffany Taylor Handy  
Miles Holbrook Hickman  
Harrison Scott Hodges  
Jennifer Lynn Hughes  
Michael Xavier Johnson  
Gil Adam Kochavi  
Francisco Javier Lopez  
Orianna Luideli Marcozzi  
Maria Juliana Montoya  
Lindsay Marie Olivier  
Rodrigo Alonso Palomino  
Courtney Marie Pettiford  
*** Jeremy Evan Pineres  
Erica Alise Showell  
Santiago A. Silva  
Kaahlee Lindsey Smith  
Natasha St Hubert  
Tiana A. Thomas  
* Shane Joseph Yodowski  
Thishan Yoogchand

*Public Administration BA*

* Jennifer Leigh Barham  
* Karlie Marie Crenshaw  
Brinique Shandera Rahming  
Stacy Raymonville  
Steven Outlaw Rosborough  
* Justin Michael Smith

**Bachelor of Science**

* Athletic Training BS*

Rodrigo Almada  
Salma Rkia Aloul  
James Roger Branch  
* Carly Anne Burns  
* Anthony Jose Catoni  
Matthew Clayton Cooksey  
Jessica Denise Dowdy  
Thomas Paul Ferguson  
* Sarah Lauren Ford  
Brooke Marie Griffin  
Bruce Philip Hamelin  
Elia Mya Lexine  
Sara Marie Lofton  
Stephen Michael Miccio  
Guillermino Cabugao Milano, Jr.  
Christopher Scott Mings  
Le Thi My Nguyen  
Robert John Niewiadomske  
Coryn Nicole Novak  
* Angela Marie Peetol  
Alexandria Nicole Perez  
Nihalshan Ranil Sirigampola  
Clifford Van Brunt  
Daibeltz Tamara Vega  
Sierra Nicole Weaver  
Katelyn Marie Yeakle

*Communication Sciences and Disorders
BS*

Emily Rose Achiom  
Vanny Maite Angizer  
Paige Hayley Appelbaum  
April Siegel Asby  
Caitlin Leslie Beam  
Jenie Beaulain  
Antonette Marquetta Bennett  
Chelsea Michelle Bloom  
Sara Ilana Brownstein II  
Lauren Marie Cacciatore  
Kerstin Taylor Carr  
* Rebecca Cristina Carral  
Molly Rose Castillo  
Jacquelyn Rae Chlebowski  
Charlene Estelle Clerge  
Michelle Condemarin  
Brianna M. Corr  
Blair Alexandra Curry  
Genevieve Anne DeCantis  
Lauren Elizabeth Denneler  
Teresa Ferrell Devries  
Michael I. Echeverria  
Sabrina Ann Exum  
Stephanie Jeanne Fazio  
* Jessica Marie Garretson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Lauren Elizabeth Gensch
Jennifer Gail Gradolf
Ashley Lynn Greene
Elise Elaine Griffin
Kelsey Marie Haddock
Lauren Sue Hager
Lyla Shaina Halikman
** Kaitlynn Marie Hartl
Nada Adel Hatoum
Anthony Michael Hernandez
Kirstyn Lee Hobler
** Ashley Anne Hunt
* Sara Rilla Hunt
Jessica Hypolite
John David Jackson
*** Alia Atallah Jadallah
Danielle Bernadette Jaudon
Rebecca Lindsay Katz
Gabrielle April Katzenberger
*** Kara Leigh Kilfoil
Jenny Rosa Koster
Sonia Valentinova Kostova
Naomi Marie Laing
Keenan Ray Lebron
Stephanie Lynn Ludlow
Jennifer Macaione
Madison Avery Macini
Crista Marie Macias
Ashley Nicole Mack
Andrea Almeida Madeira
Yusra Anais Mahmoud
Gabriella Marie Martinez
Lanie Brianne McDermott
Carol Melissa Mendez
Lauren Ann Monahan
Julia Lynne Mora
Kathryn Elizabeth Newsome
Alicia Amy Paleta
Hannah Diane Pane
Shruti Tushar Patel
* Kathleen Kelly Pfeil
* Jyotis Elizabeth Philip
*** Rachel Rosemary Pienta
Nicole Emily Poling
Maria Louise Pollara
Kristin N. Radi
Fatema Zahra Rahim
Amanda Nicole Rodriguez
Mimi J. Roh
Martin Alfredo Rosell
** Megan Elizabeth Ryder
Melissa Rose Sady
Lauren Michele Sardo
Jessica Ann Sawl
Melinda Erica Schmidt
Victoria Marie Scott
Ashley Marie Sellers
Lauren E. Shea
** Chelsey Hanna Silverman
Rebecca Anne Simon
*** Kalya Marta Sperkas
Grace E. Svitak
Michelle Susan Sznapstajler
Danielle Nicole Thomas
Chelsea Amanda Trynz
Nicole Lynn Waldman
Logan Elizabeth Wallace
Bianca Nicole Williams
Brittany Victoria Wojcik
* Jasmine Nicole Wolfe

Criminal Justice BS
Keven Abraham
Austin Michael Aldridge
Joseph Alexander Alvarado
* Lauren Nicole Alvarez
Juandavid Arias
Ryan Joseph Austin
Aaron Tyler Avila
Nathalya Aretha Bailey
Christine Renee Bair
David Matthew Barr
Laura Bartkowsky
Luke Brandon Bauer
German Emilio Beard
Logan McCarthy Bell
Sara Lynne Elle Belladone
Steve Benitez, Jr.
Henry W. Bieber III
Emerson James Bielen
Damasus Brandell Bing
Christopher Kent Blackmon
*** Kala Maclain Boss
Morandy Brice
Garrett Michael Brock
Michael Alan Carallo
Taylor Philip Catrianni
Carlos Xavier Castro
Yenny Castro
Brandon Thomas Chall
Vijay Francis Chiliar
Mason Roy Claffin
*** Adam Stuart Clark
Geoffrey Bryan Cliff
Henry Co
Jonathan Lionel Cockrell
Eric Trevor Collins
Cedric Nicole Connelly
Bianca Simonne Craft
Heidi Margaret Crider
Ashley Renee Criner
Chevar Cleo Cummings
Erin Elizabeth Cummings
David Jonathan DeJesus
Jose Junior Del Valle
Kyle O. Dennery
Kyle William Dorsey
Leckford David Ewart, Jr.
Kathryn Marie Falcon
Michael Brennan Feinberg
Luis Antonio Figueroa, Jr.
Khari Alexis Fischer-Pratt
* Eric Joseph Fitzgerald
Robert Daniel Fraleigh
Nicole Cristine Franco
Jonathon Michael Fuelling
Garrett Dylan Funk
Andrea Lynne Garcia
Melissa Magdalena Gervasoni
Brittany Michelle Girdich
Rachel Ann Glenn
Julio Escozer Gomez
Jonathan Gonzalez
Tiffany Lynn Groen
Joseph Anthony Guarriello
Alexandra Mary Guertin
Nelson Lewis Guild
Alan Ballard Hadley
Monika Leigh Haeren
Mary Catherine Hallahan
Lyssa Kathryn Hancock
Alexander Paul Hardrick
Jermaine Tyrell Hardy
Rebecca Elizabeth Harraka
Nick Anthony Harshman
Michelle Leigh Hermann
Dawud Hutchinson
Anita Iqbal
Demetrius Lamar Johnson
Matthew Thomas Jones
Nicholas Alexander Jones
Catherine Ann Juliano
Brooke Elizabeth Kardohely
Seth Robert King
Carlos Labrador, Jr.

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Taylor Jon Lakeman
Matthew Steven Landon
Anthony Luigi Laudisio
Amber Nichol Livingston
Carla Concetta Leyva
Taylor Charles Livingston
Sierra Shian Long
Jesse Patrick Maginnis
Andrew Lee Marshall III
Joseph Tyler Martin
Alexis Javier Martinez Vazquez
Marissa Christine Mattera
Nicholas Eugene Mazurak
Jamar Quintin Mcclain
Changa Alonzo McFarlane
Tatiana Victorovna McMain
Michael James McManus, Jr.
Joseph Michael Mee
Lelzi Shae Merritt
André Eugene Michele II
Sassan Jonathan Moayer
Nicole Elizabeth Morgan
William Dudley Morgan
Lauren Amelia Murphy
James Robert Nelson, Jr.
Jazmine Ayana Nilsson
Kristopher Martin Novak
Ryan Thomas Ochanski
Robert Mathew Olsen, Jr.
Nicholas James Orrizzi
Jeffrey Lynn Ortiz
Joseph Anthony Padilla
Eleni Paraskevaidis
Zachary Adam Pecci
Tiffany Lynn Pendleton
James Weston Phillips
Sabina Barbara Pietrzykowska
Cory James Pope
David Edward Portee
Yhisell Mercedes Poyato
Antoine Bennett Preudhomme
Austin Robert Quinn
Kristine Marie Raknes
Alexandra Magnolia Ramirez
Freddy Antoino Ramirez-Cardoza
Jessica Maria Ramirez-Delgado
Michael James Randell
Daniel Christopher Redalieu
Kyle Mitchell Redding
Gina Renee Reid
Jonathon Sheran Reynolds
Tristan Robert Reynolds
Andrew Joseph Rice
Ashley Nicole Richards
Madeleine Elyss Rodriguez
Claude Christian Rouzer
Daniela Rua
Ana Lucia Ruiz
Vishaun Samaroo
David Ryan Sampere
Michael John Scarpitta
Brittany Jean Schick
Alexandra Paul Serio
Dana Ahmad Shabanah
Samantha Leigh Sibley
Luke Thomas Sikes
Jennifer Brooke Slover
Ethan Marcus Smith
Gerrod Marquis Smith
Andre Souza
Imari Denise Spingner
Ciara Denee Steele
Jennifer M. Stenger
Andrew William Stephens
Robert Lindon Straw
Joseph Allen Talaber
Jasmine Nicole Thacker
Coran Yanique Thompson
Courtney Macio Thompson
Thien An Tran
Sun Ye Turner
Nicholle Diana Umana
Kathryn Ann Vanover
Arnulfio Vargas
Karla Janina Villacis
Kyle Robert Vlastos
John Thomas Vretas
Zachary Samuel Walin
Lynn Mary Ware
Rebecca Lynn Watson
Simone Alyssa Waxman
Lauren Alyssa Weber
Daniel Joseph Weissman
Brian Joseph Wellbrock
Matthew James Wetzel
David Lars White
La Jerrold Aundray White, Jr.
Garold Williams
Annica Michelle Wilson
Christine Frances Yawnick
Thishan Yoogachand
Jose Baltazar Zaragoza
Tyler Brett Zimmerman

Criminal Justice BS-CJ BS-Scholar's Track
Thomas Craig Hayes
Criminal Justice BS-Criminal Justice AS to BS
Joshua James Asis
Kyle Edward Dechert
Alexander Thomas Kane
Michael Duwayne Parrish
Nelson Atanar Rojas
James Franklin Vickers III

Health Informatics and Information Management BS
Matthew Delfin Albalos
Ramona Bhikam
Keitha Gay-Ann Bryan
Melissa Brooke Bulmata
Andrea Vanessa Choiz
Ronald Daniel Crealese
Beryl Duclair
Paula Marie Eily
Leslie Monique Garrett
Tiffany Talisha Heyward
Katie Lynn Klineck
Gumatie Devi Kowlasar
Sherri S. Lewis
Grace Lino
Frances G. Matthews
Karyn Ruth Meekins
Christine Stephanie Miles
Jon Carl Smith, Jr.
Kelly Melissa Townsend
Jordan Kayley Turek
Emily Justine Villatoro
Paula Wiley

Health Sciences-Pre-Clinical BS
Natalie Louise Abell
Giomayra Cristina Acosta
Paige Surrick Ahrens
Carolina Christina Albanes
Yusrah Haitham Al-Deek
Katherine Odile Almonte
Kevin Alzate
Emily Rose Andrew
Safa Aslam
Ryan O. Azarkhail
Paige Katherine Barnini
Amanda Nicole Beyers
Rana Blan
College of Health and Public Affairs

Kaylee Rose Bolton
Ashleigh Elizabeth Boos
Lauren Alyssa Botlick
Mikesh Kayona Bowden
Kara Michelle Brackney
Briann Nicole Briggs
Tiffany Sue Broomfield
Jillian Paige Brumley
Angeline Kristie Brutus

*** Tyler Scott Buckley
Mary Lanthan Bui
Valerie Mariel Buisson
Kristin Marie Burch
Justin Lawrence Burke
Lisa Michelle Buschlen
Daniela Esther Bustamante
Alana Jade Byrd

** Kelli Ann Callahan
*** Brenda Lee Camacho
* Lyanne Marie Caraballo
Kayla P. Caracciolo-Clayton
Flor Carrión
Nicolle Allison Carruth
Melissa Castan
Lauren Wojtowicz Caulfield
Danny W. Cheng

* Matthew Elias Coello
Melanie Sara Cohen
Chauvelle Des-Rea Cole
Jose Antonio Collazo
Maria Mercedes Collazo
Anastacia Elise Colon-Cotto
Karla Maria Colon-Matos
Chelsie Leigh Connery
Sara Marie Cox
Atlanta Elizabeth Cranías
Teanna Lynn DaPonté
Mirtha Carolina Davila
Rachel Jo DeAtley
Francisco Sean Del Prado
Sheena Deva
Briana Elizabeth Dinev
Jennifer Mai Phuong Do
Lauren Elizabeth Downs
Gabrielle Alizé Du Sablon
Hillary Ann Dunn

*** Darcy Fayez Dzurino
*** Elizabeth Cronin Earnhart
Alia El-Sayed
Laleh Emami
Javier Elias Encinas
Sarah Elizabeth English

*** Amanda Victoria Enriquez

Matthew Fainer
Ashley Nicole Falcon
Megan Cecilia Crisler Faria
Ariel Marie Fittery
Kaele Maria Fontaine
Dylan Cole Forman
Danielle Marie Freeman
Kate Louise Fusaro
Khadijah Gaffar
Letal Garber
Jonathan Patrick Gaume
Andrea Nicole Geiger
Bersabel Getachew
Joseph Michael Gibson
Natalie Janeth Gil
Keri Elizabeth Gilbert
Antony Mina Girgis
Regina Gonzales
Ashley Paige Gorman
Courtney Lynn Griffith
Chanel Lakeisha Griffiths
Kelly Marie Groover
Brian Stephen Grose
Nicole Julianne Guizada
Bliss Brittany Hahn

*** Mariel Ada Hammonds
Amy Elizabeth Hand

** Allison Marlene Hart
Claire Marie Hart
Juliana Alexis Hatcher
Dayana Marie Haywood
SiQi He
Kaleigh Jean Hecht
David Edward Hill, Jr.
Brittany Evelyn Hillord
Christina Hoang
Melissa Rose Hoch
Cassidy Leigh Hochwalt
Ashley Kristen Hodas
Marisa Grace Hogue
Morgan Xiomara Horn
Samantha Lynn Horvath
Marleigh Elizabeth Howard
Hadiyah Humayun

*** Khadija Youssef Hussein
Aliah B. Hussien
Rowdi Lolita Hutchinson
Michelle Eileen Ingram
Blake Wilfried Jackson
Nakia Latrice Jackson
Shianne Jameer
Brian Nicholas Jammel
Gerarda Jean

* Taylor Marissa Jensen
Nafeesa Raadia Khan
Hana Julia Korb
James Charles Krantz
Jake Patrick Kromanaker
Sara Grace Kwiatkowski
Gabriella Elizabeth La Rocca
Jonathan S. Lau
Quan Dinh Le
Tyra Nichell Lee
Kyle Maxson Legrow
Taylor Z. Levy
Grace Ann Lewis
Jasmine Laron Lewis
Sharese Danyelle Liggins
Courtney Brooke Long
Hana Won Lorin
Andrew Philip Lorenco
Morgan Taylor Lowery
Patricia Lynn Luksich
Estelle Elizabeth Lutley
Roman Makarov
Ashley A. Maminski
Brianne N. Maravel
Alexia Luisa Marriaga
Alyssa Ashley Marrs
Tyler David Marshall
Morgan Leann Mason
Meryn K. Mathew
Amanda Christine McLaughlin
Bryan James Mendes
Laura Catherine Mendoza
Sarah Ann Meniar
Daphne Michel

** Sarah Ellen Middleton
Aaron I. Miller
Jordan Marcus Mitchell
Ryad Mohammed
Neley Morales
Jacobi Allysa Morgan
Kimberley Renee Morgan

*** Bethany Anne Muni
Valeria Nicole Muniz
Michael R. Munz
Jason Paul Murillo
Angad Singh Nandra
Nancy Lynn Nasser
Kerstin Elaine Natal
Abdulrehman Nawaz
Manuella Yempo Nguenneng
Arlen Nunez
Amaechi Fidelia Nwaobi
Jessica Denice Oshey

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Britney Marie Osterhoudt
Morgan Joan Pace
Charity Grace Paddon
Alana Hayley Paris
Kamryn Denae Pedersen-Buck
Lauren Taylor Penly
Tara Corrine Peplow
Jonathan Willie Perez
Katrina Alexis Perez
Christina N. Pham
Leanne Marie Phelps
Kyle Andrew Pihl
Bridgette Andrea Pilgrim
Luke Ryan Pompos
Vanessa Marie Price
Nicholas Anthony Prisco
Naomi Raghunauth
Amanda Marie Ranieri
Amanda N. Reed
Mary Eileen Reizun
Michael Victor Renta
Brendan Scott Rhoney
Diana Nathali Rivera
Wilfredo D. Rivera
Andrea Rodriguez
Cristina Maria Rodriguez
Gabrielle Marie Ruiz
Laura Kathryn Ruzbacki
Colin Francis Ryan
Eliana Satizabal
Melissa Rae Saunders
Danielle Alexa Scaffidi
Lauren Elizabeth Scheetz
Falah Shah
Sundus S. Siddiqui
Sarah Stephanie Singh
Nichelle Alexandra Singletary
Austin Matthew Smith
Kyle Craig Smith
Tyler Joseph Smith
Tyler Lee Spink
Breanna Lynne Splet
Rebecca Rose Steele
Shannon Anne Steele
Jessica Anne Stevenson
Christina M. Stroud
Jeffrey Alexander Suazo
Brian Steven Szezucki
Walker Jeremy Talton
Kathryn Danielle Thompson
Melanie Renae Tivis
Marilyn Celeste Toribio
Kostandina Toslluku
Kenneth Joseph Trafo
Julie Hoang-Yen Tran
Stephanie Nicole Trudo
Isidro Davis Tullis
Cristina Diane Uset
Mishkah Abdul-Moiz Vayda
Brian Huy Vu
Erin Marie Wagstaff
Sarah Michelle Wall
Amanda June Warner
Celic Christina Weaver
Shanequa Tatianna Webb
Katherine Amelia Webster
Jeffrey Alan White
Monique Chennelle Wiles
Cassandra Yer Xiong
Mackenzie Kraus Zak
Matt Stephen Zeisloft
Blake Oakley Zippi
Estefania Zuluaga
Laura Zuluaga

Health Services Administration BS

Hanan Abusamm
Mutaib Awadaht Aloitaibi
Brent David Anderson
Kathryn Lynne Andriotis
Michael Alexander Arango
Lauren Ann Arias
Lina M. Aristizabal
Shannon Nicole Aytre
Shane Renato Bedward
Nadia A. Beni
Siriporn Benton
Jonathan David Berenguer
Victoria Justine Bergsten
Lacie Louise Brisbon
Tyler Ross Carlisle
Peter Anthony Caruso
Andrea Marie Castano
Alyssa Nicole Chamberlain
Tabitha Leigh Chambers
Cayla Anne Cieslak
Lino Kim D. Claudio
Watley Clervil, Jr.
Ashley Lynn Coleman
Christine Sa Costa
Ashleigh Elizabeth Cronin
Orpha Medgine Dagrin
Emily Joanne Davis
Chaz De Los Santos
Randall Patrice Delice
Jeff Deshommes
Julia Dowd
Kayla Lauren Drewd
Bryan Duarte
Kimberly LaTanya Ducheine
Neal Wensy Durosier
Brittney Monique Edwards
Antoinie Stephanie Eugene
Frances Emily Flament
Michelle Lin Gabeler
Monique Crystal Gayle
Dana Constanze Geren
Kyle C. Gibson
Soufian Guendouz
Nerissa Dawn Hewitt-Lynch
Tiffany Talisha Heyward
Kathleen Ann Hickey
John Henry Hill, Jr.
Chelsea Anne Hoo
Mauriesha Xavia Horton
Melanie Kai Howard
Shanovia Capri Jerome
Taelar Olivia Johnson
Kelvin Joseph
Brandy Justesen
Regina Danese Keeton
Kelly Frances King
Brandon Gregory Kiser
Gurmative Devi Kowalsar
Hannah Marie Latza
Kathleen Evon Laughman
Nicholas John Lefferts
Daniel Jacinto Leon
Cameron Michael Lichty
Rachel Lauren Lowd
Chelsea Anne Lynch
Michelle Lynn Malay
Simon Jonathan Marquez
Carlos Ernesto Marquina
Kacy Sage Martin
Merissa Makiesha Martin
Michelle Elaine Martin
Janae Amber Mason
Kenya M'Lee McDaid
Ellyn L. McAvoy
Yosjany Mesa
Austin Robert Mittan
Marci Lee Moes
Valeria Yvette Morales
Esther Moreno
Rachel Noelle Morreto
Lindsay Breanne Morris
Karla Sarai Munoz

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
## College of Health and Public Affairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sarah Amad Naga</th>
<th>Legal Studies BS</th>
<th>Chera Jann Jessup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Denise Napper</td>
<td>Muna Abraham</td>
<td>Alex James Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Lynn Nelson</td>
<td>Matthew Christopher Alas</td>
<td>Dominique Adora Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Taylor Newark</td>
<td>Rima Alicka</td>
<td>Evan Dana King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Trang Bao Ngo</td>
<td>* Lauren Nicole Alvarez</td>
<td>Steven Miles Koshak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalinnette Ortiz</td>
<td>Anthony Louis Annunziata</td>
<td>Maria-Teresa Lam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Ashley Owens</td>
<td>Jonathan Bryan Antoniewski</td>
<td>Kachira Lattimore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joselyn Marie Pankey</td>
<td>Krystal Ann Bautista</td>
<td>David Joseph Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Amy Jemaine Parker</td>
<td>German Emilio Beard</td>
<td>Lorenzi Cuannelora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Jean Paul</td>
<td>Michael Devon Beharry</td>
<td>Carmen Ivette Lowry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Phillips</td>
<td>Taylor Raye Bennett</td>
<td>Jesse Ray Marker, Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Phouvanh Praphanchith</td>
<td>Rodrigo Bernal</td>
<td>Danielle Nicole Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Ramirez</td>
<td>Mark Kenneth Berrios-Ayala</td>
<td>Austin Scott McCoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Erin Riordan</td>
<td>Nicholas Andrew Bowers</td>
<td>Kurt McDavid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juanita Rosario Rodriguez</td>
<td>Stacey Lynn Bradley</td>
<td>Vincent Richard Milione II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Lizzy Vanessa Rosales</td>
<td>Katherine Patricia Bucher</td>
<td>** Jessica Ashley Molina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krizia Karina Rubiano</td>
<td>Alice Carmen Burgos</td>
<td>Joseph Anthony Mondello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mery A. Salazar</td>
<td>Cecilia Dianne Caillier</td>
<td>Rebecca Nicole Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Shay Schmidt</td>
<td>Rose Maria Caldero</td>
<td>Jeffrey Daniel Mytinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaclyn Deann Serfozo</td>
<td>Viana Barbara Canet</td>
<td>Sara Mae Padgett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samal Marcel Shepherd</td>
<td>Kayla Renee Carleton</td>
<td>Maxwell Aaron Pauker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Patrick Shields, Jr.</td>
<td>Taylor Lee Chatting</td>
<td>Catherine Jeanne Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linette Sikes</td>
<td>Garrison Michael Cohen</td>
<td>Lisa Dawn Poe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Lynn Smith</td>
<td>James Amess Colquitt, Jr.</td>
<td>* Caitlin Rene Polcaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deanna Marie Sosa</td>
<td>Courtney Allyson Colston</td>
<td>Jennifer Purvis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamason Ray Stanley</td>
<td>Matthew Patterson Cornwell</td>
<td>Kristine Marie Raknes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Michael Steele II</td>
<td>Jasmine Alisa Crooks</td>
<td>Trisha Rambharose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily McGuire Stewart</td>
<td>Kaitlyn M. Delany</td>
<td>Vishal Anand Ramdass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Robert Sutherland</td>
<td>* Marissa Diane DeLany</td>
<td>Lauren Marie Ramirez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinne Monique Taylor</td>
<td>Joyce A. Delgado</td>
<td>Quashea T. Redhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Elizabeth Travers</td>
<td>Kaylan Michael Delossantos</td>
<td>Margaret Claudia Redshaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Kathleen Trent</td>
<td>* Samuel James Derocco IV</td>
<td>Lauren Nicole Rhine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Sarah Maria Troia</td>
<td>Christie DiTorre</td>
<td>Miguel Maximo Sainz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antrone Jacquel Tumbling</td>
<td>Lillian Jade Doyle</td>
<td>Katherine Anne Schillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilyn Monique Turner</td>
<td>Kendall L. Duncan</td>
<td>Vivian Seguro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aileen Urdanivia</td>
<td>** Tarig Mohamed Elwasila</td>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Shirley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Renee Valles</td>
<td>Allen F. Estimable</td>
<td>Brandon Adam Silverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lena Marie Van't Veer</td>
<td>Christian Michael Ficarelli</td>
<td>Kathryn Elizabeth Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Frank Vazquez</td>
<td>Andres Figueroa IV</td>
<td>Arvind Raman Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila Venerin</td>
<td>Daniel Joseph Georginow</td>
<td>Breanne Elizabeth Souza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Christine Wallis</td>
<td>** Ryan Jacob Gocklin</td>
<td>Jonathan Brent Stanhagen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Shea Walsh</td>
<td>Christian Alexander Gonzalez</td>
<td>Dylan Bradley Stearns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquel Walter</td>
<td>Loralynn Virginia Gonzalez</td>
<td>Brian Michael Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Delores Ware</td>
<td>Melissa Anne Graves</td>
<td>Diana Marie Symes-Barravecchio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Michelle Lee Watson</td>
<td>Tyler Robert Groelle</td>
<td>Ateline Shawna Tervil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley C. Weltzien</td>
<td>Carter Douglas Hamlin</td>
<td>Yanique Rachelle Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Kay White</td>
<td>Yvonne Marie Hammond</td>
<td>** Stephanie Aissa Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Brooke Wieben</td>
<td>Sean Anthony Tan Hastings</td>
<td>Ian Joseph Tudor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney Lynn Winston</td>
<td>Robin Blair Hetzel</td>
<td>Joseph Dale Vaught</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant Octavius Wright</td>
<td>Keisha Susan Holman</td>
<td>Kiana Marie Vazquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Alessandra Zubkin</td>
<td>Dwight C. Jarvis</td>
<td>* Aixa R. Vega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deborah Elaine Jennings</td>
<td>William Michael Waechter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jack M. Webb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
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* Kelsey Nicole Williams
  Terrilous Lavern Woodard, Jr.
  Cole Elliot Wooten

Public Administration BS
  Seghen Abebe
  * Gabriel Makensie Cerep
  Kassandra Cerrobrun
  John Robert Delai
  Kimberly Ann Doherty
  Patrick Joseph Dooley
  Philip Michael Fortney
  Stephanie Irene Grant
  Edwin Blaine Harvey, Jr.
  Justin Michael Heller
  Michael Jay Hirschy
  Albert Henry Houze, Jr.
  Jason Ajay Lachman
  Israel Navarro
  * Zachary Adam Pecci
  Kaitlin Elizabeth Price
  Brandon Adam Russ
  Alexander Max Sica
  Frank Edward Templeton

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW
  Sofia C. Abarea

*** Jordan Sierra Adams
  Alisa Jean Arndt
  Pephanie Valentina Aurelus
  Sydney Arny Barta
  Barbara Furtak Bavigo

** Maleya Kay Becerra
  Tonnir Fitzroy Bennett, Jr.
  Jacqueline Peaches Bernadel
  Mary Magdalene Brevard Blake
  Timothy Glen Blinde
  Kyle Miller Blount
  Michelle Bundred
  Alexis Marie Alexandra Burgess
  Latarica Tanay Burr
  Roy Curtis Colston
  Carlos Luis Correa
  Jennifer Kathryn Cosenzo
  Amy Denise De Jesus
  Amber Wolfe DeMorse
  Brittany Raquel Deutch
  Lisa Marie Dominguez
  Alexandra Christie Dubois

Cynthia Angela Ferrer-Lewis
  Colin G. Finnegan
  Jessica Nichole Fisher
  Jamie Lynn Flowers
  Valerie Francois
  Neenchie Geffrard

** Sarah Elisabeth Goldman
  Jaymel Gonzalez
  Glenda Maria Grant
  Katherine Lynne Griffin
  Nicole Marie Guerrero
  Monika Leigh Haerens
  Krysta Nycole Hape
  Latasha Lashay Hickman

*** Michael Anthony Hoenick
  Danyel Lauren Houser
  Sarah Elizabeth Howell
  Elizabeth Sue Jackson
  Bemarie Jerez
  Isabel Alexandra Jimenez
  La'Shondra Breana Johnson
  Aliya Shanaz Karnal
  Nida Hasan Khan
  Ruthie Arvella Kimmons
  Kayla Marie Lamattina
  Lisa Darlene Lewis

** Maria Virginia Quintana Leyanna
  Reynaldo Lopez
  Sara A. Lubus-Centeno

* Brian James Machovec
  Adrian Parra Maldonado

* Nicole Lorraine Malone
  Bianca Marie Manie
  Nicholas Dale McCann
  Kimber Suzanne McDaniel
  Michelle McEvoy

* Ashley Danielle McGahee
  Ty Ashley McIntosh
  Lynneisha Elease Miller

* Donna Krystina Mitchell
  Courtney Marie Morris
  Alicia Mair Otts
  Robert Francis Parkinson III

*** Hannah Mae Patterson
  Yesenia Pecina
  Joelle Philamar
  Kristina Lynn Pletcher
  Andrea Alejandro Ragone
  Jenin Rahman
  Erenis Olivia Rangel
  Latiffa Denise Reed

* Nichole Lynn Restivo
  Lishann Camarra Robinson

Ana M. Rodriguez
  Diana Marcela Rodriguez
  Kimberly Sarai Rodriguez
  Tierra Tyneice Rushing
  Karyna Nadine Scott
  Matthew Jason Serur
  Ashley Louise Shafter
  Daniel Peter Shea
  Alexandra Hart Snyder
  Noelle Marie Soini
  Joshua Ronelle Spruill
  Wykee Mariah Stephens
  Crystal Tamara Stewart
  Tonisha Nikara Stubbs
  Sean Michael Sullivan
  Darien Rae Suttle
  Edward Jason Thoman

*** Charlene Lynn Thorne
  Cindy Toledo
  Carolina Toro-Orozco
  Rachel Lauren Torres
  Levi Tylek

** Jessica Jean Warner
  Marcia Lashain Washington

* Erika Renee Watts
  Kailey Nikole Williams

*** Alyssa Marie Woolis
  Andrea Lisa Zollman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS
Danielle Frances Abbott
Dania Ammar Abu-Jubara
Jeffrey Alexander Aguair
Juliana Paioletti Bellino
Amal Benchakroun
Scott Edwin Bergmann
Christopher Benjamin Turner Britt
Mariela Isabel Calo
* Erik Edmund Chieuw
*** Kevin Choy
Sierra Taylor Chröstowski
Katie Lee Clinger
Richard Clyde Collier
Paul David Couchman
Sean Joseph Danek
* Jennifer Rebecca Dimino
Jodi-Ann Renee Doyley
Ameen Fahad
Rachel Nicole Fields
* None Fowe Makue
Camille Anne Fulmore
Michael Raymond Gil
Nathalie Janeth Gil
Lindsay Erin Gilmore
Jonathon Giordano
Jordy B. Godinez
Alexey Yevgenevich Goloubiev
*** Christopher Scott Henson
Melissa Hernandez
Joshua Edward Johnson
Mark James Johnson
Jamie Ryan Johnston
Jacob Michael Knost
* Robert Vincent Lenoci
Michelle Alexandra Lola
Dimitry Maksmichuk
Matthew David Mosch
Elizabeth Thi Nguyen
** Hayley Katherine O'Brien
Sean Patrick O'Connor
Claudia Danissa Orihuela
Anthony John Pastore
Vrajieh Shirish Patel
Luke Henry Pearson
Jaqueline Rocha Pereira
Carl Edward Petrelli
Alina Ouyhn-Chi Petrillo
Khanh Quoc Pham
Francesco Lee Poli
Rudenz German Rivas
Kevin Rivera Rodriguez
Juan P. Robayo
Juan Guillermo Sanchez Jimenez
Stephen Karlton Schmitz
Daniela Marina Sebastiani
* Melissa Jo Smith
Raquel Vanessa Suarez
Stephani Carantes Tagupa
Cassandra Sunisa Turchany
Crystal Marie Turner
Cristhian Alejandro Valor
Gonzalo Vargas

Biotechnology BS
Laura Ashley Box
Christopher Benjamin Turner Britt
Katherine Camacho Ferreira
Rachel Ruth Clarke
Daniel John Del Favero
Eric William Deupree
Camille Anne Fulmore
** Catherine Gutierrez
Caroline Ashley Kittinger
Kristi Teresa Klubah
Keegan Mitchell Mayoral
Craig James Neal
Pascal A. Nelson
Claudia Danissa Orihuela
Amparo Angeline Oxner
Vrajieh Shirish Patel
Juan P. Robayo
Adriana Beatriz Romero
Daniela Marina Sebastiani

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS
Elvilaime Roman Agio
Meaghan Elizabeth Atwell
Felicia Rose Boehm
Jessica Virginia Bonilla
Alec Lee Davis
Diana Linn Davis
Lauren Ashley Evans
Kara B. Finlen
Abigail Elisabeth Haag
Christopher Dean Herrera
* Azeem Khan
Aaron Michael Meek
Justin Emerson Morejon
Bijal H. Patel
Beatriz Pineiro
Greacia Aimeecca Powell
David Matthew Rayborn
* Cayla Ann Ritter
Desy Sutikno
Max Charles Todd
Sally Vilmont

Molecular Biology and Microbiology BS
Reem Adel Abdalla
Heena Ahmed
Ahmad Kamel Al Swais
Michelle A. Arteaga
* Leonel Eduardo Atencio
Benjamin Babchick
Sabrina Louise Bayona
Melissa Corinne Belian
* Natalia Besada
Eric Michael Beyer
Manpreet Bindra
Eugene Ervin Bivins, Jr.
** Cynthia Elaine Boger
Aida Lynn Brax
Wesley D. Budd
Kimberly Marie Burcher
Heather Dano Burke
* Annalicia Marie Burns
Kelsey J. Butler
Katherine Camacho Ferreira
Anthony R. Campbell
Michael Angelo Carulli
Alissa Wing Guan Choi
Melanie Cho-Yick
Shane Brian Clark
Talia Marguerite Cola
Anthony Bernard Cole
Jose Antonio Collazo
Ben Joseph Corradetti
Paige Alece Crocas
Melissa Marie Cuevas
* Andrew Joseph Deterding
Tam Minh Diep
Lissette Dominguez
Brandi-Leigh Alexandria Drury
Catherine Jacqueline Eads
Alyssa Jordan Ellis
Kelvin O. Ellis, Jr.
Lauren Joy Farley
Kerry Fine
Carlos Eduardo Flores Avile
Ana Milena Garzon
Michael Stefan Gravenstein
Christopher Grube
Mauricio R. Guerra
Kayla Nicole Guidry

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

** Catherine Gutierrez
Stephen Brooks Harper
Kila Genev Holland
Cindy Huynh
Mercaydes T. Jackson
Preston Michael Jones, Jr.
Joshua Kyle Joyner
Alexandra Angela Kennedy
Alexis Erin Kimmel

*** Jeremy Lane King
Kristi Teresa Klabuhn
Anatoliy Anatolivich Korzhuk

** Aleksandr Rostislavovitch Kovalskiy
Elif Ipek Kuguo glu
Alexander Ryan LaMee
Mynhan Thi Le
Heather Ashely Lesch
Janelle Megan Logronio
Elssy Carolynne Lopez
Case John Lorance
Amelia Marie Mackarey
Anmad Amir Malik
Victoria E. Marro
Brittany Ann Mascia
Alexandria M. Mayne
Francheska Marie Medina
Ralph Donald Michel
Matthew Kingsford Miller
Mohid Mirza
Catherine Elizabeth Mitchell
Stefanie Nicole Moore
Christopher Michael Naglieri
Craig JamesNeal
Bichson Thi Nguyen
Duatin Bui Nguyen
Jacqueline Elizabeth Nguyen
Phat Tan Nguyen
Vivian Havi Nguyen
Ethan Michael Nowell
Tanya Tjung-Ling Oey
Adeedeji Oluwamayowa Olusanya
Kelvin Ferrer Ong
Daniel Alejandro Ordonez
Xiomara Ospina Restrepo
Martin Ray O'Steen
Brittney Marie Osterhoudt
Joseph Robert George Palmer
Simran Kaur Panesar
Kanishka Kamlesh Patel
Rohan Rajnikant Patel
** Shivani Yogesh Patel
Jennifer Marie Paterno
* Mariah Anne Pero

** Meera Anil Rathod
Kyle Ray Reynolds
Burhan Riaz
* Sharanah Gabriel Ridore
Orlando Daniel Rios
Luis Alberto Rodriguez
Joseph Carl Roetgen
Christopher George Rohner
Acela Cristine Rosado
Julienne Blair Ryland
Rochelle Shirin Sadeghi
Christine Sanchez
Nelson Emmanuel Santos Agosto

** Firas Sheih
Mathivadana Selvamani
Robert Stephen Shaffer
Meagan Taylor Sherman
Chelsea Rae Shoben
Alexander Sidawi
Jerry Patrick Skuthan
Aaron Joseph Smith
Kristin Michelle Solberg
Christopher Paul Srirprashad

* Alayna Nicole Sterchele
Caitlin Joy Stevenson
Tiffany Rose Strong
Jennelle Lynne Suarez
Eric Ryan Taylor
Diana Teixeira
Jasmine Kirby Thomas

*** Jonathan David Thomas
Robyn Tobillo
Alyssa Aida Toledo
Tina Yen Nhi Tran
Toan Minh Tran
Manuel Alejandro Urta
Pamela Machado Vieira
Puttida Vorapiipatan
Oscar Peter Weisberg
* Rainel Zelaya
Rodrigo A. Zuniga

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN

*** Iris Appenrottd
Chelsea Hager Bakr
Christopher Michael Beacham
* Megan Lee Bensey
Deborah Marie Berg
Norman Viray Bisda
Alexis Christina Bosque
Elyse Rebecca Breit

** Juliana Rochelle Brito
Gerard Michael Buckley
* Shayne Camarillo Bulosan
Christina Elizabeth Burkley
Kacey Lee Burton
Tani Maria Calderon
Connor Blake Canady

* Melanie Lynn Cannon

** Alexandria Morgan Cerep
Virgil Ann Charles
Sierra Hailey Cisneros
Justine Marie Conley

*** Kelsey Marie Cresswell

** Jessica Lynn DiPietro
Megan Kathleen Donegan
Jonelle Athina Earl
David Michael Evans

*** Julia Katherine Farquhar
* Emily Lara Farrell
Mary Kathryn Fesmire
Daniel Wesley Funderburke
Jamila Rebecca Gabisch

** Chelsea Elizabeth Gerkens
Libby Gersbach
* Shamini Ghay

** Julianne Elizabeth Greider

*** Shannon Elizabeth Hair
Melanie Joyce Harris

** Jesse Kaatlyn Harrison
Hannah Rose Hogan
* Taylor Marie Irwin
Alicia Marie Jackson

* Lindsey June Kirk
Kelsey Rae Larsen
Giauni Lau
Melissa Marie Laudano
Hang Thanh Le Nguyen
Katrina Michelle Leighton
Valerie Jean Logan
Timothy James Long

*** Veronica Michelle Lowry
*** Brianne Catherine Macko
Brittany Marie Marrs
Caelen Gabriel Martin
Geraldine Belen Martinez
Ivana Martinez
Deniza Harielis McConnell
Carla McNight
Elisa Angela McVeagh

** Theresa Lynn Diego Meno
Christi Danielle Miranda
Kaitlin Elizabeth Mooney
Emily Paige Dameron Moore
Stephanie Alvero Moore

*** Christina Lee Morales
Patricia Lynn Mullins
Meghan Elizabeth Murawski
Minh Diem Thi Nguyen
John Daniel O’Leary
Alyssa Melanie Ortiz

** Hector Abdil Ortiz Cintron
Stephanie Marie Palazzo
Michael John Pallone

*** Breanna Marie Palsis
Bijal N. Patel
Jessica Perez

** Myrna Perez
* Adrianna Marie Perotti
Brandy Lea Pinkerton
Adam Robert Procunier
Rachel Christine Ralph

* Vianeth Ramirez
Brittany Theresa Rotger
David Matthew Schneider
Matthew Kerr Scott

*** Laura Nicole Setzer
Ingrid Anne Simonson
Caitlin Jane Smith
Casey Nicole Smolar
Corey Stephen Stafford

*** Amanda Faye Stein
Kristin Ann Takacs
Katie Lynn Theiss
Sarah Marie Thomas
Jessica Kristine Threlkeld
Laura A. Timmons
Alyssa Nicole Torina
Bynn Elizabeth Turner
Whitney Lynn Vest
Kathryn Anne Wach
Julia M. Walker

*** Christina Marie Williams
Scott Philip Henry Willis
Chloe Elizabeth Winsor
Christian Donald Wolf
Brandon Lee Wright
Christi Lynn Wright
Hannah Noelle Zinnman

Nursing Generic BSN-Concurrent ASN
to BSN

Tiana Arroyo
Sean Nelson Austin
Jess Marie Bonavia
Lindsay Raye Brownlee
LaSncia Kimberly Bush
Laura E. Buvel
Gabrielle Marie Caccavale
Gregory Colo
Julia Elizabeth Colon
Andrea Lauren De La Rosa
Kaleigh Delayne Donahue
Melanie Brooke Eaton
Lucien Ines Farfan
Shelby Anne Gabrey
Sherlyne Gabriel
Jennifer Ann Gardner
Kristina Marie Gelatka
Taylor Alexa Gonzalez
Sara Renee Hickson
Richard Manning Hutson
Kimberly Jimenez
Kelly Christine Johnson
Anis M. Khan
Poopak Goharshenasan Khorasani
Samantha Lauren King
Jennifer Ann Kirby
Angelina Lomova
Jessica Mary Lunn
Maureen Elizabeth McDonough
Stefanie Kelly McKee
Christy Jacqueline Mitchell
Erin Brittany Neer
Shannon Lynn Nieves
Sharlyn Joan Parnatian
Dana Ann Paschke
Adriel Perez
Mary Elizabeth Porter
Stephanie Monique Robinson
Alexandria Anne Rutishauser
Dawn Irene Santo
Leisa Margaret Seholm
Iris S. Senior
Katherine Leigh Speed
Megan Elizabeth Stalvey

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Melissa Lee States
Lauren Rachel Terry
John Conrad Udouj
Jay Michael Utsinger
Emma Vetter
Christine Renee Voigt
Cynthia Louise Wallace
Cusheena Pauline Weller
Steven Leslie Williams
Melody Ann Willoughby
Mary Jane Lumang Zamora

Maria Elizabeth Klopfenstein
Valerie Jeanne Laferriere
Alejandro Leon-Sanchez
Kourtney Chanell Lewis
Ashley Marie Cogdill
Sonia Medina Lopes
Ellen Elizabeth Lopez
Megan Elizabeth Mapp
Christian A. Martin
Amanda Joy McKee
Chelsea Joanne Monserrate
Amanda Iriz Natal
Yudy Oliveros Cediel
Ashley Panal Omega
Erin Michele Caputo
Vera Ann Rastrelli
Sharlene Toinette Reed
Zabrina Reynoso
Janette M. Robinson
Christine Anne Rouse
Diane LaVera Schweinfurth
Chelsea Nadine Shell
Dorelina Saguin Shimal
Gerald Irving Strohacker
Stephanie Sylvester
Leticia Maudtres Tookes
Amber Rose Tuttle
Stephanie Ann Veibl
Courtney Beth Wilson

Sara Elizabeth Lee Mosteiro
Elizabeth Nichole Nash
Cristina Marie Nieves Carrero
Yuliya Vasilevna Omshchuk
Brandi Amanda Parker
Stephanie Jean Roach Paul
Yanick Pierre
Sara Fesmire Quintana
Natalia Rubio
Julie Christine Shimp
Ariana Faith Strong
Lillian Esime Tettey
India Katherine Van Horn
Sandra Louise Webster
Bridgett Evette Williams-Cooper

Nursing Generic BSN-Nursing AS to BSN
Janell Marie Ancel
Jessica Anne Baxter
Elizabeth Kelley Baylis
Kristy Lee Beams
Krista Lin Beutel
Shannon Renee Blevins
Kristy Malynn Blouin
Shawn Willard Blouin
Saintamne Boge
Jaime Lynette Breeden
Shanna Ann Brien
Angela Marie Broome
Melissa Ann Caputo
Debra Ann Casey-Wood
Crystal Rose Chapman
Donald H. Clarke
Houda A. Costa
Kelly Michelle Cuddyk
Michelle Marie Cuffie
Angella Victoria Demmitt
Stephanie Dawn Ecker
Tamara Ann Embrey
Alison Flynt
Yvonne May Francis
Michelle Ann Franklin
Milissa Tai Frey
Amy Michelle Grabusick
Christine Habibzadeh
Christy Marie Hanby
Marie Anne Harbison-Perkins
Kathleen Elizabeth Harding
Brittany Christine Harnage
Takira Janell Harris
Ashley Mae Hart
Laurie Anne Hewitt
Sheneza Iqbal
Rashan Jameelah Jones
Natalie Renee Key

Sara Elizabeth Lee Mosteiro
Elizabeth Nichole Nash
Cristina Marie Nieves Carrero
Yuliya Vasilevna Omshchuk
Brandi Amanda Parker
Stephanie Jean Roach Paul
Yanick Pierre
Sara Fesmire Quintana
Natalia Rubio
Julie Christine Shimp
Ariana Faith Strong
Lillian Esime Tettey
India Katherine Van Horn
Sandra Louise Webster
Bridgett Evette Williams-Cooper

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN
NP/CNL/NEd

Brigitte Arredondo
Deborah Armenta Crews
Jessica Erin Mulligan

Nursing Generic BSN-Nursing RN-BSN

Maria Carolina Adams
Jill Allison Ahooraie
Kayleen Marie Ala
Cynthia Koetter Alles
Jacquelyne Anderson
Nicole Marie Campos
Viviane Daniel-Toussaint
Amy Noelle Decker
Scott D. Doll
Garlie Gilot
Lauren Elizabeth Hartman
Melinda Louise Hodges
Victoria Hughes
Joanna Marie Hurley
Marckenson Gerson David Janvier
Ariane Denise Jones
Travis Cortez Kitchen
Stephanie Lanoue
Francesca Laventure
Vanessa Christine Lowry
Summer Lena M Sahal

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA

** Julie Anne Aebersold
*** Fernando Agudelo
Bianca Montrez Alexander
Benjamin Earl Alloway
Katherine Rose Bartlett
Daniel Fernando Betancourt
Alexander Thomas Bissell
Emily Debra Brady
Shelby Gabrielle Brant
Taylor Ashley Briggs
Carly Mae Brower
Michelle Lillian Bruder
Aofie Carroll
** Ally Elizabeth Castaneda
Lauren Elizabeth Chattrin
** Carrie Chau
Sydney Renee Cobb
Caroline Elizabeth Cole
Rachel Melinda Cole
Maria Christina Competelli
Diane Sonia Comstock
Sydney Erin Copeland
Matthew Paul Crescimone
Michelle Marie Darnell
Jessica Natalie Davis
Yanira Darleen De Santiago
Kristina Nicole Drake
Richard Antoun Elkhoury
Nicole Marie Enterlein
Oluwafunlola Oluwabukunmi Falade
Stephanie Jael Feldman
Ivette Fernandez
Lauren Ashley Ford
Livia Katherine Galloway
Shirley Melissa Garcia
Justin Travis Gilbert
Marley Charna Glabman
Leiann Giselle Gonzalez
Nicole Rose Heyman
Cathryn Frances Hodges
Caitlin Danielle Hoehn
Sydney Caron Holmquist
Steven Andrew Jones
Laura Catherine Judy
Kaelyn Joyce Keith
* Samantha Anne Kessler
** Anna Kelsey Kimura
Tyker Michelle Kirby
Nicole Rae Kaligowski
Haley Marie Laflin
Madalyn Henri Lageaman
Erika Kristine Lam
Alexa Farah Login
Angela Lily Lomanto
Olivia Kathleen Mannix
* Leah Rose Marks
Lindsey Rose Marshall
Autumn Nicole Martin
Brandon K. Maxwell
Heather Mae McCarty
* Tiffany Gail McCaulay
Courtney Elizabeth McComas
Shannon Lee Miller
Amy Okalani Newton
Shar Abu Nguaja
*** Madelyn Nicole Osmun
Ashley Nicole Pawlik
*** Erin Lindsey Pearlman
Morgan Catharine Peele
Alexander Joseph Perna
Kevin Anthony Quattrocechi
Lisandra Ramos
** Kaylee Sue Randall
Sabrina Alexandria Restrepo
Lisa Kathryn Richards
Alexandra Christina Rivera
Marissa Eileen Rivera
*** Alexis Erin Roberts
Brittany Dianne Ruggiero
Vincent Anthony Sclafani
Heather Rita Bantay Sembrano
Carolina Miranda Silva
Adam Joseph Singleton
* Amanda Elizabeth Smiley
Janelle Elizabeth Stafford
Matthew Ian Stephen
Elena Ivanova Stoyanova
Alison Marie Strominger
Brittany Sarah Szafran
Kerriann Marie Thompson
Cathleen Marie Tully
Brittany Rose Ventriglio
Nicole Lee Ward
Rachel Elizabeth Whitton
* Kristen Elizabeth Wiley
Fernanda Vieira Williams
Margo Joyce Williams
Katherine Andrea Wroth
Jaclyn Alexis Zackowitz
Quinn Peter Zagorc

Anthropology BA

Alena Noel Avalos
Gilana Sofia Bolin
** Gianna Marie Borawski
Stephen Michael Bradshaw
Alison L. Brown
** Annalicia Marie Bredtmann
Katherine Ann Carey
** Emma Caroline Carson
* Georgina Lucille Chasse
Aubrey Michelle Coats
Amanda Marie Craft
Sara Ann DeAvilla
Paige Elizabeth Douglas
Janice Lee Dubose
John Michael Edge
Maria Rosalia Escalona
Creighton Daniel Fain
Adam Matthew Gilinsky
Taylor Michelle Ginn
Alyssa Eva Grant
Kara Berlynn Johannesen
David Fernando Joy
Sarah Byrne Leary
Evan Luciano
Sabine Elisabeth Marie Macmahon
Olivia Marie McGeever
Nicholas James Mercier
Teesha Meseret Monroe
Rick Kaniuo Duke Morris
Katherine Marie Muscedere
Andrew Christopher Nutting
* Elizabeth Rose Lyon Peabody
Juan Telesforo Pomaes
Andrew Ratiner
Shawniece Janay Reeder
Burhan Riaz
Bernice Alice Robinson
Josejuan Rodriguez Torres
Jacklyn Diane Rumberger
Julienne Blair Ryland
Stephen Alexander Sanchez
Kristopher Michael Schave
Brandon Scheller
Sonja Amanda Seng
Siskin Carlyle Serebriany
Tara Lynn Stanko
* Lena Tapon
* Maddeline Rendell Voas
Christy Rose Wayne
Colin Michael Wester
Heather Marie Xiong

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Valeria Cristina Yon
Erika Lee Young
* Rebecca Lynn Young
Emily Rose Yuraske
Jessica Renee Zeiger

Human Communication BA
Zachary Anderson Chambers
Leslie P. Faith
Danielle Jacylin Fischer
Alicia T. Fowler
Amber M. Kent
Brianne Mae LeFevre
Elijah James Moore, Jr.
Lila Rebeca Rendon
Chazrenya Latrice Robinson
Frances Marie Salas
Amanda Rae Schwartz
Alexandra Smith
Joseph Terance Snyder
Jordan Rae Weaver
Vivian Sharon Yarder

International and Global Studies BA
Sterling Christian Bellamy
Alexis Rochelle Benavidez
Dale M. Bernstein
Marcus Jamal Bragg
* Sibley Ayn Brown
Joe Matthew Cabalfín
Rafael Andrade Peres De Mendonca
Oyindamola Davina Durowsmo
Nicholas Stanton French
Karen Viviana Guzman
* Michael James Hanna
Victoria Raneda Hoa
Bethany Joy Johnson
Julie Elizabeth Johnson
Alejandra Loera
Kiana Alexia Low
Margaux Judith Josephine Meurgue
* Elizabeth Danielle Moore
Nataya Pithayanukul
Thitarie Pongpluemtipitchai
Bryan Joseph Rodriguez
Justin Able Stockecypher
* Christopher Szczersba, Jr.
* Cierra Alexis Winston
** Rebecca Lynn Wise
* Branden Joeseph Wyatt

Interpersonal/Organizational Communication BA
Matthew Johnstone Adams
Reid Daniel Adams
Tiffany Rachelle Angelo
Lauren Paige Atwell
* Megan Kathleen Bellinger
* Gabriela Geovanna Benitez Bascones
Brittine Ann Bennett
Sarah Jane Biery
Robby Blake Bortles
Lisa Nicole Bottomley
Allison Leigh Bowden
Megan Anne Brown
Van Roberts Bryan

*** Amanda Rose Burke
Zachary Alexander Bushaala
Taylor Christine Ast Caldwell
Ryan Michael Callagy
Kaitlin Jane Campbell
Roberto Jose Canales Il
Matthew Angel Carrick
Jonathan Castaneda
Michael Philip Cervantes
Bianca Cinto
Samantha Jo Crum
Kelsie Nicole Davidson
Nina Rose DeSarbo
Alaina Natasha Dunbar
Gregory John Eason
Pedro Xavier Escobar
Ali Renee Fitkin
Kara Nicole Fletcher
Jamie Allison Frischman
Jarrod Patrick Fucci
Erica Marie Garcia
Audrey Elise Gard
Lewis Frederick Gilbert
Daniela Gonzalez
William Robert Gordon III
Nicholas Robert Gort
Sean Patrick Grady
Rachael Camille Gregory
* Rachel Leigh Griffin
Alexandra Guerra
Andrea Jacqueline Gutenkunst
Carlie Nicole Hayhurst
Crystal Faye Hebert
Rebecca Anne Henry
Kristina Lauren Hew
Sarah Ann Heyl
Sydney Susanne Hirst
Christina Marie Hopper
Kia Nicole Hudson
Bradley Ray Hutchcraft
Raneisha L. Jackson
Erica Hallie Jerome
Jerry Paul Johnson
Rebecca Danielle Johnson
Westleigh Storm Johnson
Domenica Morgan Jones
Joseph Henry Justice
Kayla Nicole Keller
Matthew Devin Keller
Patrick Martin Lamb
Daniel Leland Lavene
Garrett Devonte Lawton
Lorraine Perlas LeBlanc
Ryan Patrick Lee
Jonte M. Lewis
Juan Sebastian Liberros
Elizabeth Ann Logan
Sean Quinn Lunsford
Kimberly Alyssa Machado
Caern Antonio Makell
Nicole Lea Martin
Jessica Morgan Mawhinney
Sarah Jacqueline Mayes
Jordan Alexander McCray
Justin Dominique McCray
Rori Jade McMahon

*** Zavia Brielle Menning
Camren Patricia Mico
Samantha Alexis Miller
Ellen Margaret Moore
Catalina Morales
William Matt Morrison
Marni Nicole Mullikin
Audrianae Moniqua Nelson
Kayleen Mattie Newman
Bradley Stephen O'Dell
Ashley Christine Oldham
Taryn Nicole Paliombo
Sarah Katharine Pekarik
Maria Antonia Peterson
Chelsea Kaitlin Phillips
Sara Lynn Pietruck
Esther Lynne Posey
Frances Nicole Ramos
Raquel Reyes
Ileana C. Rincon
Lorelei Alexis Rogero
Kristin Rene' Roland
Chelsea Jeanne Ryan
Gilberto Sanchez, Jr.

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Taylor Rae Schlueter
Stephen James Emerson Scully
Alina Latrese Simmons
Marion Agones Slade
Kailee Sheena Smith
Matthew James Smith
Chanel Dene Stevens
Meghan Kristen Styles
Monica Christina Tai
Brent Duane Talbert Soph
Jade Martina Taylor
Victoria Grey Terhune
Terry Lee Thompson, Jr.
Kathryn Marie Tromba
Giannina Vazquez-Valenzuela
Irina Maren Von Kaenel
Bridget May Watson
Jordan Robert Wellman
Kippie Ann White
Kristin Elizabeth White
Torrian Wilson
Kristin Marie Wingard
Lindsay Danielle Zallis
Stephanie Ann Zavada

Journalism BA

Karen Ashley Amnin
Chantal Marie Augusto
Brittany Michelle Blackshear

** Tyler Michael Breeman
Caitlin Alexis Couillard

* Amanda Lee Dasher
Courtney Sage Dowling
Lurvin Milladis Fernandez
Jessica Mae Gilbreath
Sophia Noelle Gianiela
Heather Sue Henderson
Kayla Marie Hernandez

** Haleigh Rae Hitzing
Sarah Catherine Judsen
Katherine Linda Kealty
Anna-Michelle Lavandier
Amanda Christina Morales

* Amanda Palmcina
Eric Joaquin Quitugua
Emon Britney Reiser
Danny Eduardo Romero
Samantha Lena Rosenthal
Andrew Lawrence Sagona
Shannon Lesli Scheidell
Lauren Rachel Storch
Tyler Robert Vazquez
Philip James Wheeler

Political Science BA

Vidya Budhan
James Paul DeAmara
Andrew Robert Green

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy

Jordan Amhaad Allen
Fiorella M. Bertola
* David Edward Closson
Alexandria Michelle Comings
Timothy Patrick Corcoran
Andrea Patricia Cordova

*** Hillel Tzvi Dalmat
Janssen Hubert Dannecker
Frank G. Dipento
Thomas Peter Eberhardt, Jr.
Abigail June Cherie Edwards
Jack L. Floyd III
Todd Jeffrey Foster
Rhapsodi Njahma Thompkins Gerdes
Diogenes Ivan Grullon
Joseph Leslie Haber
Maximiliano Hoffman
Jonathan James Charles Hope, Sr.
Hugues Jacques-Louis
John Matthew Kelly
Michael Justin LaSalle
Jennifer Amanda Lewis
Paula Arlene Makopoulos
Aubrey Shannon Marks

*** Erica Leigh Mayer
Tyler Paul Osilovo
Andrew Steven Pagano
Danielle D. Schwabe
Joseph Michael Soler
Ryan Drew Springer
Christopher Bryan Cardell Stewart
* Kaitlyn Claire Sweeney
Alex Marc Synovec
Anna Margaret Taylor
* Alexis Nicole Wansac
Paul Everett Weldon
Melissa Marie Westbrook
Grant White
Dexter Daniel Wilborn
Kayla Ilia Williams
Wesley Wayne Wilson, Jr.
Adam Bennett Zaintz
Christa M. Zino

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics

Amber Dominique Addario
Dell Ozric Barnes, Jr.
Kevin Robert Blasser
Fawn Yasemin Bolak
Kelly Elizabeth Bronson
Christopher J. Cagle
Quavia Charlene Carter
Leslie Michelle Castello
Sung Eun Choi
Claudia Colantonio
Stephany Paula Cortese
Kevin David Craig
Fred James Ditizian
Matthew Allan Erickson
Sei-Dweh Didier Fendor
Daniel Fisher
Cynthia Nathalia Florentino
CJ Frontera
Vincenzo Garcia
Matthew William Goodison-Orr
Jaclyn Faye Graham
Stephen Michael Greene
Jahreese Sherik Hodge
I-Ai Hsieh

** Kevin David Justus
Kristin Marie Kennedy
Nicholas Sean Lee
Bobby Ray Lint III
Joseph David Lythgoe
Kyle William MacDougall
Christian David Martinez
Bridgette Asblee Matter
Elizabeth Ashley May

*** Milica Minic
Mallory Katherine Minor
Brandon Wayne Mooradian
Erly Nelida Morales
Aaron A. Newman
Kevin Josiah Annukone Otowa
Joseph Thomas Palmer
Owen Marcus Pryor

*** Kelsey D. Rague
Zachary Joseph Roberts
Tomas Fedderico Robirosa
Samuel Andres Romero

*** Erik Stefano Ruben
Caitlin Marie Sandera
Zachary Byron Scaff

*** Gary Milton Seberry

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Melissa Ann Sherman
Jonathan Brent Stanhagen
Adam James Stump
Samantha Khan Thakur
Mackenzie Dawn Thompson
Hannah Elizabeth Topolinski
Catharine Elizabeth Turello
Jared Anthony Vaughn
Matthew Nicholas Whalen
Alan Guillermo Zegarra

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prelaw
* Mollie Sarah Adam
Otunaseyi Okunubi Bolanle Aladeselu
Zachary Daniel Aldrich
Pedro Pablo Alfaya
Nicholas Vittorio Ashby
Max Tyler Benton
Alexis Kay Brewster
Brishtalah Thomeka Brown
Jonathan M. Cannon
Rachel Jean Casini
Carly Marie Clendening
Bennet Adam Davis
Grey Douglas Dodge
Timothy Dufton Foster II
Shane Matthew Furman
Jonathan Daniel Gaarlandt
Luisa Elizabeth Garcia
Josiah Michael Gattle
** Jared Scott Goldstein
Rufus L. Hawkins II
** LaShaunda Synoria Hayes
Austin Gregory Heffernan
Jeremy Brent Henry
Jan Pierre Hernandez
Willem Robert Hernandez
Jessica Adair Hicks
Ryan C. Higgins
Harrison Scott Hodges
Conner Bradley Hogue
Jeffrey Charles Keller
Marshall Jared Kobrin
Joseph Edward La Russa
Jared Michael Lerner
Jesse Sam Lieberman
Cynthia Joy Longshore
Francisco Javier Lopez
Daniel Robert Melfi
Jeffery A. Mims
Amanda Christina Morales

Sanja Mrkajic
Christina Franquix Natale
Jahaida Pichardo Numa
*** Sangitha Palaniappan
Fernando Jesus Paredes
Zachariah Austin Parkhill
Bijal Mahesh Patel
Courtney Marie Pettiford
Ariel Alexis Pierce
Candace Alexandra Pierre
Elijah Brooks Porter
Mary Beth Reschke-Logsdon
Andrew Lawrence Sagona
Derek Santiago
Matthew Roy Scott, Jr.
Amelia Katherine Shermer
Matthew McKenzie Smith
*** Michael Winfield St. Onge
Joshua Glenn Strebe
Alexander James Toj-Moody
* Ian Alvis Wiggins
* Shane Joseph Yodlowski
Robert Stephen Young
* Britanni Ann Zacco

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist
Deanna Joanne Barnes
* Sara Beg
Andrew Stephen Branton
Riley Patrick Corcoran
Devin Matthew De Armas
Rachel Anne Halloy
Valencia Joslyn King
Lindsay Riyadh Maasarani
Elyssa Martinez
Michelle Ruthann Nadeau
Marissa Doronda Nichols
Audrey Elise Pafford
Kaitlyn Marie Pingrey
Christopher J. Scalo
Amy Beth Silberman
Kevin Abraham Singh
Emily Marie Stephens
Andrew Michael Viola
Tyler Alexander Weistroffer
* Brianna Nicole Yost

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Journalism
* Emilie Alexandra Arroyo
Bibi Farahnaz Baksh
Javier Cervantes Estrada
Ashley Penelope Collins
Blaise Patricia DaCosta
Rachel Claire Davis
Symone Ayana Davis
Lauren M. Gonzalez
Christopher Ryan Gros
Nicole Ibinaariaga
Christina Marie Jauch
Alyssa Marie Kelly
Marissa Leigh Krick
Nicholas Thomas Marciniak
Noe Nicole Pickrell
Alexa Estelle Rodriguez
Wilniferd Kahili Santiago
Sarah Christine Smith
Mandisa Rae Tatum
*** Stephanie Kay Wooster

Radio-Television BA-Production
Fiorella M. Bertola
Roberto Alexander Bonini-Villanueva
Lindsey Marie Brocklesby
* Patrick Alexander Dougall
Cassandra Anne Filardo
Christine Megan Foucault
David Mark Gardner
* Natalie Izquierdo
Philip Henry Jimenez
* Craig James Koelling
Anthony James Loprinzi
John Keefe Pike
Ryan Mark Rantz
Anthony Bryan Rivera
Maria Isabel Rivera
Samantha Michelle Ruby
Anthony Vincent Salerno
*** Amanda Leigh Thornton
Dat Tan Tran
Erika Ueno
Jason Rocco Volpe
Doug Yoo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Sociology BA
William Pius Allen, Jr.
Melanie Marie Avila
Shontai Lee Baca
Azriel Lorenzo Bailey
Austin Joseph Barber
Courtney Miesha Barnes
Meghan Patricia Bejarano
Collin Andrew Berry
Heather Nicole Bryan
Stephanie Kay Carpenter
Dylan John Castillo
Thomas Joseph Cavell
Christopher Douglas Charles
Harold Chiffoleau
Ashley Rey Clayton
Maria Cristina Competelli
Erin Danielle Conte

* Tina N. Dantuma
  Jalish Bonet Dawes
  Chantal Tessa DeLong
  Michael Cruz Delbrey
  Kamil Tomazs Dembinski
  Jade Alyse DeWitt
  Juliet Romeo Dilenno
  Brenna Renee Eason
  Nikki Ann Evans
  Maheva Fiallo
  Andrell Betina Foreljen
  Valery Freyman
  Wil Henry Gacey
  Jessica Gene George

** Candice Noelle Gibbs
   Alisa Carol Granger
   Christiana Maria Griffith-Keith
   Alyse Marie Gruber
   Hiruni Amarasinghe Gunawardena
   Victoria Ellen Harris
   Daniel Bryan Hourihan
   Harold Irizarry
   Emmanuel S. Jackson
   Stephanie Solomon Jeune
   Asa Hunter Johnston
   Laura Elizabeth Jamal Kawwa
   Bradley Carter Kirksey

*** Matthew Steven Landon
   Lisa Laurin Lantrip
   Jeremy Albert Lima
   Holly Barbara Martin
   Samantha Dawn McDonald
   Peyton Rochelle McLone
   Mildred Christina Medina
   Kayla Marie Meehan
   Ivory Marie Menke
   * Alexandra Kira Minnick
   Nichole Ray Mosher
   Nicole Rhema Murray
   Erin Carole Parkes
   Daniela Inez Patino
   Zshaykutrye Perez
   Patrick Glen Proudfoot
   * Shaun Alexander Richardson
   Margo Lyndsey Rivera-Hallock
   Paris Alexis Roach
   Franya Noahemy Rodriguez
   Lisa Marie Rodriguez
   Emily Patricia Rosenbaum
   Allison Joan Rudner
   Grace Marie Senatre
   Lisa Shuck

*** Nicholas Adam Simons
   Jessica Marie Smith
   Antonia Lisa-Maria Stephan
   Aleah Kenzie Stephenson
   Valeen Nichol Suarez
   Jamie Lynn Thomas
   Donald Ernest Townsend, Jr.
   Samantha Rose Valens
   Benigno Vazquez, Jr.
   Jolene Vincent
   * Jenna Renee Wade

Bachelor of Science

Biology BS
Jonathan Abraham
Rachel Elizabeth Acuna
Kendra Joy Adams
Natalie Afanador
Ali Ahmed
Magd Abu Akel
Wageha Abu Akel
Jeff Alphonse
Katherine Elizabeth Arn
* Devendra Autar
   Amanda Almeida Barbosa
   Corey J. Barker
   * Diana Bateman
   Andrew Gamaliel Bedaure

*** Ramin Beheshti
   Scott Edwin Bergmann
   Sarah Nicole Binkerd
   Rachel L. Blanco
   Katilyn Elisabeth Bollhoefer
   Emanuel Antonio Breton
   Paul Andrew Cardone
   Sharon Carter
   Alexander Dinneen Casad
   Melissa Castan
   * Linh Anh Cat
   Iffat Iqbal Chowdhury
   Samantha Elizabeth Cleek
   Michael Caleb Collins
   Jon Andoni Barlaaca Colmena
   Shade Rose Cordero

** Christopher Ryan Couto
   Francesca Lucia Cox
   Zachary Aristotle Cranias
   Lydia Catherine Crawford
   Hieu Trung Doan
   Brian Patrick Dowling
   Javier Elias Encinas
   Ariana Estebadali
   Joshua Thomas Fanning
   Sabrina Maria Fasano
   Lindsey Carol Fisher
   Carmelo Anthony Foti
   Nicole Angelique Francis

** Kelly Rachel Friedman
   Cody C. Gale
   Anthony Curtis Gallegos
   Victoria Ashley Glass
   Binit B. Gohel
   * Amanda Gonzalez
   Brooke An Goodenow
   Sean David Graham
   Kate Lynne Groninger
   Laila Nicole Habib
   * Wissam Hadri
   Brighton Kenneth Hall
   Jeffrey Luther Hall
   Jared Michael Ham-Ying
   Kadi Lynn Harbaugh
   Derric William Haslam
   Shannon Hentschel
   Mariana Higuera
   Loong Fai Ho

** Haleigh Ann Hodges
   Dacey Elizabeth Hoffmangle
   Kellie Marie Holloway
   Daniel William Huerta
   Andrea Gabrielle Irlinger
   Mia Shayla Tatianna James
   Rosemary McCarthy Jensen
   Tyler Ryan Jette
   Jennifer Lorraine Johansen

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Skyla Marie Jurado
Peter Karambasi
Rebekah Ann Katsandris
Ayesha Khan
Nyle Z. Khan
Victoria Joan Kreinbrink
Ian Phillip Landis
* Michael Daniel Landis
** Dylan Michael Lancer
Michael R. Leonard
Jessica Lee Lofton
Celine Anne Lopez
Kyann Dawn Maingot
Andrew Marc Manalo
Travis James Manning
Natalia Isabel Martinez-Rodriguez
Scott William Matthewman
Bryant Perera Maxwell
* Erin Susan McCarragher
Sean Patrick McCarthy
Emely Medina
* Danielle Alessandra Merluzzi
Bethany Rachelle Miesch
Carlos Sebastian Mila
Christopher Michael Mirabile
Zachary Jon Moellerling
Autumn Victoria Moller
Gabriela Christina Montesdeoca
Miakel Mary Ann Morolla
Joseph Anthony Moy, Jr.
*Bora Na
Tyler Matthew Neher
Christopher Blake Nelson
Peter Thang Nguyen
Andrew James Obrosky
Shelby Lisa Olson
Marcio Fabrizzo Orellana, Jr.
* Carolina Ortiz-Marrero
*** Ruben Dario Pabon Padin
Keith Michael Parker
Cory McLean Parks
Avinash Prakash Patel
Jacqueline Perez
Tanuja Devi Persaud
Julie Ann Peterson
Meghan Rebecca Pickering
Estepano Pino Adan
Katie Lynne Plasaj
Ashlee Taylor Polfer
** Tyler Wesley Pontius
*** Brandon James Powell
James Philip Pursglove
Jasmin Denise Quinones
Rehad Altaf Rahanam
Brittany Leigh Read
* Emma Marie Rew
Taylor Alexandra Reyes
Janay Ashley Rhodes
Meredith Finley Ring
Erica Elizabeth Rivas
Jessica Leigh Ross
Angie Liliam Rubiano
Montherson Laurent Saint Juste
Juan Guillermo Sanchez Jimenez
Daniella S. Schlander
Natalie Dawn Schneider
* Jared Thomas Scott
Paige M. Setzer
Chakshu Sharma
*** Martina Elaine Sieker
Catherine Siew
Autumn Le Smith
Carlos Felipe Smith
Raul Javier Soto
Lindsay Leigh Stone
* Cassandra M. Strouse
Jason Robert Summers
Sara Tesfazgi Tewolde
Martin Topps
Ferdwin Valle
Courtney Lynn Verboncoeur
Sharina Marcela Vidal
*** Debra Lynn Volanty
Jenny Vuong
Jachelyn Weaver
*** Sören Eliot Weber
* Sean Robert White
Devin Rosemarie Whitlock
Lauren Elizabeth Woolley
Heather Marie Xiong
Christa M. Zino

Chemistry BS
Kevin Bertrand
Quinn Anderson Bumpers
*** Christopher Jordan Clukay
Maurice Terrano Davis, Sr.
Joseph Felix DeJesus
** Hafeez Suresh Haniff
Mary Caireanne Higgs
Kevan Donald King
Fengchun Li
Randal Phillip Marks
Diana Maria Mouthon
William James Neary
Anthony John Pastore
Parth Kailas Patel
Edward Francis Price
Johnny Torres
* Kristen Tran

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry
Matthew Jordan Hosler
Aijana Leonard
** Tyler Wesley Pontius
Monica Rivas

Forensic Science BS
Stephen Robert Andrews
Emma Jean Asimso
Lacey Ann Bennett
* Lauren Ashley Harvey
Travis Robert Hill
Mercaydies T. Jackson
Kailah Everett Klosky
Loren Kristen Koenig
Courtney Elizabeth Lavender
*** Hayley Katherine O'Brien
Rachel Ann Penabade
Hannah Elizabeth Weidmaier
Edward Xavier Zumaeta

Forensic Science BS-Analysis Track
Laran Erion

Mathematics BS
* Forrest Benjamin Thurman

Mathematics BS-Applied Mathematics
Jared David Scholato

Mathematics BS-Computational Concentration
Casey Montgomery Van Buren

Mathematics BS-Engineering/Physics Concentration
Anthony A. Garofalo
Nicholas Vincent Mele

Mathematics BS-General Concentration
Amanda Rose Amlong
Jonathan Paul Baldon
Stephen John Cox
Keenan Joseph Dwyer
College of Sciences

Casey James Eichstaedt
Tyler Luke Grimes
*** John William Howe
*** Kristina Marie Mallory
* Alex Jacob McCaffrey
Cristen Nathaniel Palmer
Nicole Antwanette Peacock
Thanapat Phoolsuk
Ryan Edward Saunders
Kristen Amber Wilson
Jeffrey Aaron Wunderman
Paul Eugene Zielinski

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Biology Concentration
David Charles Collier

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Economics Concentration
Steven Graham Raybon
Andrew Thomas
Yuen Chun Wong

Mathematics BS-Pure Mathematics
Daphne Aviyah Galperin

Physics BS
Brett James Barin
Casey James Eichstaedt
Ryan Scott Elliott
Joseph Kaile
Daniel Franklin Keyes
Alexa Nicole La Motte
Daniel Calvert Lumpkin
Jordan Bennett Mack
** Jackson Fletcher McGrath
Landon Meahl
Nicholas Vincent Mele
Jeffrey Messias Nascimento
Evelyn Quinn Strunk

Physics BS-Astronomy
Nathan Charles Aultman
Matthew Oliver-Paul Bowman
Allison Danielle Bratcher
Dylan Patrick O'Neill
Lloyd Kemp Wickboldt

Physics BS-Computational
** Jeffrey Patrick Weber

Physics BS-Optics and Lasers
* Daniel Joseph Kepler

Psychology BS
Christine Marie Abaunza
Jennifer Antoinette Acevedo-Gonzalez
Megan Elizabeth Adams
Dana Lynn Ahmad
Fatema Zafir Ahmed
* Frank Robert Albert
*** Tromitchka Alexis
Brooke Ashley Alder
Christina Page Allen
Iris Janette Allen
Primavera De Jesus Almanzar
Laura Alumbaugh
* Valeria Carolina Alvarez
Cassandra Noel Lynn Andrews
* Margarita Maria Angel Ospina
Lissette Daniela Areas
Lindsey Michelle Aronson
*** Mira Aria
* Courtney Atias
** Jennifer Elia Ate
Stephanie Yunuen Babin
Alicia Hafiza Bacchus
Rehana Baccus
Karla Alexandra Badillo-Urquiola
* Anthony Lee Baker
Nancy Illiana Baldizon
Kimberly Allison Bandorf
Alexandra Louise Barclay
Kathleen Rebekah Bard
*** Colby Joel Barker
*** Jillian Nicole Barnard
Krista Elizabeth Baroody
Stevon Lucian Barron
** Pamela Cheryl Batlemento
Brittany Michelle Bauer
Kimberly Michelle Belk
Ariel Elizabeth Bell
Madison Anne Bell
Allison Marie Benson
* Chloe Duval Benson
Taylor Joseph Benton
Hudson Jago Bzening
Tiffany Marie Bishey
** Kelsey Frances Bisignano
Holly Renee Blackburn
* Sean Michael Blade
Marion Ruth Blohm
Victoria Rose Bluvas
Benjamin Michael Boutman
Debra Ann Boden
Fawn Yasemin Bolak
Molly Gudrun Bonk
* Amanda M. Boone
Katelan Boswell
Jennifer Christine Boyer
Petra Maria Bray
Kathryn Kay Brochman
Ashley Kaye Brown
Cristina Yasmin Brown
Katherine Michelle Bruce
Kaylyn Renee Bruce
Jaime Vee Bruynell
Dawn Yvette Buchanan
* Abigail Constanza Bueno
AngelaMichelle Buondonno
Janell Shaniee Burnett
Kathlyn Elizabeth Bushey
Darian Lyn Byrd
Brittny Chelsey Cabral
Natke Cadet
Jonathan M. Cannon
Tess Delann Cantrell
Emily Anne Cantrell
Chase Addison Carron
* Maranda Louise Carter
*** Dorey Stevia Chaffee
Anjanie Priya Chand
Lauren Elizabeth Chattin
** Carrie Chau
Taylor Aubrey Cheeley
Gladys Grisselle Chèvere
Jamie-Lauryn Lynne Christian
Michael Aaron Christian
Alexandra Cioffi
Brenda Lee Cipullo
Emily Meredith Cirello
Danielle Elizabeth Clifton
Cayla Johanna Cobb
Rachel Lynn Cockins
* Talia Marguerite Cola
Lissbeth Nataly Contreras
Lauren Skylar Cooper
Tiffany Nicole Cooper
Emilee J. Cope
Lynnette Priscilla Coto
* Christopher Lee Craig, Jr.
Michelle Renee Craske
Christopher L. Cremen

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Donald Lee Crouse III
Amber Samantha Crumley
Courtney Leigh Crutchler
Adam Edgar Cruz
Ariana Morgan Cukier

*** Jessica Marie Curcio
* Ian A. Dalton
* Frank James Danysh II
Jennifer Darbouze

* Sarah Jane Daugherty
Nathalie Annette David
Adriana Davila
Arielle Ruth Davis
Deedra Kay De Kemper
Lisseth De La Cruz
Victoria Elizabeth De Stefano

* Alexandra Callan DeCaro
Adriana Bernardeth Delgado
Angelie Simone Denizard
Kirian Alexandra Denney

*** Stanley Marcus Desire
Daniel Todd Devine
Jennifer Diaz
Jennifer Marie Diaz
Nicole Arleen Diaz

* Nicole Saraie Dieguez
Tamara Danielle Digs
Ashley Ann Dixon

* Vivian Jacqueline Dooley
Dominique N. Dorsett
Nicole Shannon Downey
Angela Allyson Drake
Megan Rae Eastburn

* Blaire Nicole Edwards
Michelle Marie Ehlinger
Jonathan Rafael Elipe
Brittany Noel Elliott
Tamara Ann Embrey
Heidi Elise Esterline

*** Laura Rocilo Estupinan
Sabrina Ann Exum
Arianna Jo Fallacaro
Cynthia Marie Fernandez
Ulysses Fernandez-Miro
Renah A. Ferreira
Christi Lee Fey
Adalis Marie Figueroa
Michael Carmelo Figueroa
Jaclyn Diane Fiondella
Angela Christine Fiorentino
Daniel Fisher
Sabina Maria Flores
Kelli Anne Flynn

Ellisa Reann Foerster
*** Carmen Lydia Fontanze
Tiffany Lynn Fors
*** Amanda Marie Forster
** Abby Lynn Foster
Bianca Maria Fragata
Raymond Noel Francis
Meg Deborah Frank
Kristina Alexandra Fretwell
Trenton Jarod Friar

*** Morgan Lee Frink
* Lisa Joy Gahan
Jessica Veronica Galarza
Anna Kathryn Gallagher
Anthony Curtis Gallegos
Thomas John Garcia
Deanna Gene Geiger
Heather Ann Geils
Jordan Tyler Gentile

* Andrea Francis Gibbs
Eurachia Denise Gibson
Rebecca Lynne Gill
Tara Gilot
Monica Andrea Giraldo
Adam Jacob Gold
Casey Joy Goldfeder
Lauryn Faith Golemme
Victoria Robin Golemo
Nataly Gomez
Loralynn Virginia Gonzalez
Sarah Gabrielle Gonzalez
Brooke Ann Goodenow
Alexandra Mary Shallcross Gorman

Adam Troy Goss
Sobia Gowni
Lovenlyar Gravil
Angelica Ann Gray
Mia Kaylani Green

*** Sarah Regina Greenstein
Griffin Bogart Greer
Whitney Rita Gregory
Vilunta Gricute
Jessica Michaelae Griffith
Brooke Ashley Grizzard
Morgan Anne Grube
Courtney Elizabeth Guzler

* Jessica Danielle Guzler
Stephanie Nicole Gutierrez
Christopher Alexander Haas
Shelby Hackett
Kayla Renee Hadley
Faith Elizabeth Hall
Erin Marie Hames

James Nickolas Hammond
Abigail Jean Hand
* Kimberly Kriss Harbath
** Megan Hare
Taylor James Harkness
Rohan G. Harper, Jr.
* Travis Allen Hatfield
Shanavia Shaunette Haynes
Nicholas Charles Hehr
Sheila Monique Heiman
Martha Leticia Henderson
Brandon Eric Hernandez
Chelsea Dashay Hightower
Tawna Marie Hill
Brittany Clayton Himert
Allison Kaley Holland
Elizabeth Diane Hopkins
Casee LaDonna Horn

** Danielle Horowitz
* Amanda Nicole Hotchkiss
Julia Florentine Howard
Rachel Howze

** Simon Hu
Sarah Marie Hudak
Ashlie Marie Hudnall
Tasha Shennell Hurst
Katherine Leigh Hwass

* Calena Ilan
* Taylor Marie Irwin
Ariane Marie Isom
Heather Ann Jackson
Joshua Mitchell Jackson
Shantavia Desmonce Jackson

*** Brock Jay Jacobi
Tiffany D. James
Shelleda Jean Philippe

* Jessica Mae Jennings
Kaycee Doris-Marie Johnson
Spencer Lee Johnson

Andrea Teresa Jones
Crystal Lynne Jones
Kelianne Christine Jones
Lacrecia Venessa Joseph
Shannon L. Julme

** Kevin David Justus

*** Emily Beth Kacprowicz
Meaghan Elizabeth Kalynzhnov
Kelsey Hope Kapka
Leyla Anne Karachopan
Katie Elizabeth Kardok
Matthew Karran
Karissa Lynn Kasper
Caitlyn Victoria Ravenagh

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Christina Lynn Kavenagh
Jessica Marie Kenyon
Kimberly R. Kerr
Shelby Paige Kersey
Alia Khederoo
** Alyssa Lindsey Kimpel
Melanie Elizabeth Kinchen
Shantanique King
Ashley J. Kirk
Kelly Michelle Knapp
Dorian Faith Koch
** Daphne Esther Kopel
Hana Julia Korb
Lindsay Ann Kozachuk
Brandon Lee Krantz
** Alya Iman Kutik
** Ethan Labonte
Taylor Anne Labour
Aaron William Lachowicz
Chad Lada
Megan Britney Lance
Tarra Lynn Lane
Jessica Marie Lasky
Joshua Michael Laufer
* Jeannie Maria Lauricella
Andrew Joseph Lavaque-Casali
Ashley Nelson Lawrence
Theresa Marie Leary
Adam Jamil Leisher
Emily Blossmeri Leon
Jennifer Ann Leon
Ronald Richard Letourneau
Jacob Carlisle Letzring
Rebekah Grace Lewis
Abigail Adecna Lindsay
Michael William Lindstrom
Lina Maria Lineros
Sinead Galvin Linnabery
Sarah Liana Lizauba
Valerie Leigh Long
Jessica Marie Longson
Adriana Marie Lopez
Heather Renee Lopez
Natasha Lopez
Maria Ely Lopez Nevarez
Joshua Anthony Lora
Destinee Nashay Lott
Lindsey Marie Maas
Christina Eileen Machado
Beatriz Elena Macias
Paulainge Maignon
Kyann Dawn Maingot
Alexandra Nicole Major
Annie Silva Makalintal
Felicia Sherelle Maldonado
Sheila Ivette Manalo
Sara Rebecca Mandelbaum
Justin Joseph Marcano
Michelle Nicole Marcano-Gonzalez
Jacob W. Markisen
** Alyssa Danielle Marshall
Dorothy Rosanna Martinez
Gisela Marisol Martinez
Lisa Marie Martinez
Sulay Martinez
Tamara Enid Martir
Rebekah Christi Masters
Marissa Christine Mattera
Alexandra M. Mayne
Candice Michelle Mays
Kamoosh Sadat Mazloumi
Erika Chantay McBean
Maia Grega McCabe
Wendi Smith McCracken
Amanda Esther Ann McDonald
Devon Sean McDonald
Ashley Fern McIlroy
Ian Michael McIntosh
Philip Raymond McLean
Samanta Marie McNamara
Brittany Nicole McPeak
Amelia Louise McQuade
Ashley Renee McWaters
Fernanda Meira de Medeiros
Charity Mederos
Catherine Anne Mejier
Melissa J. Melendez
Felipe Mendez Rivera, Jr.
Stephanie Emelina Mendoza
* Moriah Haley Mercado
Heidy Meyer
Christian Daniel Meza
Whitney Taylor Michielssen
Frances Ann Miller
Kelsey Lynn Miller
Taylor Lynn Miller
* Alexandra Kira Minnick
Larissa De Araujo Miranda
Brandon Ellis Mirth
* Tamara Y. Mishayev
Megan Michelle Mitchell
Nicholas S. Mitchell
Trinity La chelle Mitchell
Victoria Elizabeth Monahan
Michelle Montes
Katherine Elaine Moore
Stefanie Nicole Moore
Lindsey Catherine Morgan
Christina Marie Morisi
Sahar Norris
Jillian R. Morrison
Andrea Grace Moscardini
Talia Moussly
Rachel Linsey Muise
Katherine Marie Muscedere
Kristen Lee Nardolillo
Natalie Claire Nazon
Sarah Elizabeth Nedrich
Jurisa Rebecca Negron
Dana William Neme
* Amy Leigh Netardus
*** Elisabeth Anne Niederman
Shireen Nkieti
Anaila Nodarse
Shannon Nicole Nord
Kalan Robert Norris
Donald Wade Norworthy
* Alejandra Genesis Nova
Ethan Michael Nowell
William Diego Nuñez
Noryang Nellmarelidz Oliveros
*** Emma Katherine Olsen
Michelle Pearl Oretsky
Kirsten C. Orlandella
Norma Renata Ortiz de Zarate
Dylan Thomas Osborne
Martin Ray O’Steen
Melissa Ashley Ostrander
Amanda Nicole Pagano
Hannah Diane Ostrander
Stephan Michael Pant
Sarah Rose Pareja
Ji Young Park
Andreene Shantel Parke
Svetlana A. Pastukh
Pooja Patel
Robert Pearson
Kristen Nichole Pender
Ruthetta Pender
Lin Peng
Jonathan Louis Pereira
Barbara Ann Perez
Travis Lawrence Perkins
Chelsea Lou Perry
Vanessa Sarah Persaud
Ross Indy Pettifore
Marie Renée Wilia Pierre
Katherine Pilarte
Sarah Elizabeth Pilkinson

denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Kevin Norbert Plamondon
Joshua John Plescia
Hayley Jean Fletcher
Matthew Jared Pomales
Miranda Marguerite Pompino
John Liddon Pope
Nicolas Eduardo Portillo
** Lacey Page Poulsen
Kayla Anne Powell
Paige Alise Price
* Carlos Alberto Puente
Raquel Eluz Quinones
Pamela Quiroz
Roberto Jose Ramirez Santiago
Thalia Caridad Ramos
* Margaret Ann Ramsay
Natalie Ann Regueiro
Rachel Dana Relkin
Rachel Diana Restrepo
*** Denise Lucia Reyes
Sydney Lynn Richards
Cecilia Isaura Rivera
Jennie Meliza Rivera Irizarry
Kori Alexandra Roberts
Molley Amber Robinson
Taylor Ashley Robinson
Anjuli Mitsy Robles
Adriana Rodriguez
Alessandra Nicole Rodriguez
Breanne Michelle Rodriguez
Lina Maria Rodriguez
Melanie Rodriguez
Monica Patricia Rodriguez
Brooke Marie Rogers
Sara Anne Rolek
Destinee Maxine Romain
Joseph Christian Romo
* Angel Jose Rosado
*** Barbara Michelle Rosario
Mackenzie Megill Roth
Nicholas Patrick Rouse
Tanis Elyse Ruff
Amanda Nicole Russell
Smmomé' Ryner
Kelcey Symone Sablon
Soraya Misha Ruth Sackaloo
Katherine Saez
Kaley Marie Salazar
Katherine Salazar
Vanessa Karen Salinas
Stephanie Marie Sandidge
Daniel Cesar Santos
Iris Griselda Santos
Andrew Thomas Sarnicki
Alexandrea Natalya Savoca
Shawn Anthony Scarsella
Daniella S. Schlander
** Marc Alexander Schlinsky
Sandra Kaitlyn Schofield
Federico Scholcover
Austin Ray Schoollmeyer
* Stephanie Denise Schwartz
Vincent Anthony Sclafani
Iris S. Senior
Isabella Ines Sereno Berrizbeitia
Chanel Shannon
Amanda Christine Shaw
Dea Sheme
Melissa Anne Shephard
Chelsea Nicolette Sherman
Audrey Lynn Silbernegel
*** Jessica Blane Siler
Alison Rogers Sims
Cathrina Georgine Sinclair
Alexandra Danielle Singer
Holden David Sly
Amanda Jo Small
Kayla Marie Smith
Ryan William Smith
Tashawnda Shantrell Smith
Stacie Caron Snipes
Cindy Felicia Sobalvarro
Carey Ann Sollaccio
Amanda Rose Sostenuto
Brittany Nicole Spann
Matthew Jonathan Spitz
Abi Giovanna Stefanelli
Savanna Nicole Stewart
* Katelyn Renee Stiller
Ilysa Jesi Strassler
Tonisha Nikara Stubbs
Patricia Suarez
Michelle Susan Sznapstajler
Danielle Michelle Tapley
Leslie Josefina Taveras
Jasmine Shalisa Taylor
Michelle Gabrielle Teruel
Kristina Rozzanna Thani
Brandi Louise Thomas
Tiffany Trinell Thomas
Generosa Lea Thompson
Mary Kathleen Thompson
Richard Xichao Thrripp
*** Melissa Danielle Thye
Samantha Nicole Tolentino
Chad Leonard Tolivert, Jr.
Stephanie Anne Topoleski
* Alexa Paige Tovsen
Triviana Avie Tran
Taylor Elizabeth Truhan
Sara Adina Turetsky
Remy Curtlee Uhler
Ashley Elizabeth Urquhart
Whitley Valcourt
Kathleen Marina Vallin
Jonathan Caleb Van Essen
Heidi Vanegas Gonzalez
Jordan Matthew Vargas
Anthony Michael Vasaturo
Adriana Gabriela Velado
Courtney Lynn Verboncoeur
Taylor Lin Verdon
Dana Casey Verhoeven
* Jennifer Marie Vernon
*** Carina Viegas
Vita Vinokurova
Alexa Rae Vitaglian
** Samantha A. Voehringer
Lauren Elizabeth Wagener
Christopher David Wagner
Sarah Elizabeth Wagner
Amanda Dee Walker
** Stephanie Alexandra Wall
*** Jeremy Robert Walter
Taylor Warnke
Shayna Marie Washburn
Ayana Jamila Watley
Nicole Rose Watts
*** Anna V. Wedell
* Kylie Leone Weiss
** Rachael Elizabeth Wells
Chloe Beth West
*** Casey Michelle White
Donna Marie White
Taray Emanuel White
** Anthony Michael Williams
Ina Marsea Williams
Robin J. Williams
Jennifer Lauren Wilson
Terris Ryan Wimburn
Ortal Winer
Kaley Erin Wolf
Charles Everett Vaughan Wood
Michael William Wrightsman
Bryan Keith Wylie
Chenoa Faye Yancey
*** Samantha Anne Yorke
Lacy Marie Zaman
Ledalis Zamora
Kristen Ann Zeck
Ana Elisa Zuniga

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Social Sciences BS
Alexander John Brewer
*** Kelsey Elizabeth Chantry
*** JordanBlue Dante
Jessica Kristine Frelow
Bryce Andrew Grier
Elizabeth Herrera-Carrasquillo
Skye Tagawa Little
* Brian Nicholas Longarzo
Danielle Alicia Marie Matthew
Katelyn Amber Paschal
Robert Joseph Sowers
Eleutherios Elmer Tucker
Xavier Luis Zayas

Statistics BS
Jordan Mitchell Baker
Corey Michael Chernofsky
Luciana N. Echarren
** Joshua John Garcia
Jonathan David Haskins
Alex Benjamin Moss
Reneique Jodi-Ann Satchell
Federico Scholcover
Nicholas Robert Snyders
* Sierra Augustina Solano
Danielle Faizeh Such
Robert William Underwood
Xiaojun Xu
Ka Lai Yeung

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

** Interdisciplinary Studies BA

Gregory Robert Acha
Rebecca Lyn Agnant
Shannon M. Nelson
Monica Negron
Marco William Nutta
Alisha Kay O’Daniel
Shahira Osman
Stephanie Parra
D’Andrea Pelletier
Heather Rae Perdue
Deanna Marie Petruch
Shane Johnathan Pollock
Joseph James Robertson
Reginald Christian Roman
Christina Marie Rose
Jarrod Nathaniel Rudolph
Margaret Marie Rutzen
Mark Allen Sandifer
Jessica Lynn Schall
Kaylee Elizabeth Schmitt
Devin Zachary Scott
Jessica Nicole Serrano
Kimberly D. Sinanan
Kenneth Christian Smoak
Mary Stevens
Valentina Tigreros
Caitlyn Jo Tundo
Kari Marie Ursu
Cindy P. Walters
Jessica Lee Weberman
Justiss Dell Wilder
Ashley E. Williams
Rashanda Denise Wimberly
Jimmy Joseph Worton
Fonda Ruishi Yeh
Pamela D. Youngblood
Samantha May Zellmer

** Interdisciplinary Studies BA-Women’s Studies

Nathalie Nestor

Bachelor of Science

** Interdisciplinary Studies BS

Karen Siria Aguirre
Peter A. Alfonso, Jr.
Eva Amer Al-Gharaballi
Brian Dyne Asbury II
Michelle Renee Atwell
Aimee-Rose Yinzhi Aucoin
Matthew Paul Conway Aviles
Kelly Ball

Ramon John Banacki
Gioia Marie Bartalo
Kenneth A. Berio
Derek John Bisgounis
Scott Ryan Bland
Evan Michael Bobo
Lindsey Adele Brennan
Nisha Brice
Alicia Caler Browning
KeAnna S. Bucknor
Peter Albert Buscaino
Laura E. Buvel
John W. Carlson
Britni Lynn Carr
Benjamin Rowland Cechman
Nadja Charles
Edward John Chope
Christopher Alan Christian
Jamie Elise Ciaffone
Spencer Thomas Clark
Fanny Croops
Grant Dominic Potestas Coronica
James Leahy Culfane
Randy James Culig
Brianne Nicole Darby
Ralph Eugene De La Cruz
Justin Diego Dixon
Arthur Dromerhauser
Katrina Rainy Mae Edorsson
Jennifer Elizabeth Erthal
Alyssa Christine Fears
Nelson Fernando Feliz Vallejo
Kenneth Rose Forrest
Evan Michael Forster
Elizabeth Ann Foster
Devina Vidyam Ganesh
Cady Brianne Gingold
Amy Elizabeth Giroux
María Esther Gonzalez
Ricardo Melo Gouveia
Frederick Joseph Grob
Ashley Marie Hall
Chevaun Patricia Harris
Mark Christopher Henderson
Kendell Hodges II
Jasmine Renee Holland
Ashley Marie Hunt
Stephen Lars Ingvoldstad
Sandy Jean-Claude
Brittany LaShay Johnson
Megan Anne Johnson
Allison Marie Jones
Brittini Keyera Jones

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

Eliza Carson Kapp
Audrey Elaine Kelley
Kristopher David Kimberly
Daniel Justin King
Kalee Ann Kline
Kaylee Jarnell Knight
Kaitlin Ann Kohnenkamp
Erin Michelle Lachut
Jordan Ray Lamarca
Anne Elisabeth Lee
Melissa Marie Lewis
Nataly Lopez
Jeffrey Allen Lukas
Holly Do Luu
Douglas G. Lycett
Ryan James Mager
Russell Stanley Main
Stephaniy Rosa Maldonado
Elizabeth Mark
Kimberly Dawn McCormack
Erin Delaney McCoy
Christina Marie McDonough
Jacob Jean McDuffee
Holly Marie McPherson
* Angel Micaiah Meeks
Hannah Nicole Miller
Earl Alexander Mitchell III
Joseph Moffitt
Richard Michael Mohammed
Brittany Lynn Mondo
Randall Scott Moore
Shavene S. Morrison
Michelle Ann Mulak
Nathaniel Adam Murphy
Ashley Brooke Naughton
Seth Jared Needelman
Anthony Nepaul
James Thomas Newell II
Juanita Ni
Eric A. Nielsen
Laura Hazel Nuckles
Annette Ortiz-Rivera
Jason Hayden Overseet
Jordan Elijah Oversities
Victoria Ashley Parrish
Shradha M. Patel
* Cheyenne Marie Payne
Carlos Alejandro Percival
Shakeel Patrick Pereira
Trevor D. Persaud
Brittany Nicole Pierce
Roberta Mae Powell
Stacy Anne Proctor

Stephen Michael Quinn
Marie-Agnes M. Rahbarg
Nadean Elizabeth Richards
Garrett Reen Richardson
Amanda Nicole Riggs
Michael Jay Rivera
Kimberly Tyaneza Robelin
James Exam Rose II

** John Edward Rosebush, Jr.
Christopher D. Ross
Daniika Natalie Russell
Anauro Sanchez-Cifuentes
Krista Marie Schultz
Tiffany Joy Scott
Kyle Steven Selvig
Alexander Todd Sheckman
Travis Dennis Sherman
Michael Grant Shope
Mark David Siemer
Cristy Nicole Sillerico
Ashley Kristine Smith

* Jo Ann Smith
Carolyn Diana Snell
Nicole Ann Sobors
Maria de los Angeles Soto
Tristan L. Spurlock
Sarah Jane Steele
Karla Myshay Storey
Ny kita Michelle Stoudemire
Brian Patrick Sullivan
Briana Marie Tampa
Pauline Denise Thompson Lee
Nicole L. Turturici
Emily Cosette Vigue
Carly Patricia Wagner
Nicole Marie Wagner
Robert Luke Waters
Kimberly Ann Weeker
Megan Elizabeth Weeks
Wahkeen Antonio Whyte
Malishia Vonsha Williams
Matthew Scott Williams
Jennifer Elizabeth Wilson
Ravina Ishrat Zaman
Samantha Anne Zeman

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-
Environmental Studies

Carissa Leeann Castillo

** Linh Anh Cat
William Chorvat
Ryan Lee Dowling

Stephen Henry Femino
Shane Michael Fiodella
Danielle Ann Formosa
Callye Elizabeth Foster
Kristopher Craig Gallagher
Jacqueline Dominique Gibson
Samantha Marie Gibson
Alexander Lee Griffel-Dalager

Sydney Jo Jimenez

*** Charlene Marie Kormondy
Andrew Joseph Lawrence
Lisa Ann LeClaire
Kayley L. Marvin
Guy Robert Miller
Jennifer Nicole Mirambeau
Gabriel Nickle
Gregory Stephen Norris
Jennifer Christine Nyman
Dylan Ryder Otto
Evan David Parker
Natalie L. Patterson

** Michelle Pena-Ortiz
Rachel Lee Peters
Regina Yevgeniy Postrekhina

* Alexandra Brooke Rimler
Julianne Rose Shabetai
Rhett William Stanberry
Nathaly Christine Stanley
Amber Marie Szalanski
Lindsay Kendall Washam
Natalie Renea Weber
Aaron Angelo Young
Michael John Zeno
Marisa Anne Zimmerman

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS

Alexander James Barroso
Aaron David Bickhaus
Kimberly Ann Calderon
Tara J. Collins
Trey James Dickson
Destiny Catherine Drawdy Wergeles

*** Maria Sue Estee
Francisco Elpidio Gonzalez, Sr.
Justin B. Heath
Jonathan Jimenez
Kamille Anette Luck
Clarence Tyrone Matthews II
Patrick J. McAleavy

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

Tamara Denise McAndrew
Angel Luis Nazario, Jr.
Michael Christopher Neel, Jr.
Roel Palloj
Brent David Richardson
Michael Aaron Rowland
Tammy Ann Rumrill
Nicholas Francis Santiago
Jonathan Eric Sepulvado
Jamie Earl Smith
Brett Andrew Swift
Michael David Swift
David Webb Van Buren
Westley Vazquez
Keith E. Wasielewski
Tammy Ann Zeledon

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Event Management BS
Debbie Isabel Adarve
Carolina Alejandra Aguilo
Emily Ruth Ahlers
Ana Marina Almanzar
Beatriz Elena Alvarez
Amanda Rae Apatow

** Shannyn Nicole Apolaro
* Arianna Amber Arpke
* Gabriella Ascione
Jessica Belinda Bannatyne
Kaylin Ruth Bassett
Elizabeth Elaine Benjamin
Janice Marie Bernier
Karen Ann Best
Erika Ann Bieberbach
Briana Binkov

** Brittney Victoria Bouche
Jennifer Marie Brennan
Heather Nicole Brown
Mercedes Dawn Brown
Jennifer Ann Browne
* Laura Elizabeth Busch
Kelsey Ellen Butler

** Jillian Nicole Capano
Kara Jordann Carter
Jeanine Elisabeth Casson-Reid
Silvana Maria Castorina
Natalie Ann Castro
Kara Lyn Cederquist
Maria Paula Chau
Joanna Marie Cichowicz
Meghan Catherine Coberly
Lauren Elise Cooper
Susan Eileen Corder
Nikolas Bruce Costas
Shana Elizabeth Coulthurst

*** Florencia Mariel Cucchetti
Whitney E. Cummings
Taylor Lynn Curry
Caitlyn Elizabeth Dampf
Christina Dominique Davis
Emily Margaret Dimaria
Marian Doyle
Lucy Rose Eichner
Nicole Nadine Erdflrotch
Megan Jo Fenlon
Heather Dawn Frietsch
Angela Helen Galane
Stephanie Marie Gasparri

Sarah Angela Gates
Alexandrina Gonzalez
Norma Liz Gonzalez
Sarah Ivelisse Gonzalez
Ingrid Maria Goodwin
Kyndra Denise Green
Ross Maxwell Greenfield
Samantha Jill Grundt
Ashley Hayden Gutierrez

** Roxanne Guzman
Sonja Natasha Hamke
Katelyn Aletia Hampton
Alyssa Marie Harrell
Danielle Josette Harvey
Sarah Cecile Elizabeth Haumann
Kimberly Elise Herbine
Ashley Briana Hernandez
Daniela Higuera

*** Courtney Jill Hitzel
Jacqueline L. Hogston
Myah Jennifer Holmquist
Chenielle Lashe Howden
Kaitlyn Jean Hughey
Tabatha Jo Hunsinger
Kelsea Cheyenne Jaqueth
Sanjay Samone Jenkins
Sara Rose Jensen
Nicklelta Agnes Jones
* Emily Nicole Karson
Alexa Rene Klinakis
Karylin Rae Kolb
Alexandria Korel

*** Taylor Morgan Korndbluh
Emily Marie Laing
Christina Marie LeBeau
Kristen Joy Lee
Nadine Abdelsalam Leheta
Staci Alyson Lehman
Alexa Clair Levin

*** Jessica Scalise Lima
Kevin Michael Long
Elvita Lopez
Paloma Isabella Martin
* Veronica Mayrim Martinez
Diana Leigh McAllister
Nora Patricia McGowan

*** Julien Louis Meyer
Amanda Gayle Miller
Rachel Faye Molk
Alexandra Lee Mrak
Sierra Jo Muilenburg

*** Allison Danielle Muniz
Haleigh Christine Neel

Jessica Whitney Nisholm
Randi Marie Otero
Haley Brianne Owens

*** Lynsey Ellen Panakos
Brandon Brice Payne
* Kristen Leigh Peterson
Jessica Ryann Pober
Dessislava Petrova Popova
Kelley Ann Pulda
Rebecca Elaine Puntoni
Laura Christine Ramiz
* Michele Ann Ramos
Katrina Nicole Ramsey
Anna Lee Redman
Nicole Marie Rivera

** Kelly Gachet Robinson
Christopher Lee Romero
Victoria Kathleen Rose
Deirdre Taylor Ruggeri
Sarah Jeanne Russell
Elena Sofia Saavedra
Melissa Nicole Santiago
Amber Nicole Schroder
Chevonne Marie Shadwick
Jennifer Denise Shouldice
Mary O'Connor Smith
Hannah Rose Sperling
Alyssa Ann Stabile

* Angela Patricia Stillas
Michelle Jean Stokes
DeShea Marie Sylvester
* Alyssa Danielle Taubbe
Chloe Shea Textor
Kristen Erin Tietz
Caroline Claire Trageser

*** Zachary Alan Tranter
Alisha Lauren Vaughan
Briana Maria Vaxmsono
April Aguirre Ventura
Nora Elizabeth Vincent
Curtis Lee Weaver
Kristy Nikol Weber
Andrea Nicole White
Samuel Gabe Whitman
Leah Michele Williams
Melissa Lynn Williams
Rebecca Elizabeth Wilson
* David Jacob Woodstein
Danielle Nicole Wormley-Seijo
Jacob E. Zambrano

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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Hospitality Management BS

John Henry Adams II
Debbie Isabel Adarve
Shannon Frances Anne Alexander
Bradley Michael Allen
Janice Amador

*** Kelley Meehan Ambrogi
** Jack Conner Appleyard
Nora Arezina
Madelyn Ruth Arias
Douglas William Armentrout
*Arianna Amber Arpe
* Gabriella Ascione

** Gabriela Isabel Ayala
Paul Edward Badiela II
Samia Alyssa Bahu
Jessica Belinda Bannatyne
*Balu Batu
Kaylee Rose Berkelhammer
*Candice Bernard
Jordan Danielle Black
Jessica Lynn Bridges

** Reanna Ariel Bruessel
Yanique Chantelle Bryan
Jessica Anne Buck

* Laura Elizabeth Busch
Catherine Dora Campbell
Ryan James Canavan

** Jillian Nicole Capano
Ryan Aaron Carpenter
Kara Lyn Cederquist
Li Juan Chen
Catherine T Mai Chu

** Lauren Ashley Cohen
Cassady Nicole Cook
Allison Brooke Cooper
Matthew Lee Corpuel
Danielle M. Dangelo

Marissa Kathryn Davis
Nestor Robert Delgado
Yelitza Delgado
Stephanie Lucia Diaz
Sara Elizabeth Dittman
Marian Doyle
Cynthia Gail Erickson
Brittany Illana Fader
Jacqueline M. Faggiani
Monica René Farmer
Sophia Louise Fiedler
Christine Nicole Fisher
Lauren Marie Fitzgerald
Eric T. Flowers

Joel Bennit Forsythe
Lauren Kay Fulford
Bella Garber
* Erin Nicole Garrison
Allison Lyn Geiser
*Randy David Gilson
Dannielle Clesha Givens
** Jason Michael Golden
Joseph Manuel Gonzalez
Giselle Yanira Grande

** Ross Maxwell Greenfield
* Candice Lynn Gregg
Joni Glenn Grossman
Luisa Fernanda Guerrero-Zerrate
Lauren Elizabeth Harder
Tamrehan Lauren Hassan

*** Kelly Helmer
*** Paula Anne Henry
Kimberly Elise Herbine
Alejandro Enrique Hernandez
Melanie Lynn Herring

*** Jessica Christina Hornik
Leslie E. Huntley
Bertram Bertin Jacques
Michael Lawrence Jamieson
Stephanie Janel
Hayden Robert Kaehl
Tiffany L. Kaplan
Marissa Eden Kaslof
James Michael Kennedy

* Katherine Elizabeth Kern
Evan Joseph Klein
Karylin Rae Kolb
Danielle Marlene Ladyko
Amy Kristen Lebron
Staci Alyson Leham
Philip Andrew Lengefeld
Alexa Clair Levin

*** Jessica Scalise Lima
Courtney Nicole Little
Valerie Ann Losavio
Lauri Ann Love
Chelsey Anne Lyon
Leesha Anne Mallant
Darren Vincent Mark
Nina Vincent Martinez
Brandi Janel McFadden
Casey Nicole Merrill

*** Julien Louis Meyer

** Brittany Margaret Mikus
Anna Lynn Miller
Joseph Randall Mills
Patricia Michelle Miranda

Alisia Mohabir
Katherine E. Molinari
Andrea Corina Morales
Stephanie Ann Morando
Giancarlo Motta

*** Allison Danielle Muniz
Pamela Ashby Naylor
Michael Andrew Nostrame
Michael Robert O'Connell
Thomas Joseph O'Neill II
Haley Brianne Owens
Fabiola Marina Pachas
Sarah Padgett Hapner
Albert Anthony Pallante

* Marisa Lynn Pastore
Kayla Perez

* Jeanette Potter
Richard James Potter
Daniel Michael Cole Pringle
Jennifer Leora Ralston
Kristina Elizabeth Rambold
Edwin Joseph Ramos
Karina Patricia Ramos
Elizabeth Danielle Reed
Eily Ann Ridge
Michaela Rae Rivers

** Kelly Gachet Robinson
Sarah Elizabeth Rollins
Brittany Lynn Rossetter

** Kevin Daniel Rowan
Emily Jane Royall
Jennifer Rachel Rubin
Elena Sofia Saavedra
Jennifer Saiz
Trey Joseph Schexnayder
Kyauna Atavious Smith
Alexa Paige Sorci

* Kimberly Brooke Sosonka
Daniel Spinner
Alison Mae Spry
Natalie Kyoung Starr
Kelsey Ann Sterner

* Angela Patricia Stillson
Serina Sannukh Swami

Joshua Robert Talesnkie

*** Katelyn Lee Targonski
Rodrique Detravia Thompson
Michelle Kim Tran
Carl J. Vasile
Monique Shantal Latoya Wallen
Steven Ward
Donald Timberlake Warren
Warren Michael Wilson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Shelby Brooke Wishner
David Jacob Woodstein
Jonathan Richard Worobey
Huan Yi
Katie Lynn Zimmerman
Matthew Brandon Zimmerman
Lindsay Sharon Zovishlack

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist
Alexandria Nichole Bereo
Kelsey Ellen Butler
Frank Carriere II
Amy Renee Franklin
Rachel Grafton
Laura Kristen Granger
Brenden Curtis Hawkins
Tyllyn Bree Hendrix

Jamie Lee Jaworski
Christina Jade Kennedy
Jarred Ross Lokietz
Derek William May
Thomas Herring Morrison III
Alaina Chieko Oue
Bailey Rose Pucher
Rebecca Elaine Puntoni
Alyssa Victoria Rivas
Brian Alexander Scott, Jr.
Lindsay Ann Serio
Alyson Kay Shafar
Deborah Anne Shimshoni
Zachary Aaron Shulman
Brady Richard Stroot
Robert James Trien
George Joseph Tucci III
Viviana Victoria

Hospitality Management BS-Hospitality Management AS to BS
Cassandra Denise Grayes
Myriamme Jean-Charles
Anthony Lomelino
Lillian Elaine Mitchell

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS
Janice Amador
Jessica Anne Buck
Cassady Nicole Cook
Matthew John DeGiorgio
Shawna Nicole Dygert
Erin Nicole Garrison
Christine Marie Gerke
Joseph Manuel Gonzalez
Jarred Ross Lokietz
Perry Charles-James Manfre III
Anthony Michael Monge
Javed Rameez Morgan, sr.
Antoinette Mui
Dylan James O'Reilly
Marisa Lynn Pastore
Beau Spencer Rautenstrauch
Brian Alexander Scott, Jr.
Stephen Ashley Sherbin II
Keshia Laishan Sutton
Monique Shantai Latoya Wallen
Joshua Waring Wyche

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management
Sara Louise Litzell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder, Reg Lyle and Ben Pugh.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Art &amp; the Computer</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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College of Business Administration

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Accounting .................................................................. Drab
Business Administration .................................................. Drab
Economics .................................................................. Copper
Management ................................................................ Drab
Real Estate .................................................................. Drab
Sports Business Management ...................................... Drab
Taxation ...................................................................... Drab

College of Education and Human Performance

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Education .................................................................... Light Blue

College of Engineering and Computer Science

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Computer Science ....................................................... Orange
Digital Forensics ........................................................ Orange
Engineering ................................................................ Orange

College of Graduate Studies

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Interdisciplinary Studies ................................................ White

College of Health and Public Affairs

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Communication Sciences and Disorders ................................ Sage Green
Health Care Informatics ................................................ Kelly Green
Health Sciences ........................................................ Peacock Blue
Nonprofit Management ................................................ Peacock Blue
Public Administration ................................................ Citron
Social Work .............................................................. Citron
Urban and Regional Planning ....................................... Blue-Violet

College of Medicine

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Biomedical Sciences .................................................... Science Gold
Biotechnology ............................................................. Science Gold
Molecular Biology and Microbiology ................................ Science Gold

College of Nursing

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Nursing ................................................................. Apricot

College of Optics and Photonics

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Optics ................................................................. Aqua

College of Sciences

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Advertising .......................................................... Crimson
Anthropology .......................................................... White
Biology ..................................................................... Science Gold
Chemistry .............................................................. Science Gold
Communication ........................................................ Crimson
Forensic Science .......................................................... Science Gold
Mathematical Sciences ................................................ Science Gold
Physics ............................................................ Dark Blue
Political Science ........................................................ Gold
Psychology .............................................................. Gold
Sociology ............................................................... White
Statistical Computing ................................................... Science Gold

Rosen College of Hospitality Management

DISCIPLINE ......................................................... COLOR OF DISCIPLINE
Hospitality and Tourism Management ................................ Pineapple
College Gonfalons

The gonfalon originated in the medieval state of Italy as an ensign of the state of office. The UCF gonfalons designate the university seal, the various colleges, and the core values of The UCF Creed. The colors of the university, black and gold, are joined together in a UCF star common to all colleges.

The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the UCF library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name and Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Name and Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td>Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joe R. Lee, Doctor of Commercial Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reubin O’D. Askew, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howard Phillips, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph F. Traub, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Richard M. DeVos, Sr., Doctor of Commercial Service</td>
<td>April 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William E. Davis, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anibel Acevedo Vila, Doctor of Public Science</td>
<td>March 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Charles Hard Townes, Doctor of Science</td>
<td>May 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Robert Graham, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
<td>May 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Wolfgang-Detlef Petri, Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service</td>
<td>May</td>
<td>Charles N. Millican, Doctor of Laws</td>
<td>May 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>December</td>
<td>Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td>May 1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>Howard Lance, Doctor of Science</td>
<td>May 1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sanford Shugart, Doctor of Humane Letters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Degrees Conferred

B.A. Bachelor of Arts
B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science
B.Des Bachelor of Design in Architecture
B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts
B.M. Bachelor of Music
B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
B.S. Bachelor of Science
B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
B.S.B.A. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
B.S.Cp.E. Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
B.S.E.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
B.S.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
B.S.I.E. Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
B.S.N. Bachelor of Science in Nursing
B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work
D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice
D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy
Ed.D. Doctor of Education
Ed.S. Education Specialist
M.A. Master of Arts
M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
M.P.A. Master of Public Administration
M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
M.D. Doctor of Medicine
M.Ed. Master of Education
M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
M.N.M. Master of Nonprofit Management
M.S. Master of Science
M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
M.S.B.M. Master of Science in Business Management
M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
M.S.E.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
M.S.W. Master of Social Work
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. To update their diploma mailing addresses, undergraduate students should contact the Registrar’s Office and master’s students should contact the College of Graduate Studies.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
UCF ALMA MATER

Words & Music: Burt Szabo

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold, will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.

May loyalty and friendship within our hearts unite, and light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.

With honor and affection our friendship will renew, we sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
THE UCF CREED

Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide the university’s conduct, performance, and decisions.

Integrity
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

Scholarship
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

Community
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

Creativity
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

Excellence
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.

College of Arts and Humanities
The senses of sight, sound, and sensation are transformed by spirit and creativity into meaningful diverse forms of expression in the College of Arts and Humanities.

The Burnett Honors College
Illumination is knowledge—the eternal flame symbolizes The Burnett Honors College’s mission to foster honor and passion for lifelong learning.

College of Business Administration
Familiar symbols elicit world marketplace images of competition and finance for the College of Business Administration with its innovative curriculum, state-of-the-art facilities, and nationally recognized programs.

College of Education and Human Performance
The apple has served as the definitive symbol of education and knowledge for centuries. And for the College of Education, a galaxy of encircling stars serves as a shining example of diverse opportunities for learning.

College of Engineering and Computer Science
The Space Transportation System symbolizes one of the most complex and ambitious scientific feats ever achieved and epitomizes the spirit of the College of Engineering and Computer Science.

College of Graduate Studies
Leadership, research, and service empower graduate students in the division’s quality learning environment. The doctoral cap, hood, and gown epitomize the highest achievement for the College of Graduate Studies.

College of Health and Public Affairs
Academic programs in the College of Health and Public Affairs are bound together by a shared sense of purpose—to serve communities and contribute knowledge that improves the quality of life of citizens.

College of Medicine
The Rod of Aesculapius, serpent entwined around a staff, is an ancient Greek symbol associated with healing the sick. The rod topped by the UCF Flame of Hope is spiraled with the DNA’s double helix to form the symbol for the College of Medicine.

College of Nursing
The spirit of the College of Nursing is conveyed by images that symbolize caring, knowledge, and leadership.

College of Optics and Photonics
The striking multifaceted relief captures the spirit of the Age of Light and epitomizes the science and technology of the College of Optics and Photonics and its dominant influence in the 21st Century.

College of Sciences
Science seeks to explain how the world works—living organisms, the physical world, people in groups, and people as individuals. Just as a microscope gives a way to look at objects otherwise too small to see, so the tools of scientific inquiry let us observe nature in its many aspects.

Office of Undergraduate Studies
The Office of Undergraduate Studies provides the foundation, vision, and leadership necessary for students to reach their academic potential and to prepare for the steps, challenges, and rewards of lifelong learning.

Rosen College of Hospitality Management
The central fountain, framed by Mediterranean arches, has come to symbolize the Rosen College of Hospitality Management’s state-of-the-art campus and its standard of excellence for the industry.

The UCF Creed
Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide the university’s conduct, performance, and decisions.

Gonfalons Symbolize the Spirit of the University of Central Florida
This commencement program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu/2014/spring/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, May 5, 2014.